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INTRODUCTION.

In 1913 the New York Academy of Sciences drew up plans for a natural history survey of the Island of Porto Rico.
This work was undertaken with the active cooperation of the Insular Government of Porto Rico, the American Museum
of Natural History, the New York Botanical Garden, and Columbia University. Work in all the different departments of
Zoology, Botany and Geology was planned and the first field work begun in 1914. The author early had the good fortune
to receive the assignment to report on the mammals of the island.

The mammal life of Porto Rico as known at this time was entirely chiropteran, no land mammals other than bats
having been recorded. Promise of most interesting and unexpected developments in this line was secured by the anthro-
pologists under Dr. Franz Boas in 1915. In making archaeological excavations they discovered fossil remains of three new
rodents and a new ground sloth. Starting field work for mammals in May, 1916, the author was able to further increase
the number of terrestrial mammals -and secured such an abundance of fossil material of these new forms that it has been
decided to make a rather detailed report on the mammals of Porto Rico in order to place this material before the public
in an available form.

The first work on the mammals of Porto Rico wa,s done by Dr. Juan Gundlach who made three trips to the Island
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from Cuba, 'in 1873, 1875 and 1881. The principal localities worked by Gundlach were Aguadilla, Guanica, Lares, Utuado,
Arecibo, Quebradillas, Vega Baja and Bayamon. The results of the first two trips appeared in the Anales de la Sociedad

Espaniola de Historia Natural for 1878. The part devoted to mammals is not very extensive and occupies only three pages;

four species of bats are the known indigenous mammalia. Other collectors did work on the island at various times but

the total results have not greatly enlarg'ed the knowledge of Porto Rican mammals, partly through non-publication. Mr.

Alex. Wetmore, of the United States Biological Survey, worked in Porto Rico from December 1911 to September 1912,

primarily on the birds of the island but incidentally secured a fine collection of the bats., 235 specimens, among them a new

form-of Ep>tesieus. The Museum of Comparative Zo610gy sent an expedition under Dr. G. M. Allen to Porto Rico in the

spring of 1917, a small collection of bats and fossil mammals being secured, none of which proved to be new. The field

work done by the writer covered approximately two months of the sumnmer of 1916.

ITINFRARY,

Accompanied by Mrs. Anthony, who' was an active assistant throughout the trip, I arrived at San Juan May 31,
1916. After a day of necessary official arrangements we moved to San German near the west coast of the island. Here

we met Dr. Spinden, of the American Museum Department of Anthropology, and cooperated for some days hoping to

find mammal remains in Indian shell-heaps and kitchen middens. This locality did not yield very much interesting
material although work was extended as far as Cabo Rojo, and the next move brought us to Adjuntas where about a week

was spent. Utuado was the next site and proved-to be one of the most important discovered on the island. At first

great dffficulty was encountered in locating caves, owing to a lack of understanding on the part of the natives and the

terrible roads which made travel an ordeal. Once the field was surveyed, however, and promi'sing localities discovered,
an abundance of- valuable fossil mammnal material was secured. With Utuado as'a base sev-eral long trips were made into

adjacent regions such as the Hacienda Jobo and Quebradillas. Before the mammal work at Utuado was completed Dr.

Spinden finished his archaeological investigations and returned to San Juan and New York.
After leaving Utuado it was necessary to return to San Juan July 3, and several days were spen in investigating

important caves in that vicinity, one of which is the type locality for two species of bats. Bats were found to be more

abundant and of more species about the San Juan sector than anywhere else on the island. We returned for one day to

Utuado to secure fossils excavated on contract, and from there we passed on west to Lares. The possibilities of Lares

appeared very limnited although there is an interesting deposit ol fossil-bearing Tertiary limestone near San Sebastian.

Delay inl the receipt of expected funds made imperative our return again to San Juan, but while waiting there to adjust
finances some valuable bats were secured from hitherto unvisited localities nearby.

The next trip brought us to Manati, and a very promising area was located near Morovis. With Manati as _our

base, work on several caves near Morovis yielded an abundance of mammal remai'ns. We had returned from -Manati

to San Juan by July 21 and then went eastward to the high mountainous area about El Yunque. Thanks to the kind

hospitality of the overseer at the Preston ranch, near Naguabo, this ranch was made headquarters for the work in the

high country. Heavy continual rains seriously interfered with work here and a long all-day tramp back toward the summit

of El Yunque convinced me of the uselessness of any work in that region during the short time at our disposal and proba-
ble negative results as far as mammals were concerned. From the Preston ranch we went to Coamo by the road that

parallels the coast, and from this place as a base we went inland as far as Cayey. On leaving Coamo we proceeded to

Ponce, where we took train and went around the coast, stopping off at Manati once more in order to follow up -clues obtained

on the former visit. This was the last place where field work was done. On August 2 we left San Juan for New York.

In a general way the entire island was covered, and a special effort was made to investigate each different type of

country and each different ecological area.
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PHYSIOGRPH.

Porto Rico is a small island, 95 miles in length by 35 miles in breadth, with an area of 3,668 square miles. In shape
it approximates a parallelogram, the sides of which run in the cardinal directions of the compass. The island is divided by
physiological features into several very distinct ecological areas. Mountain ranges of fair elevation extend east and west
for the full length of the island, reaching in the western part an elevation of nearly'4000 feet and culminating at the east-
ern end in El Yunque, of 4985 feet elevation. These ranges form-the backbone of the island and the greater part of its
area as well. A large part of the northwestern end of the island is limestone, which occurs as a layer of considerable thick-
ness. The soulthwestern part of the island also contatins limestone, but. it is here widely scattered. The eastern end of
the island consists of conglomerates and metamorphic rock.

On parts of the island the annual rainfall is very heavy, notably in the high mountains at the eastern end and through-
out the mountain district in general. On the southwestern end the rainfall is very scanty and desert conditions prevail.
There are several good-sized rivers, the largest flowing through valleys of considerable extent. Throughout most of the
island the virgin forest has been destroyed to make way for plantations, but in a few isolated localities remnants of the early
forest remain. Such places may be found about Maricao, Utuado, and to the greatest extent in the Luquillo region.
Close attention was paid to changes in the ecology of the country traversed in the hope of finding changes in the bat fauna,
but none were' noted, although, because of the little time spent in the arid southwestern region, the most likely field for
such observations was not by any means exhausted.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS .

It gives me pleasure to acknowledge the great help and assistance I have received from different institutions and
individuals. Dr. H. E. Crampton, member of the Porto Rican committee of tha New York Academy of Sciences, has
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to render capable assistance. To Major Basil IHicks Dutcher, U. S. A., I owe the same debt of gratitude that is owed
by every one of the Academy field workers in Porto Rico, whose labors he has smoothed in many ways. The residents
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Dr. J. A. Allen, Curator of the Department of Mammals, American Museum, has' given me the great benefit of his
long experience in numerous consultations both on the systematic work of the report and on editorial matters and to
him I offer my sincerest thanks. Dr. W. - D. Matthew, Curator of Vertebrate PalEeontology of this Museum, has also
materially assi'sted me not only by consultation but by the contribution of departmental aid. Mr. Walter Granger of
the same department has assisted me in many ways and has done me a valuable service in directing the drawing of many
bones when I was called from the Museum. Dr. F. A. Lucas, Director of this Museum, through his interest and sympathy
in this work, has done all that he could to render the report complete. I am greatly indebted to Mr. James P. Chapin,
a co-worker in the same department with me and a talented artist, for much help and adv,ice on text figures.

Finally this list would not be complete without an expression of gratitude to my wife,, Edith I. Anthony, who from
the beginning has taken an active hand in the collection of the material and its preparation, the writing of notes and the
copying and arranging of the manuscript, the figures., the bibliography, etc.
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INDIGEZNOUS LAND MAMMALS OF PORTO RICO.

Living -Fossil
Chiroptera Chiroptera

Noctilio leporinus mastivus Monophyllus frater
Chilonycteris parnelli portoricensis Stenoderma rufum
Chilonyeteris fuliginosa inflata Phyllonycteris major
*Mormoops blainvillii -In3eetivora*Monophyllus portoricensis Nesophontes edithae
*Brachyphylla cavernarum RodentiaArtibeus jamaicens'is j'ama'icensis Isolobodon portoricensis
Erophylla bombifrons Elasmodontomys obliquus*Eptesicus fuscus wetmore"i Heptaxodon bidens
Nyetinomus murinus Heteropsomys insulans
Molossus fortis Homopsomys antillensis

Edentata
Acratonus odontrigonus
Acratocnus major

PROBABLE,AGE OF THE FOSSILS.

All of the fossil species, with the possible exception of Iiolobod.on, were contemporaneous and lived up until quite recenttimes. A most conservative estimate wvould place the island mammalia as living at the end of the late Pleistocene andthere is l'ittle doubt that this age may be extended into the Recent on a careful consideration of all the facts. I3olobodonsurvived for so'me time after the occupation of the island by the human race.Tefossil remains were encountered at depths of a few inches from -the top down to as deep as nine feet. Oftenbut little scraping was necessary to uncover bones although in this connection it is necessary to state that the nativesof the island are in the habit of digging out the bat guano from the caves and frequently take the earth from the floorof the caves as fertilizer. Thus the height of the earth in any cave may not always be considered with certainty as themaximum depth of the deposit. However, the height of the original deposit is generally betrayed by a discolored ringaround the walls -of the cave. The bones were very fresh in appearance when excavated and had in no case undergone-any mineralization. In the case of the bats found fossil in the Cueva Catedral a number of skulls were collected thatprove indistinguishable from.living bats and this formation contained as well the insectivore Nmsphonte&.Judging from-the great number of chiropteran species, differentiation must take place in this o'rder at a fairly rapid rate and thereforewe must conclude that the fossil bats of the Cueva Catedral have been fossil for no lengthy period.Furthermore fossils collected in Cuba under similar conditions display unmistakable evidence of recent deposit andthe-fact that a related Nesophoente.?is found in the Cuban caves argues that the extinct faunas of the two islands werecontemporaneous.*
As a general rule the specimens were found in dry caves in the limestone in the mounta'inous part of the island. Cavesupon the sides of small hillsyielded the most bones aind the size of the cave was immaterial. The cave that containedthe greatest amount of Ground Sloth material was a small one with the entrance on a rather steep hillside and opening outofa sheer front of limestone. Inside, the cave did not open out very wide but had a de'ep fissure at the left toward whichthe floor sloped abruptly. This fissure was richly packed with bones of the sloth and the large rodent, the -bones beginningatnear the surface and continuing down some nine feet when excavations had to be given up because of the impossibilityofreaching any deeper. This cave had the appearance of a trap for any animal that wandered into i'tand certainly wouldhave proved so for any old or sick animal that had strength enough to crawl up through the cave entrance. The earth
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.in this cave, which is the one on the propeerty of Don Gervacio Toranio near Utuado, is reddish in color and composed
completely of disintegrated limestone. It is rather coarse in texture and intermingled with it were good sized fragments
of the walls.

A much different type of cave is the Cueva ( atedral near.Morovi's. Also situate on a steep hillside, it occupies the
top of a small hill and the ceiling of the cave has fallen though letting in considerable light. This cave has two large
entrances and is a large open chamber filled to a depth of several feet with earth and many fallen fragments of limestone.
At one side there is a deep deposit of fine powdery soil, almost pure bat guano in spots, sloping rather steeply down from
the back wall of the cave. The natives have removed from this part of the cave a great deal of the rich soil for fertilizer.
Throughout a stratum of several inches to a foot or more in thickness this deposit was literally packed with small bones
of mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians. In some spots the bones were interlaced almost in hundreds and a quart,
-of earth required some minutes to pick over'. In the crevices between the larger blocks of limestone and in the irregulari-
ties in the cave floor were especially rich pockets of those bones. Farther up the slope, above the fine earth, a large number
of skulls, some of them lime-encrusted., were found beneath a heavy, flat slab of limestone. Some agency had doubtless
operated to concentrate all the bones of the cave in this one favored spot and the collector could not dream of a richer
locality to work. This agency may have been the water, for rain could beat down through the opened ceiling of the cave

and wash down any bones into the retaining crevices; or some form of animal life, Nesophontes itself or the large land crab
of the-island, may have dragged into this part of the cave the bodies of the bats, insectivores, or lizards that became its
prey. However from the fact that a great number of very delicate bones are preserved intact I believe that the c'ollect-
ing agency has been the water because a preying animal would crush and destroy most of the delicate skeletal structures
of its prey.

Isolobodon was found on the very surface of the floor, in nearly every case, in eaves which had been occupi'ed by the
former Indian inhabitants of the island. Designs upon the walls of the cave, broken pottery and ashes attested to the
occupancy and'amidst the ashes and fragments of pottery the scattered bones of this rodent could be found. Also
throughout the great shell heaps along the coast, especially at Cabo Rojo, an occasional bone of Isolobodon was

encountered.
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Order CHEIROPTERA.

Suborder MICROCHIROPTERA.

Prior to the description of Isolobodon- from Porto Rico by Dr. J. A. Allen in 19161' the only native land mammals
known from Porto Rico were bats. The first authentic list of the bats of Porto Rico was published by Gundlach in the
Anales de Historia Natural, 1878. Gundlach listed only four species, Artibew perspinallatus, Mormoop-s blainvillii, Chi-
lonycteris macleayi and Molomwu ob'scuruz; three of these species have been accredited to Porto Rico in all later lists but
Gundlach's Porto Rican record of Mormoops seems to have been overlooked. Subsequent revisors and describers added
to the Porto Rican fauna, six species and subspecies being given by Dr. G. M. Allen in his Mammals of the West Indies,
July, 1911, and several other species discussed as doubtfully recorded from Porto Rico but unverified. The present list
records fourteen species an'd subspecies of which four have not hitherto been recorded from the island.

Four families are represented, the Noctilionidee with one species, the Phyllostomid2e with ten species, the Vesper-
tilionidae with one species, and the Molossidoe with two species. Of these four families the species of the Phyllostomidee
are the only endemic forms. The Porto Rican Noctilionid, Vespertilionid and Molossids all have very near relatives
on the continent or possibly occur there as the same species. Among the Phyllostomidae of the island are represented five
genera endemic to the West Indies. The following detailed list of the bats of Porto Rico will show their relationships:

Family Noctilionidae
Noctilio leporinus mastivus ................................... . continental species

Family Phyllostomidae
Chilonycteri8 fuliginosa injlata ................................... . .. . . . endemic species
Chilonydteris parneUi portoricen8s. ..ats................................ .. endemic species
Mormo'ops blainvillii . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .............................. ; endemic species
Monophyllus portoricensis ................................ . endemic genus

*Monophyllus frater ............................... . ... . . . . . endemic genus
Brachyphyl.la cavemnaru4m ................................ . I. endemiecge-nus
*Stenodermva rufuma.................................. . . . . endemic genus
Artibeus9 jamaicensis jamaicen8is ................................ . . . . . continental species

* Phyllonydteris major ................................ . . . . . . . .. . endemic genus
ErophyUa bombifrons ................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . endemic genus

Family Vespertilionidae
Eptesicus fuscus wetmorei ................................ . . . . . . . . . . continental species

Family Molossidae
Nyctinomu-s muhrinus ................................ . . . endemic species
Molossuhs fort-is ............................... . . . . . . . . . . . endemic species
* Found fossil only.

The endemic nature of the bat fauna is readily apparent and is good evidenice of the long continued separation of
Porto Rico from any mainland connection, since it is well known that bats are subject to practically the same laws of dis-
persal as terrestrial mammals.2

Family NOCTILIONIDE.

Noctilio leporinus mastivus (Dahl).'

1797. Vespertilio mastivuls DAHL, Skrivter. af Naturhist.- Selskabet Kjobenhavn, Vol. 4, p. 132.
1885. Noctilio leporinus mnastivubs TRUE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. 7 (1884), p. 603, 1885.
1911. Noctilio leporinus G. M. AL1LENv, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. LIV, p. 223, July, 1911.
1912. Noctilio leporinus ma-stivrus MILLER, North American Land Mammals, p. 30, December 31, 1912.

Type locality.-Island of St. Croix, West Indies.
Distribution.-.Limits of range unknown but probably the Greater Antilles, the Virgin Islands and St. Croix. Recorded in Porto

Rico, Old Loiza, and on Mona Island (Elliot).

J. A. Allen, Annals New York Academy of Sciences, Vol. XXVII, p. 19, 25 January, 1916.
2 See authorities cited on page 431.
3 For plate figures and text figures of this species and all other species following see list of illustrations, page 433.
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Specimens collected: -30 (20 s'kins and 10 alcoholics), from Old Loiza near San Juan on the northern coast.
General characters.- A very large bat with yellowish white dorsal stripe. Head large and rounded; ears high, narrow, pointed,

tragus serrate along posterior border; muzzle simple, nostrils tubular; upper lip simple, lower lip and chin with a few dermal, wart-like
growths; cheeks and chin sparsely haired; body robust and heavy; humerus very long and nearly straight; thumb large and strong;
third phalanx of third digit very long; hind leg very large with long tibia, long metatarsus and very large claws; calear well developed
and very long; tail short, enclosed except for extreme tip, in very wide interfemoral membrane; fur very short everywhere, almost woolly;
fur restricted along lower back to a narrow median strip, practically no hair on any of the membranes except for a few scattered along
lateral membranes; lateral membranes attached rather high on sides of body.

Color.- Adult: Above snuf-brown, the hairs tipped with buff, with a narrow dorsal stripe of yellowish white running from hind
neck almost to base of tail; below whitish to yellowish or buffy, varying with individual; females yellower below than males. One
specimen, No. 39563, adult, varies from normal in being cinnamon-buff below.

Young: When nearly full grown very similar to adults but more strongly yellow on underparts.
Sku$ll.- Large and strongly constructed; rostrum of normal length but rather broad; nasals slightly arched, premaxill'T thin and

inflated, nares opening outward, a pair of foramina at the posterior border of the nasal bones; braincase rounded, globose, with high
sagittal and lambdoidal crests; sagittal crest dividing anteriorly and continuing as sharp ridges nearly to the maxillary root of zygoma;

i,~

Fig. 2. Noctilio leporinus mastiv-us. Skulls of adult
mnale, one view, and adult female, three views. Old Loiza,
Porto Rico. -.
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mastoid process large, shelf-like, subrectangular; zygomatic arch strong and heavy, flaring widely posteriorly, jugal meeting posterior
root of zygoma at a nearly right angle; basioccipital region very short, slightly tilted upward from plane of palate; basisphenoid pits
very faintly indicated; sphenoidal fissure very large and extensive; glenoid broad and shallow; bullae and cochleae of about equal size;
palate long and broad, deeply concave, more especially from side to side; interpterygoid fosna short and broadly U-sh'aped; mandible
very heavy; horizontal ramus straight; ascending ramus low and rising in gradual curve from horizontal portion; coronoid higher than
condyle, peglike, condyle noticeably elevated above plane of molar crowns; angular process strong and abruptly reflected outward;
dental foramen large and con~spicuous, below sigmoid notch. Dentition heavy. Skulls of males heavier with higher crests than those of
females.

Dentition.- I, 2-;C,)1 Pm,)-2 M,3)3 28.
Upper: Incisor's unequal, inner much larger than outer pair, strongly in contact at mid-height of tooth but divergent at root and

tip, crowns of inner pair very high with postero-external heel; outer incisors in contact with inner posteriorly but separated by noticeable
diastema from caninaes, small and low with internal cusp; canine large and heavy with well developed internal cingulum but no accessory
cusps, inner face slightly concave; premolar very short in antero-posterior axis with high anterior cusp and well marked internal heel;
first two molars similar, subequal, with W-shaped molar pattern of normal type, hypocone much lower thanl protocone; third molar
reduced, lacking metastyle.
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Lower: Incisors small, crowded into and completely filling intercanine space, crowns subrectanguilar, concave, anterior cutting edge
faintly bifid; canine large, with strongly marked internal spiral groove, tooth curved forward at base, backward at tip; first premolar
small, with low cusp, crowded by second premolar and by canine; second premolar with crow-n much wider than long, crowded in tooth-
row, with well developed external cingulum, high anterior cusp and low internal cusp; first and second molars with normal W-crown
pat,tern; teeth projecting externally considerably beyond face of ramus; third molar slightly smaller than the other two but similar in
other respects.

Measurements.- Average of 7 adult males: Totallength, 132 mm. (127-135); tail vertebrm, 28.3 (27-31); hind foot, 34.4 (34-35);
forearm, 86.7 (85-88).'

Average of 7 adult females: Total length, 124.7 (118--135); tail vertebrm, 26.1 (25-28); hind foot, 31.1 (30-32); forearm, 83.9
(80 85.8).

Skull. Average of 5 adult males. Greatest length, 27.3 (26.6-28.5)-; zygomaelc breadth, 20.26 (19.8-20.7); interorbital breadth,
7.2 (7.1-7.3); breadth of braincasie, 13.9 (13.7-14); mastoid breadth, 19.58 (18-20.7); length of palate, 12.64 (12.3-12.9); length of
maxillary molar series, 8.72 (8.5-8.9); length of mandible, 19.06 (18.5-19.4); length of mandibular molar series, 9.88 (9.4-10).

Average of 5 adult females. Greatest length, 25.52 (24.9-26.3); zygomatic breadth, 18.86 (18.6-19.1); interorbital breadth,
6.96 (6.8-7.1); breadth of braincase, 13.4 (13.2-13.6); mastoid breadth, 17.2.(16.8-17.8); length of palate, 11.76 (11.5-12.2); length
of maxillary molar series, 8.48 (8.3-8.6); length of mandible, 18 (17.7-18.4); length of mandibular molar series, 9.66 (9.5-9.8).

Remarks.- Noctillio is such a very large bat that on the character of size alone it may be distinguished from all the
other bats of Porto Rico. The only other bat of the entire West Indian area surpassing or even equalling it in size is
Vampyrus spectrum, and this bat has not been found on Porto Rico. The only other member of the genus Noctilio to be
encountered on any of the islands between Florida and South America is N. leporinus which has been taken on Trinidad
and on some of the Lesser Antilles. The status of the two forms, leporinws and mastiv, is not very satisfactorily deter-
mined and two specimens of leporivus from Trin'idad do not show very striking differences from the Porto Rican specimens
of matstieus, the Trinidad bats beilng somewhat smaller and with the dorsal line less developed. More extensive material
of typical leporrinm is needed to clear up the situation and perhaps mastivus should stand as a synonym of leporinus.

Noctilio was encoun'tered at but one locality' in a cave known as the "Piedra de la Cueva,"y on the outskirts of the
little town of Old Loiza on the north coast. As this bat has bitherto been unknown from Porto Rico it is more than likely
that it is very local in its distribution or it wvould not have so long escaped discovery.

Notes made -on the day of the discovery of this species will serve to describe some of its traits and peculiarities.
"The first cave we came to., called ' Piedra de la Cueva,' was a very large hilgh cave, more a shallow opening into the

face of the small hill or huge rock in which it was situated than a cave in the usual sense of the word. On account of its
height the light came through into all parts and so I did not expect to encounter anything except a few Artibeus. A large
pile of droppings underneath a darkened crevice. overhead led me to fire a shot on suspicion, and I was rewarded by several
specimens of the large, hitherto unencountered Noctilio. At the report others began to move about and investigation
showed that the cave had a number of these interesting large bats. They were sufficiently high up to be almost safe from
my auxiliary, as the fine shot was not very deadly to such large bats at that distance. However by pegging away at them
I secured a fair 'number. These bats when disturbed flew out into the bright cave and moved about as surely as if the
light were absolutely to their liking. Their flight was quite regular and while not rapid, like that of most of the smaller
species, it was a strong well sustained flight. The very large hind legs were stretch'ed out behind straight from the body
and approximately parallel, keeping the interfemoral membrane and the posterior part of the alar membrane in a flat
horizontal plane, while the propulsio'n was furnished by the membrane on the foreafm. They looked almost like large
birds as they circled about the cave overhead, the ligbt shining down through their membrane and the red blood showing
in the thin feet. VVhen they alighted they seemed- sure of their intention and swo7oped up directly to a hanging position
and did not make several vain preliminary trials as does Artibeus. Their large feet proved admirably suited to hanging,
and they crawled about upside down with considerable agility, moving sometimes quite a distance before they found a

spot that suited them well enough to remain. From below they seemed almost like big spiders crawling about on the
rocky ceiling. Considerable of the crawling was done by means of the feet only and the thumbs, were used only about
balf the time. A mother with an almost hairless young flew about the cave a few times ana then, as she had been wounded,
flew against the side of the cave and was later secured. The call note was distinctly different in tone from that of the
other bats, being rather high pitched for such a large bat. These bats were very tenacious and, like all the other species,
attempted to bite when picked up. They seemed to be crowded 'in several crevices that led back into the ceiling out of the
direct light but were rather easily alarmed and a shot or two invariably brought individuals crowding out from such places.
Artibeus that were found in the same cave did not mingle with these bats and were dwaxfed in compar'ison when flying
beside their larger companions of the cave."
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The interfemoral membranes of these specimens were dotted with a minute reddish parasite seen on no other bat of the
island, while a small ectoparasite found in the fur wa-s identified -by Dr. J. Bequaert as ParadyqchWiria fu8ca Speiser. A
strong, disagreeable odor, rather musky in character, was noticed about Noctilio.

Family PHYLLOSTOMIDA.

Subfamily CHILONYCTERINE.

Chilonycteris parnelli portoricensis (Miller).

1902. Chilonysteris portoricensis MILLER, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p. 4(}0, September 12, 1902.
1904. Chilonycteris parneUi portoricensis REHNS, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p. 199, March 29, 1904.
1911. Chilonydteris parnelli portoricensis G. M. ALLEN, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zo61., Vol. LIV, p. 225, July, 1911.
1912. Chilonycteris parnelli portoricensis MILLER, North American Land Mammals, p. 32, December 31, 1912.

Fig. 3. Chilonycteriv pamnelli portoricensu. Skull of adult male. Trujillo Alto, Porto Rico. -.

Type locality.-Cueva de Fari, near Pueblo Viejo, Porto Rico.
Distribution.- Known only from the island of Porto Rico. Recorded from Cueva de Fari, Cueva de Trujillo Alto, and Cayey

(U. S. Biol. Survey).
Specimens collected:- 2, from Cueva de Trujillo Alto.
General characters.- Size medium; ears tall, rather narrow and pointed, lower border extending outward in a broad shelf covered

with long hairs, tragus blunt; nose simple, without leaf; under lip with a pair of transverse cutaneous lappets;, forearm but moderately
curvred; tail short, free for the termilial half; feet of mediu(m size; calcar long and slender; hair of sides not running onto membranes
but a few scattered hairs continuing along humerus and femur and onto the interfemoral membrane for about half its depth;. hairs about
nose directed forward.

Color.-Above a uniform brown, about dusky drab of Ridgway, the hairs grayish at base; pelage rather thinner on neck and
shoulders allowing more or less of light color at bases of hairs to show through; below light drab of Ridgway; the hairs of abdomen
blackish brown at base, those of throat but little darker at base than tip; membranes blackish brown; hair everywhere rather long, soft
and lax.

Skull.- -Of moderate size with high rounded braincase; rostrum long and somewhat inflated; a nasal concavity present; braincase
tilted at an angle to axfs of rostrum, globose; zygomata not flaring; interpterygoid fossa short; palate long and narrow, widening slightly
anteriorly; cochlea large; mandibular ramus long and curved upward, posteriorly; coronoid low, about as, high as condyle; angular
processdeflected outward.

Dentition.- I, 2>-2; C, 1_1; Pm, 2_2; M, 3-3= 34.
IJpper: Inner incisors about twice as large as outer, crowns with broad cutting edge; outer incisors low and crown almost flat;

incisors all in contact and no diastema in the entire toothrow; canines typical, with large internal cingulum and concave internal face;
first premolar small, with high anterior cusp and prominent postero-internal basin; second premolar about twice as laxge as first', with a
single very high sharp cusp and a wide internal basin; first and second molars with normal W-shaped molar pattern composed of five
cusps and four commissures; third molar less than half as large and with only three comnu'ssures.
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Lower: Incisors subequal, simple, cutting edges trifid; canines with internal cingulum and deep longitudinal grooves on internal
and posterior faces; first and third premolars about equal in size, second much smaller; first premolar simple with single high conical
cusp; second premolar minute and almost crowded out by first and third premolars; third premolar with high sharp cusp; three molars
subequal, the third but little smaller than first two,molar pattern a widened W.

Measurements.- Two males: Total length, 78, 83 mm.; tail vertebre, 20, 20; hind foot, 12, 13; forearm, 49.5, 51.
Skull.-Total length, 20, 20.4; zygomatic width, 10.8, -; interorbital width, 3.8, 3.9; breadth of braincase, 9.2, -; length of

palate, 9.1, 9. 1; length of molar series, 6.7, 6.7; length of mandible, 14.4, 14.7; length of mandibular molar series, 8.2, 8.3.

Remarks.- -This form is readily distinguished from the other species of Chilonycteris on Porto Rico, C. fuliginosa
inflata, by its much larger size. Its nearest relative is C. p. boothi of Cuba, from which it differs in smaller size and more

inflated skull; the ear of boothi is more pointed and falcate than the ear of portoricensis.
Only two of this large Chilonyeteris were taken, and it was found only at the Cueva de Trujillo Alto. Although the

type locality is the Cueva de Fari, Pueblo Viejo, this cave was visited'several times and carefully searched but no bats of
this species were seen there. Evidently it is not common anywhere, as the two taken were the only ones seen and the cave'
where they were secured was hunted assiduously no less than three times. It was found in an 'inner alcove off from the
main chamber in company with a swarm of the smaller Chilonyeteris, Monophyllus and the rare Mormoops.

This species was also found fossil. Among a miscellaneous lot of fossil bat skulls and limb bones taken from the
Cueva Catedral there is one fairly complete skull of C. p. portoricensi,. It shows no differences whatever from the skulls
of the present day animals.

Chilonycteris fuliginosa inflata (Rehn).1

1878. Chilonydteris Mac-Leayi GUNDLACH (not of Gray), Anales Soc. Espan. Hist. Nat., VII, p. 140. (Part, [Bayamon and Mayaguez,
Porto Rico]).

1904. Chilonyderi7s macleayii inflata REHN, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p. 190. March 29, 1904.
1911. Chilonycteris macleayi inflata G. M. ALLEN, Bulll. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. LIV, p. 224, July, 1911.
1912. Chilonycteri8 macleayii inflata MILLER, North American Land Mammals, p. 31. December 31, 1912.

Type locality.- Cueva de Fari, near Pueblo Viejo, Porto Rico.
Distribution.- Restricted to the island of Porto Rico. Recorded as follows: Cueva de Fari; Mayaguez (U. S. Nat. Mus.); Cuieva

de Trujillo Alto.
Specimens collected.- 79: Cueva de Fari, Pueblo Viejo, 19 (12 skins); Cueva de Trujillo Alto, 60 (8 skins).
General characters.- Size very small; ears quite high, narrow and pointed, widening abruptly into an ample conch at base, with

two or three tooth-like projections on external border about midway; tragus of moderate length, with distinct notch-like infolding in
anterior edge; nostrils simple, without nose-leaf but having a very-'low transverse ridge just back of nares; nose-pad with a number of
low, rounded excrescences along the margin; lower lip with lateral lobes or folds meeting anteriorly to form a lappet, median region of
lappet papillose; body everywhere furred; membranes naked; tail about one half the length of head and body, free for terminal one
fourth; interfemoral membrane nearly twice as deep as length of tail; calcar very long and slender; femur nearly as long as tibia, both
bones slender; humerus strongly bowed; hair of moderate length, soft, denser on back and belly thain on neck, stiffer about face' and
directed forward; a dist-inct longitudinal parting in the hair at anterior edges of ears, and hair on throat lax and radiating in all
directions.

Color. Two color phases are found in this species, a rich brown phase and a gray brown phase, the latter seemingly the commoner.
Cinnamon-brown phase: Above color between cinnamon-brown and Prout's-brown of Ridgway, the hairs of the neck lighter at

base, ochraceous buff, this color showing through, making the whole general tone lighter; below hairs posterior to shoulders between
Saccardo's-ulmber and isabella color, with hairs darker at base; throat and under side of neck cinnamon-buff, the hairs cinnamon-brown
at base. The color is rich, not truly indicated by any single shade.

Bister-brown phase: Above bister of Ridgway varying in some individuals to Prout's-brown; hair on neck and shoulders drab
gray, crown like back; below, breast and abdomen like back, the hairs tipped with drab-gray, throat to breast light ochraceous buff, the
hairs at base bister, a few hairs on throat drab at base.

Young: Individuals with the teeth sharp a'nd showing little wear but otherwise fully adult in every particular have a pelage differ-
ing radically from either of the above and seem to be best accounted for by assuming an immature pelage that persists for some time.
These individuals are a uniform slate-black above, with the neck pallid neutral gray, and color below nearly as dark as on back,' except
for throat and inguinal regions which are lighter, like the neck above. One specimen, No. 39357, appears to be. passing from the immature
to the bister-brown phase.

These three different pelages or color phases, while very distinct when selected specimens are compared, nevertheless gradually
grade from o'ne to the other in the series from Porto Rico.

lDr. G. M. Allen has shown (Proc. New England Zool. Club, Vol. VI, pp. 1-7, February 8, 1916) the presence of two small species
of Chilonycteris on Cuba, the new one being described as C. torrei. It is distinguished by details of the ear and muzzle from C. macleayi
and the 'Porto Rican series agrees perfectly with torrei in these respects. This condition removes inflata from its position as a subspecies
of macleayi and the next available name is fuliginosa Gray, 1843, from Haiti. Dr. Allen kindly informs me that Mr. Oldfield Thomas
has, on his request, examined Gray's type in the British Museum and pronounces it of the torrei style, while four specimens from Santo
Domingo loaned me by the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, and a specimen from Haiti in the American Museum are also
of this style. Consequently the Porto Rican bat should stand as Chilonycteris fuliginosa inflata (Rehn).
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Skull.- Small and delicate; elongate, with swollen rostrum and roundly inflated braincase; braincase raised up or tilted to axis of
,rostrum; zygomata scarcely expanded; nasals depressed; a sagittal crest, low but distinct from interorbital region to lambdoidal crest;
audital bullm inflated; palate normal; pterygoids divergent; mandible with a strong horizontal ra.mus of nearly uniform depth through-
out; ascending ramus low; condyle small and higher than the weak coronoid; angular process subfalciform, strongly divergent externally.

Dntitin-oI, o22 C, 1_1 p 2-2. M, 3-3-=34.e zzn. ,2-2} 1-12 3-3' ~
Dentition almost identical except for size with that of Chilonycteri8 p. portoricen'sis, q. v.
Upper: Central p'air of incisors bifid and larger than outer pair which are appressed to sides of first; canine long, slender, sharp;

first premolar much smaller than second; posterior heel with second highest cusp of molar series and well developed internal
cingulum; first two molars equal with broad crowns and prominent W-shaped pattern; thixd molar about half as large.

Lower: Incisors subequal with bifid cutting edges; canine normal; first and third premolars equal'with simple acute cusp, second
small and nearly crowded inwardly from toothrow; molars of nearly equal size with normal cusps, high and sharp.

The skulls of fernales do not differ appreciably from those of males as is the case with the related macleayi of Cuba.
Measulrement&- Average of 16 specimens, all adult: Total length, 66.25 mm. (62-70); tail vertebroe, 21 (19-26); hind foot, 9.37

(9-10); forearm, 38.41 (375-39.5); ear from meatus (average of 5 alcoholic specimens), 15.
Skull.- Average of 10 skulls, a series of 5 adult males and 5 adult females: Greatest length, e14.88 (14.6-15.1),9 14.84 (14.5-

15.1); zygomatic breadth, 617.56 (7.5-7.7), 9 7.54 (7.5-7.6); interorbital breadth, d'2.94 (2.8-3.2), 9 3.04 (3-3.1); breadth of
braicase, e6.78 (6.7-6.8), 9 6.58 (6.4-6.8); breadth of rostrum outside of m2, e6.14 (6-6.3), 6 (6-6); length of plate, 61 .76
(6.6-7.1),9 6.66 (6.5-6.8); length of maxillary molar series, d'4.7 (4.6-4.8), 4.7 (4.6-4.8); length of mandible, 10.26 '(10-10.4),
9 10.34 (10.2-10.5); length of mandiibular molar series, d'5.44 (5.3-5.6), 9 5.44 (5.3-5.5).

Fig. 4. Chilonycteri8 fuligino8a inflata. Skull of adult male. Pueblo Viejo, Porto Rico. r

Remarks. This race of fulgino08a is differentiated from true fuliginoma of Haiti by its greater size and longer calcar
and also by the degree of rostral inflation, which is the extreme for the group of small Antillean Chilonycteris. Additional
characters separating it from macleayi of Cuba are the broader palate and shorter, broader ear, and from m. grisea of
Jamaica its smaller size.

I found this small bat only in the northern part of Porto Rico i'n the San Juan district. The United States National
Museum has a specimeh from Mayaguez.1 and Gundlach 2 caught one in his house in Mayaguez. Doubtless this species
may be taken anywhere on the island, but I am inclined to believe that it 'is restricted normally to a narrow belt along the
-northern coast.

In the Cueva de Fari and Cueva de Trujillo Alto large numbers were found, more especially in the latter. This
.species prefers deep, narrow fissures or holes in the walls and ceiling and does not often cluster in the more open recesses.

When disturbed the inmates pour out in a rapid stream and disappear like shadows into some other part of the cave. The
flilght is very swift but, owing to the small size of this bat, may appear to be more rapid than it actually is. When fright-
ened from a resting place as a rule they leave the spot with very little reluctance and do not hover about or make tentative
returns. This species was not found in houses, as MacLeay found the small Chilonyoterii in Cuba. A very small bat,
possibly inflata, was seen at dusk flying over the streets of Lares. No small young were noted with the adults of this
species, although young of the other species of bats were quite common at this time (July).

1Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p. 190, March 29, 1904.
2 Anales Soc. Espan. Hist. Nat., VII, p. 140, 1878.
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Mormoops blainvillii Leach.

1820. Mormoops blainvillii LEACH, Trans. Linn. Soc. London, XIII, p. 77, tab. VII.
1840. L[obostomal cinnamomea GUNDLACH Weigmann's Arch. f. Naturg., VI, Vol. 1, p. 357.
1878. Mormnoops blainvillei GUNDLACH, Anales Soc. Espan. Hist. Nat., VII, p. 140 (part.) [Porto Rico and Cuba].
1902. Mormoops blainvillii cinnamomea REHN, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p. 165, June 11, 1902.
1911. Mormoops blainvillii cinnamomea G. M. ALLEN, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. LIV, p. 226, July, 1911.
1912. Mormoops blainvillii c-inna-momea MILLER, North American Land Mammals, p. 34, December 31, 1912.

Type locality.- Casetal, San Antonio el Fundador, Cuba.
Distribution.- Cuba, Santo Domingo, Mona Island and Porto Rico.
Recorded in Porto Rico from Trujillo Alto and from "la parte meridional de la Isla" (Gundlach).
Specimens collected 6, 5 skins and one alcoholic, Cueva de Trujillo Alto.
General characters.- A small or medium size bat with grotesque head and face and wide interfemoral membrane; face very short;

muzzle with small pad but no nose-leaf; upper lip with two small. fleshy processes on either side of nostril, and notch opposite first pre-
molar; lower lip and chin with complex pad of fleshy leaflets, surface papillose; ears large, exceedingly broad, not joined across fore-
head, lower margin of ear conch broad and shelf-like; tragus large, complex, with subterminal process; eye small and located in enclosure
made by ear, a small wart-like ridge at posterior border of eyelids; humerus of normal length, strongly bowed, pollex small and weak;
femur and tibia long, hind foot small and delicate, calcar very long and well developed; tail long, enclosed except for tip in very broad
interfemoral membrane; membranes everywhere naked; fur long, lax, and exceedingly soft and silky; -membranes very thin and delicate.

Color.-Two types of coloration are represented. Four skins are as follows: above uniform Sacardo's-umber, the hairs distinctly
lighter basally; below about vinaceous buff. The fifth skin, No. 39558, is much darker than the others. Above Prout's-brown, below
between cinnamon-brown and ochraceous-tawny.

Skull.- Small and rather delicate; rostrum about as broad as long, with median nasal depression and inflated maxillaries; brain-

X1t~~~~~~i
Fig. 5. Mormoops blainvillii. Skull of adult male. Trujillo Alto, Porto Rico. w

case globose, tilted to the axis of the rostrum so that frontal region makes an. angle of ahiaost 90° with rostrum; sagittal crest faintly
indicated; mastoid process not expanded from braincase; zygomatic arches scarcely flaring, jugals nearly parallel; palate long, narrow,
shallowly concave posteriorly; pterygoid processes depressed from palatal'plane; glenoid large, rather flat; bulla3 large, about equal to
cochleae; mandible long and narrow; horizontal ramus long, of good depth, ascending ramus broadly curving upward; coronoid very
low, about midway between condyle and molar plane; condyle high above molar cro'wns; angular processes flaring outward; dentition
strong.---

Dentitio0n.- 1, 2-2 ; C, 1-1; Pm) 3_2 ; M, 3-3 = 34.
Upper: Inner incisors strongly in contact, with expanded crow-ns and looking somewhat as if they had been rotated slightly on

the body of the tooth, cutting edge trenchant and bifid; outer. incisors very minute, subterete, crowded against inner pair; noticeable
diastema between canines and incisors; canine long, compressed, with keen cutting edges; -first premolar very low-crowned, fwith very
sharp median cusp and low posterior concavity; second premolar with highest cusp of molar series; first and second molars subequal,
normnal in detail, with W-sh-aped crown pattern as in Chilonycteris;- third molar reduced, lacking a cusp and a commInissure of the W.

Lower: Incisors equal, small, cutting edges trifid, forming a close row, slightly convex between canines; canine simple, sharp;
three premolars subequal, second smaller than first or third, with single trenchant cusps; three molars similar in detail, of nearly equal
size, with normal cusps well developed.

Measurements.- Average of S adult females. Total length, 83.8 mm. (80-86); tai vertebrae 29 (28-30); hind foot, 10.5 (10-11);
forearm, 46.7 (46-48);

Skxull.- Average of 5 skulls: Greatest length, 14.1 (13.8-14.4); zygomatic breadth, 8.55 (85-8.6); interorbital breadth, 4.4 (4.3-
4.5); breadth of braincase, 7.38 (7.3-7.6); length of palate, 8.4 (8.1-8.8); len'gth of maxillary molar series, 6.2 (6-6.4); length of mandi-
ble, 12.06 (11.9-12.2); length of mandibular molar series, 7.36 (7.2-7.5).
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Remark.q.-Mormoop8 blainnUii's appaxently remains unchanged over rather an extensive range since specimens from
Jamai'ca, Haiti, Cuba, Mona Island, and Porto Rico are indistinguishable from one another. The question is complicated
by the extreme variability in color shown by all the species of this genus -but the skull characters identify the Porto Rican
specimens with the Cuba series. From M. b. blainvillii of Jamaica, M. b. cinnamomea has been differentiated by Rehn,
the revisor of the genus (l. c., pp. 165-166), on the character of the first upper premolar, "greatly expanded posteriorly."
With the same specimens before me that Rehn had, and with more in addition (bringing the total up to 22, as follo'ws:
Jamaica 6 skins and alcoholics with 4 skulls, Cuba 4 skins and alcoholics with 4 skulls, Haiti 1 alcoholic with 1 skull, Mona
Island 5 skins and- alcoholics. with 5 skulls, Porto Rico 6 skins and alcoholics with 5 skulls), I am unable to find any charac-
ters of importance to sepaxate Jamaican specimens -from other Antillean specimens. The character of the first upper
premolar is valueless as this tooth varies somewhat with the individual and with wear, and the difference between even the
extremes is inconsequential. Another variable character is the degree of rostral inflation but ev'en the small series available
shows how little dependence may be placed on characters displayed by single specimens of this genus.

None of the Porto Rican an'imals show the intense ochraceous coloration attained occasionally by this species else-
where but doubtless this is a condition due to the small size of the series and more extended collecting would secure the
bright individuals.

Fig. 6. Mormoop8 blainvillii. Headandface. Trujillo Alto, Porto Rico. w

Mormoops appears to be a rare bat in Porto Rico as it was seen in but one cave, Cueva de Trujillo Alto, and then only
in very small numbers. One was secured July 7 after several shots had been. fired into a chamber teeming with Mono-

phyllu8, and on later visits, July 14 and 20, a very few were found to be hanging in crevices in a small elevated chamber
rather difficult to ascend to from the main room of the cave. Here it was consorting with the smaller Chilonyeteris and

Monophyllus, being found mingled with masses of these two genera. When in flight, which was generally only after all
the other bats had departed, this species would alight on the first favorable spot, seeminglv heedless of the light and con-

fusion or else bewildered by such strange happenings, where it coul,d be struck with a bit of brush. It is easily the
most grotesque in appearance of any of the bats on Porto Rico because of its very peculiar ears and complexly ornamented
lower lip.

With the fossil remains of Nesophonte8, Stenoderma, Phyllonycteris and other bats were found three skulls and two

mandibles of Mormoope. The fossil skulls dif3fer to no appreciable extent from recent skulls of Mormoop8.
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- ~~~~~~~~~Subfamily -GLOSSOPHAGINA^.

Monophyllus portoricensis lMiller.

1900. Monophyllus portoricenlsis MILLER, Proc. Washington Acad. Sci., Vol. 2, p. 34, March 30, 1900.
1911. Monophyllus portoricensis G. M. ALLEN, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. LIV, p. 231, July, 1911.
1912. Monophyllus porto7icensis MILLER, North American'Land Mammals, p. 40, December 31, 1912.

Type locality.-Cave near Bayamon, Porto Rico.
Distribution.-Known only from the island of Porto Rico. Recorded from Bayamon, Cueva de Fari (near San Juan), Cueva de

Trujillo Alto and Cayey (U. S. Biol. Survey).
-Specimens collected, 125: Cueva de Fari, Pueblo Viejo, 3 skins; Cueva de Trujillo Alto, 122 (15 skins) .

General characters.- Size small; nose and ears simple; tail very short, nose-leaf low, pointed; ears of medium height, about as
broad as high, rounded at tip; tragus simple, straight; chin with median cleft; tail about 7 m'm. long, free at tip; interfemoral mem-
brane very narrow and attached to a greatly reduced calcar; feet small; humerus haired on proximal third above and below, no hair on
membranes elsewhere; hair everywhere soft and of moderate length.

Color.- Adults: Above bone-brown of Ridgway, rather lighter on sides of neck; hairs everywhere above practically unicolo'r
except for minute grayish tipping of some hairs which suggests a frosted appearance; below hairs bister at base, vinaceous buff at tips;
membranes brownish black; ears hair brown.

Young: Everywhere darker than adults, color above blackish brown, below deep mouse-gray (Ridgway).

Fig. 7. Monophyllusportoricensis. Skull of adult male. Pueblo Viejo, Porto Rc.T-

Skull.-Long, slender and delicately constructed; rostrum very long, slender and tubular; braincase large, rounded and smooth,
not rising abruptly from plane of rostrum; zygomatic atches complete, but very light; bulle of moderate size but smaller than cochleae;
dentition very weak; palate -long and narrow; basisphenoid pits distinct; mandible long, slender and nearly straight; coronoid l'ow;
condyle in plane of coronoid; angular process slightly deflected outward.

Dentition.- I, 2-;C, y-_; Pm., _2;M, 3_3= 34.
Upper: Incisors about equal in size, very small, simple, outer pair inclined toward but not in contact with inner pair; diastema

between incisors and canines; canine sharp and daggerlike with internal anterior and posterior cutting edges and a poorly developed
cingulum; first premolar with high, sharp, median cusp, the entire crown being sharp and narrow; second premolar like first but rather
larger; first two molars with sharp-cusped W-shaped crowns and extensive internal basins; last molar smaller and lacking the complete W.

Lower: Incisors often lacking in adult but when present are very minute, simple, peglike, not in contact with one another or with
canine, crowns very low; canine sharp and with posterior cingulum;. premolars like those of upper series but the first one lacking the well
developed median cone; molars similar to upper molars but very narrow and long with a reduced external basin.

Measurements.- Average of 18 specimens from Cueva de Fdri and Cueva de Trujillo Alto: Total length, 66.8 mm. (63-71); tail
vertebrae, 8.8 (7-10); hind foot, 11.4 (11-12); forearm, 36.7 (36-38).

Sk1ul.- Average of 5 adult skulls: Total length, 19.8 (19.4-20.3); zygomatic width, 8.5 (8.3-8.7); interorbital width, 3.86 (3.8-
3.9); breadth of braincase, 8.32 (8.2-8.4); length of palate, 9.4 (9.3-9.5); length of molar series, 5.6 (5.6-5.6); length of mandible,
12.36 (12.1-12.8); length of mandibular molar series, 6.38 (6.2-6.8).

Remarks.- MonophyllmA portoricensis is sufficiently well characterized to require no detaile'd comparl'son with any
other living Porto Ric'an bat. Other species of the genus however from neighboring islands bear considerable resemblance
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to portoricensis. From these, its smaller size, forearm less than 40 mm., is a good distinguishing character. The skull
of portoricenmi8 is smaller than that of M. redm-ani of Jamaica, and the rostrum is proportionally much shorter a'nd more

tubular. M. cubanwu, of Cuba, is very similar to M. portoricewns8, but portoricen8i8may be distinguished by its smaller
skull, shorter rostrum and more rounded braincase.

This small bat was found only sparingly in the Cueva de Fari near Bayamon but was encountered in great numbers
in the Cueva de Trujillo Alto where it was the most abundant 'species. Here it was seen clustered in masses in deep
crevices or " chimneys" in the cave ceiling and generally most of those in any one part of the cave were of one sex only;
out of 83 specimens collected July 14, 80 were males. This species was rather loathe to leave a locality and flew about
in fluttering circles sev'eral moments before leaving the place for good. However, after several shots the bats would move

on into an adjacent chamber. Many were shot or knocked down so that they fell into the stream that flowed through the
cave; unless badly hurt they lost little time in swimming to the edge and crawling out. A number knocked down by
means of a handful of slender branches and not very seriously hurt crawled down into a deep fissure between the earth and
the rocky wall of the cave -and behaved very much like so many mice. When this species was disturbed and flying wildly
about often a metallic buzzing was heard that seemed to be made by Monophyllas and yet was unlike any noise that I had
hitherto heard made by bats. It suggested rather the droning flight of a huge beetle and possibly may have been made by
shot-pierced wings. The flight of this bat is strong but not particularly erratic or angular.

A single fragmentary skull of this species was found as a fossil in the Cueva Catedral. It agrees well with skulls of
the present day animal and was associated with Monophyllus frater, Phyllonycteris major and other fossils unknown today
in the living form.

Monophyllus frater Anthony.

1917. Monophyllus frater ANTHONY, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXXVII, p. 565; September 7, 1917.

Type locality.- Cave near Morovis, Porto Rico. The type is a broken skull with complete. rostrum and palate but with most of the
braincase missing; the. only teeth present are the last premolar and the three molars of the left side. Topoty.psspl e eal
indeterminable from the type.

Distribution.- Known only from the Island of Porto Rico.

Arm.M1u s. N o.40 941x2 JitSt

Fig. 8. .1/ono hyllusfrater. Skull of adult. Type. Morovis, Cueva Catedral, Porto Rico. -

Specimens,-collected:-Five fragmentary skulls, only one of which, the type, shows any great assemblage of characters, but all arec
unmistakably of the same species. They were collected in the Cueva Catedral, near Morovis.

General characters.-Very similar to Monophyllus portoricensis but decidedly larger.
Skull.- Narrow and elongate; rostrum very long, tubular, with shallow nasal depression in region of terminal suture, external

nares~~~~ __suelptclopening^decidedlyn+,1%uwrsineobtlcntitosaclyoiebe;ricsenom letl nowvn buti of
-rounded type; zygomatic arch doubtless complete; palate long, narrow, shallowly concave posteriorly, incisive foramina large; inter-
pterygoid notch about midway between last molars and tips of pterygoid processes; dentition normal for the genus. Mandible unknown.



Type.--
2 Through the kindness of Mr. Gerrit S. Miller, Jr., the author has been able to borrow specimens of MonophyUus lucic, clinedaphus

and plethodon from the collection of the United States National Museum, and has thus, with the m'aterial in the American Museum?
,examined all t,he known species of the genus.
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Dentition.-Only upper dentition known from specimens, lower dentition assumed to be normal and so indicated in following
formula.

I) _22; C, t_;Pm,)_3 M, _3=34-
The first tooth. of the series present is the second premolar but the alveoli of the incisors, canine and first premolar indicate a strictly

normal Monophyllzus dentition. Cusp of second premolar the highest of the molar series, triangular in outline with trenchant edges and
conspicuous anterior and posterior accessory cusp on cingulum; molars with flattened out and widened W-pattern, the cusps well de-
veloped, the commissures low; third molar with W -incomplete, lacking the posterior stroke; outline of posterior border of first two
molars with distinct indentation.

Measurements.

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Avoa legt

Interorbital Breadth of Breadth of of maxillary
breadth rostrum at M2 Length of palate palate inside m2, molar series

Monophyllubs frater
409411 4.6 5.5 12.4 3.6 7.1
40944 4.8 .. 11.6 3.8 6.8
40945 4.9 . .. 12.7 . .. .. .

Monophyllusportoricensis.
39431 3.8 _ 4.5 9.3 2.9 5.3

Remarks.-This laxge species of Monophyllus was apparently contemporaneous with M. portoricem-ri8, the living species
of the island, since a typical skull of the smaller portoricenwi3 was found in the same deposit with-the skulls of frater. It i.s
partly for this reason that frater has been accorded full specific rank instead of being placed in the line of direct ancestry of
portoricensis. It is a case similar to that of the two species of Chilonycteris found on Porto Rico, although the size differ-
ence between the two sp'ecies of 'Monophyllum is not so great.

The relationship with portoricenwi is very close however and the differences appear to be in'size rather than detail.
Were the two f'orms from adjacent islands rather than from the same island doubtless they would best be consildered as

subspecifically related. From portoricen-ss the fossil species may be readily distinguished by the greater length and breadth
of the rostrum and palate and by the much heavier dentition.

M. frater is probably even more closely related to the larger M. IUnCi 2 from the Island of St. Lucia, Lesser Antilles,
than to the small portoricensis. Judging from the material secured frater is the largest species of the genus. Compared
with M. lucia,f the fossil Monophyllus may be distinguished by its rather longer rostrum and noticeably longer toothrow.

The possibility that this species may yet be found living is obvious and only a Ion' period of extensive collecting can

give positively negative evidence.

Subfamily STENODERMINLE.

Brachyphylla cavernarum Gray.

1834. Brachyphylla cavemaBrum GRAY, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, for 1833, No. XI, pp. 122-123, March 12, 1831.
11.Brachyphylla cavernarum G. M. ALLEN, BUll. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. LIV, p. 233, July, 1911.

1912. BrachyphyUa cavernarum MILLER, North American Land Mammals, p. 43, December 31, 1912.

Type locality.-Island of St. Vincent, West Indies.
Distribution.- Islands of St. Vincent, St. Lucia, Dom'inica, Montserrat, Antigua, Barbuda, Porto Rico, Cuba, Isle of Pines, and

doubtless other isla,nds not yet closely investigated. Recorded in Porto Rico from Pueblo Viejo, Trujillo Alto, Cayey, Corozal and
Comerio (U. S. Biol. Survey).

Specimens coUected, 49: Pueblo Viejo, Cueva de Fari, 18 (8skins); Cueva de Trujillo Alto, 10(3 skins): Cayey, 1; Corozal, 20.
General characters.-A large heavy-bodied bat with rudimentary nose-leaf, no external tail, and pale in color. Head large and

-rounded; pad on muzzle, and nose-leaf represented by a low transverse ridge, faintly emarginate at middle and lacking any upright
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process; ears of moderate size, not reaching to tip of nose when laid forward, tips s'omewhat rounded; tragus tall,broad- with two wide
notches on posterior border; humerus long, heavy, noticeably bowed; pollex long and strong; tibia and foot of normal length, cStlear
present but-very small; no visible external tail; interfemoral membrane narrow; membranes very thick, heavily wrinkled between
humerus and tibia; no hair on membranes except scattered hairs on interfemoral membrane; pelage of moderate length with slight
tendency to be woolly.

Color.- Adults: Above tips of hairs warm sepia of Ridgway, greater length of the hair ivory yellow, the exact tone varying with
the individual; patches on neck, shoulders at base of ears, and- along sides having a much lighter appearance than rest of upper parts
because many of the hairs lack the dark tips; underparts wood-brown, the hairs unicolor to the base except on thro.at where they atre
slightly paler at the base; membranes blackish brown.

Im'mature: Animals as large as the adults but not yet in adult pelage are colored as follows: Above the hairs are tipped with
deep mouse-gray, on the rump and flanks the hairs practically unicolor to base, a patch along either side of neck to shoulders white-to
gray basally; below mouse-gray. Considerable variation in the amount of dark tipping to the hairs is shown.

Skull.-Large and strongly constructed; rostrum slightly longer than broad, flattened across nasal suture but not excessively so,
nasals slightly elevated above plane of upper border of maxillary, external nares opening upward and outward; interorbital constriction
slight; braincase long, well rounded, greatest breadth posteriorly, well developed sagittal crest, mastoid process very poorly developed;
zygomatic arches wide spread, evenly flaring; palate long, U-shaped, shallowly concave, interpterygoid notch not reaching plane of
zygomatic root of maxillary; basisphenoid pits shallow, widely separate; 'bullae large and completely covering cochlese; mandible strong
and heavy; horizontal ramus deep,.slightly concave along lower border; ascending ramus broadly expanded; coronoid very wide, much
higher than condyle, subfalcate; condyle slightly above plane of molar crowns,- angular process very broad, posterior border a wide
curve ending above in an abrupt shoulder, deflected but slightly; dentition heavy.

Dentition.-I 2-2;C 1l_l; Pm, 2 -2; M,_=2
Upper: Inner incisors large, in contact at Tnidpoint of tooth, cutting edge a high triangle, posterior cingulum present; outer incisors

Fig. 9. Brachyphylla cavernarum. Skull of adult female. Pueblo Viejo, Porto Rico. w

minute, in contact with crowns of i'nner pair but not extending above their cingula, peglike in shape with slgtyepndcrws
canine large and heavy, with antero-internal cutting edge, prominent posterior accessory-cusp, well developed internal cingulum bearing
twvo low cusps; first premolar small with crown almost same in cross-section as body of tooth, cutting edge bilobed, crowded between canin'e
and second premolar; second premolar with very high cusp on cutting edge, the highest cusp in molar series, with narrow internal cingu-
lum and low cusp; first and second molars similar, second slightly the larger, crowns wider than long, greatest breadth extral,etra
cutting edge with two trenchant cusps, protoconule and metaconule present but small, internal cusp or protoconeogodsz,cuhn
surface concave witth a few coarse wrinkles; thi'rd molars-less than half size of first, with concave crushing surface and two external and
two. internal cusps, all l'ow.

Lower: Incisors equal' crowded against canines and one another to formn a slightly convex row, crowns flattened, and borders slightly
rounded; canines strong and sharp, with well marked posterior heel;. first premolar smaller than second, mr hnhl shg,wt
triangular trenchant cusp and internal cingulum; second premolar with cusp much the highest of the molar row and even approximating
the canine; first and second molars with broad flattened crowns, with low cusps and wrinkled surfaces; third molar nearly as large as

first, with crown similar in appearance but with rather high metaconid.
Measreme;ts-Average of 11 adult speimes 2 males, 9 fe-males: Total length, 107.3 mm. (100s118); hind foot, 22 (21-23);

forearm, 64.5 (63466.4).
Skull.-Average of 10 adult skulls, 3 males, 7 females: GEreatest length, 31.5 (30.1 '32.3); zygomatic breadth, -17.13 (16.3-17.8);

interorbital breadth, 6.38 (6-6.8); breadth of braincase, 12.53 (11.8-12.9); length of palate, 12.86 (12.3-14); breadth of palate outside
m3 11.48 (11.2-11.9); length of maxillary molar series, 8.73 (8.6 I9); length of mandible, 20.73 (20.2-21.4).; length of mandibular molar
series, 10 (9.8-10.2).

Remarks.-Brachyphylla cavernarum apparently r'emains unchanged over a rather extensive range. The Porto Rican
series agrees quite well with specimens from St,; Vincent, the type locality, as well as withi specimens from other of the
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West Indian Islands. It is such a characteristic form that it requires a detailed comparison with. none of the related forms
either on Porto Rico or on adjacent islands. Characters to distinguish it from Artibeug, which it superficially resembles,
have been given in the treatment of Artibews Jamaicemmi.

Doubtless Brachyphylla ranges throughout most of the island, but it was noted only along the north coast and the
-northwestern parts of the island. When found it 'is generally in large numbers if the cave is of any size. Apparently it
is truly a cave bat and not found spending the day in other shelters.

Next to the rare Noctilio it is the largest bat to be found on Porto Rico and it is very noticeably larger than Artibeus.
It is very similax to the latter genus in its habits, however, and often the two species are found associated. It is like Arti-
beus in its habits of using well lighted caves. It is fully as quarrelsome in disposition. and petulant; angry squeaks always
greet a bat that attempts to crowd into a colony already at rest. The call note has the same strident, rasping quality as

that of Artibews. While collecting speci-mens o6f Br'achyphylla in a cave near Corozal, loud angry squeaking and much
flapping of wings attracted attention to a pair of these bats evidently infuriated with one another. The two fell from the
ceiling of the cave rather heavily to the ground a-nd there continued the combat bitterly, heedless of my presence. They
were bitin'g at one another fiercely and one having secured a hold to its liking in the wing of its adversary held on with
the grip of a bull- dog despite the struggles of the other which showed a desire to break away., The--wingrs and hind feet
were used to grapple with, and for several- minutes the two bats rolled and tumbled about on the ground. to the accom-

paniment of grating squeaks. This species is just as ready to bite the collector's hand as it is to bite its nei'ghbor and its
bite is not to be lightly considered.

Nursing females were collected July 5, but no small -young were noted.
Parasites taken from the fur of this bat have been identified by Dr. Bequaert as Pterellipsi8 aranea Coq.
Mingled with a number of skulls'and limb bones of other genera found as fossils in the Cueva- Catedral near Morovis,

there were found 25 skulls, many practically complete, 30 mandibular rami, and small fragments of Brachyphylla caver-

narum. 'A careful comparison of the skulls with,those of cavemnarum shot on the island proved that very liftle differentia-
tion has taken place since the time of deposition of the fossils. Extensive measurements. showed the two series to be
practically identical in detail.

Stenoderma rufum Geofroy.

1813. Stenoderma rufum GEonmRoy, Descr. du Egypt, II, page 114.
1876. Stenoderma rufum PETERS, Monatsber. k. preuss. Akad. Wissensch. Berlin, 1876, p. 430, pl. 1, figs. 1-6.
1911. Stenoderma [rufum] G. M. ALI,EN, BUll. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. LIV, p. 238, July, 1911.

Type lo-cality.- Unknown.
Distribution.- Unknown. Recorded from Porto Rico from the Cueva Catedral as fossil.
Specimens collected:- 25 good-'sized fragments of skulls, some nearly complete, 10 mandibles and smaller fragments too small to list

in detail.
General characters.- "Nez simple. Oreilles petites, laterales et isol6es, oreillon interieur. Membrane interfemorale rudimentaire,

bordant les jambes. Queue nulle." From original description of Geoffroy.
Skull.-Short and broad in general proportions; rostru very broad, shortened; nasal region deeply depressed and bordered.

laterally by high supraorbital ridges coming off from the bifurcation of the sagittal crest, external nares opening almost entirely upward,
sub-circular in outline; zygomatic arches heavy, widely flaring; braincase high and inflated but compressed laterally rather than evenly
rounded, low sagittal crest present, mastoid process poorly developed; palate very broadly horseshoe shaped with deep posterior emargi-
nation reaching nearly to plane of first molar, large incisive foramina well separated from roots of in'cisors and from each other; pterygoid
process short, low, triangular, interpterygoid fossa U-shaped, very long; glenoid well developed, post glenoid process very heavy; basi-
sphenoid pits large and prominent; bulL%- not present in Porto Rico material, figured by Peters (I. c.) as of good size; mandible wide and
heavy; horizontal ramus very deep, rather short, ascending ramus wide with very high coronoid, low wide condyle slightly elevated above
molar plane and angular processes scarcely deflected.

DentWion.- I 2-2; Cy 1-1; Pm,-2-2; My:3= 32.
Incisors above and below missing in Porto Rico skulls a'nd descriptions of these teeth taken from Peters's figures. All other teeth

described from actual specimens.
Upper: Inner incisors very much larger than outer pair, with slender crowns; outer incisors about half as high as inner, with well

developed cingulum and low accessory cusp; all incisors in contact with each other and with canines; canine not very well developed,
with good cingululm and very low internal accessory cusp; greatest transverse extent of canine almost at right angles t'o main axis of
skull; entire molar toothrow very much crowded, the teeth tightly pressed against each other; first premolar nearly as high as canine,
which it roughly resembles, with a single trenchant triangular cusp rising high on external border of tooth; second premolar fully as high
or slightly higher than canine with tall subtriangular main cusp, lower posterior accessory cusp on external cutting edge and with concave
internal basin; first molar with main cusp as high as that of second premolar, protocone well developed, hypocone present but small,
.metaconule as a low rounded cusp, paracone the main cusp, very high with trenchant edges, metacone similar but rather lower with
faintly bilobed edge, internlal crushing bas-in concave; aecond molar slightly smaller thanl first, similar in general pattern but with meta-
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cone much lower and with an internal cingulum across entire. flank of paracone, outline of crown sub-triangular; third molar minute,
closely appressed to second molar, crown flattened, subelliptical in outline with two low cusps, probably protocone and paracone.

Lower:' Incisors small, equal, forming convex ro'w between canines; canine scarcely larger than premolars with internal and ex-
ternal cutting edges and anterior face of tooth peculiarly flattened, a decided notch at external base of crown where it meets a poorly
deveIoped cingulmn; premolars with vrery flat external aspects; first premolar with high triangular crown having very trenchant edges
and an internal cingulum; second premolar larger than first with a high sharp cusp on the anterior border of the crown which is over-
lapped externally by the posterior border of the first premolar; first molar largest of series with main' cusp, protoconid, as high as main
cusp of premofars, metaconid and hypoconid pre'sent as much lower cusps upon a flattened posterior basin, and with antero-internal
cingululm; second molar with much lower crown, the protoconid, metaconid, entoconid as low but distinct cusps, the hypoconid scarcely
discernible, a well developed external cingulum; last molar very small, with low flattened crown showing protoconid and metaconid
with a posterior internal cusp possibly the entoconid.

;.~ A

Fig. 10. Stenoderma rufum. Skdull of adult. X . Crown views of maxillary toothrow, A, and mandibular tooth-
row, B. 134 Morovis, Cueva Catedral, Porto Rico.
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-Remarks.- For over a century Stenoderma rufum has been an enigma. It was described by Etienne St. Hilaire
Geoffroy i'n 1813 in a work on Egypt and the type locality was not given. The i'nference from its association with African
bats was disregarded by later workers who felt that its New World origin was not to be doubted. For over fifty years it
remained as Geoffroy left it, an animal of unknown habitat and poorly understood characters, until Peters in 1869 went
to the Paris. Museum and examined the type. He found the type represented by a damaged skin from which the skull
had been removed and lost and, deceived at the time by Geoffroy's faulty figure, he made Stenoderma out~to- be a Vam-
pyrops.1 Later 2he had occasion to examine the type of Artibeus undatubm Gervais in the anatomical collection of the Paris
Museum. He was at once struck by the simlilarity between the skull of undatum (the type was a skull, the skin of which
was supposed to be lost) and that figured by Geoffrov and was forced to the conclusion that the skull of undatum was the
long lost skull of Stenoderma rufum. This view was evidently accepted by Dobson.' who wrote that the type was repre-
sented by a slkin in bad condition and a skull in the Paris Museum. Thus Peters was able to demonstrate that such an

animal as Stenoderma rufum existed and had well m'arked characters, putting an end to the condition that had resulted in
this species being confused with Molosvus rufus and Desmodus rufus.

The establishment of the identity of this species, however, did not determine its habitat., although it appeared that
it was most certainly American. Dr. G. M. Allen's surmise 4 that the genus would eventually be rediscovered in the
West Indies was in accord with the ideas of most workers on American Chiroptera. Its rediscovery in Porto Rico in 1916
dispels some of the obscurity of the past 103 years but in Porto Rico it has been taken only as a fossil and Geoffroy had
an animal in the flesh. Like Phyllops, it may bear a very considerable resenmblance to Artibews jamaicensis and thus it
is possible that Stenoderma has been collected in the past and passed over or thrown away as the all too common Artibews.
The fossil material of this genus was found associated with Nesophontes, Phyllonycteri,8 major and Monophyllum frater,, all
known only as fossils, and with skulls of Brachyphylla cavernarum and other bats living today. Geoffroy's type may very
well have come from Porto Rico but on the other hand Stenoderma may be extinct on this island and it may be necessary
to go to adja'cent islands for living animals.

The relationships of Stenoder'ma rufum are very well expressed by Miller's treatment of the Stenoderminve.1 It is
closely related to Ardops of the Lesser Antilles., to Phyllops of Cuba and Santo Domingo, and more remotely to Aritem of
Jamaica. The West Indies have been-the area for a great diversity of development in the subfamily, different specializa-
tion taking place in separated localities. In the character of its deeply excavated rostrum alone it is wvidely different
from its most closely related neighbors, and in addition it possesses a well developed metaconule in ml and m2 which these
other genera lack.

Artibeus jamaicensis jamaicensis Leach.

1821. Artibeus jamaicensis LEACH, Trans. Linn. Soo., Vol. XIII, p. 75.
1878. Artibeus perspicillatus GuIJDI,ACH, Anales Soc. Espan. Hist. Nat., Vol. 7, p. 139.
1911. Artibeus jamaicensis G. M. AI,LENv, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. LIV, p. 234, July, 1911.
1912. Artibeus jamaicen-sis jamaicen8is MILIER, North American Land Mammals, p. 46, December 31, 1912.

Type locality.- Jamaica.
Distrfibution.6- Central America and Southern Mexico, as far north as Morelos, and exclusive of Yucatan; St. Andrews and Old

Providence Islands; Jamaica, Porto Rico, Santo Domingo, and Lesser A-ntilles as far east as St. Kitts.
Recorded in Porto Rico from Cayey, Corozal, Lares, Morovis, Old Loiza, Pueblo Viejo, Quebradillas, San German, Trujillo Alto,

Utuado; Aguas Buenas, Comerio, Hda. Catalina, Toa Alta (last four records of U. S. Biol. Survey).
Specimens9 collected, 47: Cayey, 1; Corozal, 5; Lares, 8; Old L'oiza, 1; Pueblo Viejo (Cueva de Fari) 1; San German, 14 (12 skins);

Utuado, 17 skins.
General characters.- A large bat with robust body, narrow interfemaoral m'embrane and conspicuous nose-leaf. Head rather large;

muzzle with large prominent lanceolate nose-leaf, arising from an enlarged nasal pad; upper and lower lips normal, well haired; ears
short, separate, when laid forward lacking considerable of reaching tip of muzizle, tips rounded, posterior border passing into the basal
conch by an abrupt shoulder; tragus large, wide, notched basially, thickened internally, siharp externally; body thick set; humnerus

Peters, Monatsber. k. preuss. Akad. Wissensch. Berlin, 1869, p. 399.
2 Peters, op. cit., 1876, p. 432.
31 Dobson, Catalogue of Chiroptera, p. 529, 1878.
4 G. M. Allen. I. c.
11 Miller, Families and Genera of Bats, 1907, p. 165.
I Distribution from Miller, 1. c.
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proportionally short and heavy, furred throughout basal half; tibia and hind foot short, calcar present but very'short; tail veistigial anid
not externally visible; interfemoral membrane narrow; membranes heavy and tough.

Color.- Adults: Above nearly uniform, varying with the individual from warm sepia of -Ridgway to light seal-brown, but with
color of basal portion of pelage, ranging from light buff to pale smoke-gray, showing through on neck and -shoulders to give those -parts -a

lighter tone; below uniform in coloration with upperpart-s but hairs unpcolor to the base except for limi'ted'area on under side of neck
where the hairs are buffy or gray basally as above; facial stripes absent in most cases but appearinlg faintly in some specimens, of same
color as bases of the hairs on the upper side of the neck, the stripes running from the nose-leaf over the eye-to the anterior border of
the ear; membranes blackish brown; pelage rather thick, of medium length and verysoft.'

Young: Dark mouse-gray above and below, the hairs of the upper neck and shoulders lighter basally.
Skull.- Size large, strongly built; rostrum very broad and flat across nasals, external nares openi'ng outward and upwrard; brain-

case progressively expanded posteriorly, dorsal outline strongly curved downw,ard from- parietals, sagittal crest well developed;~mastoid
process poorly developed; zygomatic arches str'ong, wide-spread, jugals nearly parallel to onle another; palate broad, horseshoe-shaped;
interpterygoid fossa U-shaped, reaching about half the distance from tips of pterygoid processes to plane of last molars; basisphenoid
pits well developed; bullme slightly smaller than cochlm,e combined auditory mechanism rather small; mandible strong anId heavy,
horizontal ramus straight and thick; ascending ramus broad, its ventral border in same plane with h'orizontal'ramus; coronolid wi'de,
triangular, much higher than condyle; angular process-short, wide, rounded; dentition above and below heavy.

Dentition.- I, 22-22; C, 1"_ ; Pm, 2-2; My 2-_2 = 30.
Upper: Incisors small, inner about twice size of outer pair, slightly separated from each other and from cani'nes, inner pair with

crowns slightly expanded laterally, cutting edge bilobed, outer pair with cutting edge oblique, entire; canine straight, simple, with internal
cinguluxm; first premolar rather small, with sharp anterior cusp, chisel-like cutting edge and poorly developed style; second premolar
about twice as large as first, its main cusp the highest in the molar toothrow, with broad, flat internal he'el and low internal cusp; first

Fsig. 11. Artibeusjamaicensijama"c.ensis. Skull of adult male. Utuado, Porto-Rico. 2

molar with crown about twice as wide as long, with external cusps, paracone and metacone, and two low internal cusps, protocone and
hypocone, the crown sloping abruptly downward from the external cutting edge to form' a broad internal basin, surface of crown covered
with fine wrinkles; last molar slight-ly more than half as large as first, subelliptical in shape, with broad', wrinkled, crushing surface and
postero-external cutting edge.

Lower: Incisors small, peglike, with flattened crowns, cutting edges very faintly bifid, teeth crowded into intercanine space; canine
simple; first premolar about half as high as second, with triangular, trenchant cusp; second premolar. with one very high cusp and
resembling considerably the canine; first -molar large, about. twice as. long as wide, narrowed anteriorly, crown low with finely
w-rinkled surface; second molar subrectangular, much smaller than the first, with trenchant internal border bearing three low cusps;
third molar minute, pegflike, closely crowded against second molar.

Measurements.- Average of 24 adults, both sexes: Total length, 107.2 mm. (100 115); hind foot, 17.5 (17-19); forearm, 58.88
(56-61.9).

Skul.-Average of' 5 males and 5 females, adults: Greatest length. 28.47 (27.8-29); zygomatic breadth, 17.02 (16.5-17.7); inter-
orbital breadth, 7.16 (6.7-7.4); breadth of braincase, 12.46 (12.2-13); length of palate, 12.65 (12.4-12.9); breadth of palate outside ml,
12.36 (12.1-12.8); length of maxillary molar series, 8.41 (7.9-8.8); length of mandible, 18.43 (18-19); length of mandibular molar series,

.9.1 (8.6L9.6).-

Remarks.- The genus Artibew has only one representative in Porto Rico and consequently there is little likelihood

of confusion arising over the determination of this well chaxacterized species. A slight-superficial resemblaLnce to- B'rachy-
phya is easlv coulnteractedl by even a. casual comnarison of the two gaenera, for Brachvvhulla is a largaer, pDal'er bat, lacks
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the well developed nose-leaf and has a much narrower rostrum. Artibeus8 jamaiceWniS jamlaiCensiS has a very wide range
and is found undifferentiated throughout the Greater Antilles with the exception of Cuba. In Cuba Artibeus is represented
by another subspecies, j. parvipe8, and it differs from j. jamaicens8s in slightly smaller size, smaller skull and smaller teeth.

This species is one of the most widely distributed of the Porto Rican bats. It was found in many localities widely
separated and its range doubtless covers the whole island. It was always encountered in eaves and, with one or two

possible exceptions, when determination could not be made with certainty, was never seen flying at night. No especial
preference for any particular type of cave was noticed, Artibew being found in deep, dark eaves and in sh<allow,
light ones. It was often found in eaves so shallow that there was very little protection from direct day light, and bats of
other species would not be present. It does not appear to be highly social and was generally scattered throughout a cave

rather than in a single large colony. Numbers of the fibrous cores of a native fruit were found ly'ing on the cave floors
where this fruit-eating bat had brought them.

The flight of Artizbeu8 is rather heavy and steady in direction when compared with some of the smaller species,
although this is not meant to imply that this bat is not a strong, capable flyer. It is quarrelsome in disposition and'
vociferous when present in numbers. If given an opportunity it is capable of making a painful wound, as its teeth are

sharp and the jaw muscles powerful. It is not very easily alarmed and almost never left a cave when disturbed. Its
call note is a strong strident squeak of rather harsh quality.

Females with small young were taken June 3 and gravid females with a single large embryo were collected on the
same day. On June 26 half-grown young were taken, and June 29 and July 1 young nearly the size of the adults were

noted. The females carry the young when the latter are almost as large as themselves, and fly about with the heavy
burden without much loss of speed.

Subfamily PHYLLONYCTERINiE.

Phyllonycteris major Anthony.

1917. Phyllonycteris9 major ANTHaONY, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXXV II, p. 567; September 7, 1917.

>4C A~~~~~
Amn.Mus No-4092SX D

Fig. 12. Phyllonycteris8major. Skull of adult. Type. Morovis, Cueva Catedral, Porto Ric .

Type locality.- Cave near Morovis, Porto Rico.
The type is a skull nearly complete but lacking full dentition; ml and m31 on left side, M2 and ml on right side are the only teeth

present.
Distribujtion.-Known only from the island of Porto Rico.
General characters.- Closely related to Phyllonyeteris poeyi but noticeably larger, with wider braincase and heavier dentition.



'Description taken from type and topotype material.
2 Type.
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Skull.- Rostrum long, deep and rather tubular, external nares opening slightly upward, nasals marked as flattened ridge along
rostrum; interorbital constriction very slight; braincase high and rounded, not rising abruptly from rostral plane, broader than deep,
expanded posteriorly, very low sagittal crest; mastoid process poorly developed; zygomatic arch incomplete; palate very long, shallowly
concave, narrowed anteriorly, small incisive foramina present, pterygoid region very long, processes flattened, concave for half their
extent; V-shaped interpterygoid notch not reaching plane of last molars; very-low median ridge along floor of interpterygoid fossa; poorly
developed basisphenoid pits; paroccipital processes well developed; buMle unknown; mandible (not particularly associated with type skull)
long and narrow; horizontal ramus very straight, of good depth; ascending rarmus scarcely elevated above horizontal ramus; coronoid
hig,ide tiagular; condyle much lower than coronoid, about level with molar crowns; dental foramen large and conspcos

Dentition.' I, 2- ; C, 1-; Pm, 222; M, 33 32.
Dentition heavier than that of P. poeyi.
Upper: Incisors not present in any skull but alveoli indicate incisors as in poeyi, a larger inner pair, a smaller outer pair, all in con-

tact but separated by diastema from canines; canine large, simple, with well developed anterior and posterior cutting edges and narrow
internal cingulum; first premolar small, subterete,. second premolar rather more than twice as large as first, with single triangular cusp,
practically no cingulum; molars with low crowns not reaching level of crown of second premolar; first molar with crown about as broad
as long, paracone and metacone scarcely distinguishable on the external cutting edge, internal crushing surface broad, outline from above
subelliptical; second molar wider than long, the greatest length along external cutting edge, crown pattern of raised cutting edge with
two cusps and broad internal crushing surface; third molar about half size of second, crown flattened, subtriangular, the tooth set inside
of extreme border of molar series.

Lower: Incisors not present but indicated as minute, subequal; canine large, with prominent posterior notch on cingulum; first
premolar not known but alveolus as large as that of second; second premolar with well developed triangular median cusp; first molar
with crown longer than wide, flattened, outline of cusps lost; second molar subrectangular, slightly longer than wide, crown flattened,
with trace of shallow concavity, cusps very faintly indicated; third molar smaller than either first or second molars.

Measurements.

Phyllonycterisl1l
majorl

40925 26.7 5.5 11.3 7.8 10.7 4.5 6.7i
40926 . 5.9 ...8.1 11.1 4.8 6.7
40927 27.2 5.5 .11.1 7.6 10.7 4.5 6.8i
40928 27.3 5.9 11.'2 71.8 10.6 4.3 6.7
40929 28.1 5.7 11.4 8.2 10.7 5 6.8
40930 27.7 5.6 11 7.3 1 ...15....
40932 .... 5.7 11.3 7.6 ..... 4.9 6.8
40933 18.1 ..
40934 17.6 8.3

.Phyllonycteris|
poeyi

23758 25.7 5.2 10.5 7.3 10.5 4.5S 6.1 16 7.3
23759 24.7 5.3 9.9 6.9 9.7 4.3 15.7 15.4 7.2

Specimens collected:- 60 fragmentary skulls, only a few of which are nearly complete; 22 mandibfes, mostlywithout any teeth, and
small fragments not worth listing.

hRemark8.- Phyllonycteri8 major is so obviously congeneric with poeyi that comparison elsewhere is unnecessary.
From poeyi it ma'y be told by its larger size, more widely expanded braincase and much larger second upper premolar.

This'spec-ies was fo'und only as a fossil and in but one cave. It was contemporaneous with Ne8ophontes as well as with
Stenoderma rufum and other bats to be found living today. Possibly P. major may be found as a living bat, the chances
for this being very favorable since P. poeyi and the species of the related genus Erophylla occur only in isolatea localities
and escape notice for long periods, as witness the rarity till recently of P. poepi and E. sezekorni in collections.

Heretofore Phyllonycteri.?, with but a single species, has been known only from Cuba. The discovery of a closely
related species of this'peculiarly West Indian genus upon Porto Rico is an added bit of evidence in favor of an earlier
intimate connection between the now detached islands.
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- ~~~~Erophylla bombifrons (Miller).

1899. Phylkmydteris bornbifron8 MILIER, Proc. Bi6l. Soc. Washington, Vol. 13, p. 36, May 29, 1899.
1906. Erophyllal bombifrons MILIR, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, Vol. 19, p. 84, June 4, 1906.
1911. Erophylla bombifrons G. M. ALLEN, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zo6l., Vol. LIV, p. 240, July, 1911.
1912. Erophylla bombifrons MILLERR, North American Land Manwmals, p. 51, December 31, 1912.

Type locality.-Cave near Bayamon, Porto Rico.
Di)stribution.-Known only from the-Island of Porto Rico. Recorded from Bayamon and from the Cueva de Fari, near San Juan.
Spec&nmen collected, 14: Cueva de Fari, Pueblo Viejo, 14 (8 skins), July 5 and 6.
General characters.- Size medium, ears simple, about as high as broad; tragus with notched edges; nose-leaf rudimentary, repre-

sented by a low, pointed, median projection upon a naked tumid nasal pad; lower lip with median split; tail very short, terminal half
free; interfemoral membrane narrow; calcar present but vestigial, skull moderately narrow and elongate; zygomatic arch complete;
lower molars with distinct cutting edge.

Color.-. Adults: Above hairs distinctly bicolor, being white for rather more than half the basal half, then tipped with chestnut-
brown; from shoulders posteriorly the color is darker than on foreparts where white of the basal part shows through; rather lighter on
head and face, the hair-s unicolor and shorter; below uniform wood-brown, the bases of the hairs whitish.

<;_¢gv0 \EZ "'t<"X3SJ3? X @~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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point lying along central axis of tooth.II
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Mea8urements.- Average of 6 specimens: Total length, 81.6 mm. (80-85); tail vertebree, 15.1 (13-17); hind foot, 16 (15-17);
f6rearm, 48.6 (48-49).

Skull.- Average of 3 specimens: Total lenagth, 34.7 (34.3-34-9); zygomatic width, 11.83 (11.8-11.9); interorbital width, 4.5 (4.5-
4.5); breadth of braincase, 10.1 (10-10.3); length -of palate, 10.6 (10.4-10.7); length of molar series, 6.27 (6.1-6.4); length of mandible,
16 (15.8-16.2); length of mandibular molar series, 7.8 (7.6-7.9).

Remarks.- There is no other Porto Rican bat liable to confusion with Erophylla bombifrons. The superficial. re-

semblance in some characters to Monophyllus portoriceewi,8 is readily dispelled by the notable differences in size and color
as well as by fundamental differences in tooth structure. From the other species of the genus to be found on other islands,
bombifron,8 may be known by the combination of complete zygomata, high rounded braincase rising abruptly above rostral
plane, small teeth, notched tragus, and flaring rim of the external nares.

This brightly colored species was taken only in the Cueva de Fa:ri, about two or three miles west of San Juan, and
was noted in no other locality. It was found as a small colony in a chamber to one side of the main cave, and there may
have been about 35 or 40 animals altogether. After a few shots the survivors flew out into other parts of the cave and
were lost to observation. Their reddish appearance was apparent under the light of my acetylene lantern and generally
this species could be thus distinguished from the others found i'n the cave. Erophylla had segregated itself from the
other species and was found in small potholes or concavities in the ceiling of the chamber, a few in each place. Young
from two thirds grown to nearly full grown were collected.

Family VESPERTILIONIDAE.

Eptesicus fuscus wetmorei (Jackson).

1916. Eptasicus wetmorei JACESON, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, Vol. XXIX, p. 37, February 24, 1916.

Type locality.- Maricao, Porto Rico.
Di-stribution.-Known only from the Island of Porto Rico. Recorded from Maricao (IJ. S. Biol. Survey), Cueva de Fari (Pueblo

Viejo) and San German.

- ~~Fig. 14. Epte8icu fmcus wetmorei. Skull of adult female. Pueblo Viejo, Porto Rico. w

Specitmens collected, 51: Cueva de Fari (Pueblo Viejo), 26 (11 skins); San German, 25 (10 skins).
General characters. - From specimens taken at San German. A medium sized bat with tail completely _enclosed in interfemoral

membrane, muzzle simple and color of fur brown. Nostrils simple, no nose-leaf, upper lip sparsely haired; lower lip simple; ears of
moderate size, bluntly pointed, about reaching tip of muzzle -when laid forward; tragus tall, slender, with rounded tip; body of normal
proportions; biumerus long, slightly bowed; digits normal, tibia of normal length, hind foot short, calcar long and heavy; tail long,
completely enclosed in wide interfemoral membrane; no fur anywhere on membranes; color above and below a warm brown; fur long
andlax.-

C olor.- Adults: Above everywhere a uniform maxs-brown, the hairs blackish brown at the base; below ulniform clay-color; hairs
blackish brown basally; membranes black. Individuals varying from the normal coloration as given were takenl. The variants resemble
very closely in color the immature pelage although the animals axe unquestionably adult.
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Immature: Similar in color pattern to adults but differing in shade; above bone-brown; below tawny-olive.

Skull.-Moderate in size andnormnalin proportion of parts. Dorsal outline of skull nearly straight, a slight depression in nasal

region; rostrum about as wide as long, very flat, external nares opening outward and upward; braincase moderately inflated through

parietal region, flattened dorsally, noticeable sagittal crest;.interorbital constriction somewhat pronounced; zygomata flaring, greatest

width posteriorly; mastoid reduced; palate long, moderately concave, cut away anteriorly between incisors to form a U-shaped indenta-

tion;bullaof mediumsize, about as large as cochleae;no basisphenoid pits; mandible normal; horizontal ramus straight; ascending

ramus rising in gradual curveecoronoid very high and wide for a bat, much higher than condyle; angular process hooklike, very slightly

Dentition. -I,322; C, 1-;Pm ; PM ., -1_ 3-323 2

Upper: Incisors unequal, inner much larger than outer pair; inner incisors separated widely by the emargination of the palate and

inclined slightly toward each other, crowns high, pointed, with small accessory cusp and poorly developed cingululm;outer incisors

closely in contact with inner but separated by sl.lghtdiastema from canines, withsing,la well developed cusp and external posterior

cingulum; canine normal, with well developed posterior cutting edge; premolar with high trigonal cusp; first and second molarssub--
equal, with W-shaped crown pattern of five cusps and connecting commissures and single low internal cusp;third molar about half the

sizeof anterior molars, with two cusps and a commissure of the W-pattern well developed, two cusps poorly developed and the fifth lack-

Lower:Trhree pairs of incisors subequal and similar in detail, closely in contact with canines and with each other, crowns spatulate

with anterior cutting edge trifid; canine simple with sharp postero-internal cutting edge and well developed cingulum; first premolar

about half as large as second, but first and second with a single cusp and well developed cingulum; molars subequal, the third the small-

est, all with five well developed cusps.
Measurements.-Average of 15 adult females. In all the series collected there were no adult males suitable to be included in the

series for measurement. Total length, 119.9 mm. (114-125); tail vertebrae, 48.3 (43-52); hind foot, 13 (12-14); forearm, 50.46 (48.2-

Skull.-A;verage of 10 skulls of adult females: Greatest length, 19.55 (19.1-20.2); zygomatic breadth, 13.16 (12.8-13.4); inter-

orbital breadtb,4.26 (4.1-4.4); breadth of braincase, 8.59 (8.3-8.8); length of palate, 8.59 (8.4-8.8); length of maxillary molar series,

5.59((5.4-5.7); lengthoofmandibl le,l3.3(713.3-14.1); lengthof mandibularmomolarseries,16.81(67-7)
Remarks.- Eptesicus fuscus wetmorei is not liable to confusion with any other Porto Rican species, its long lax fur

and rich brown color being sufficiently diagnostic to mark it-offfrom all the other bats. Its closest relative perhaps is

Eptesicus fuscus cubensis o'fCuba, type locality, Trinidad, Cuba, from which it differs but slightly. In the original de-

scription as given by Jackson the Porto Rican animal is given full specific rank. On the basis of the improbability of the

intergrading of the Porto Rican form with the mainlandfuscus or the Cuban f. cubensis by actual contact this determina-

tion is satisfactory but on the basis of development and actual relationship the trinominal i'sthe best expression. Exam-

ination of typical fuscum,miradorensis, cubensis, and w'etmorei have convinced me that the relationship is a very close one

and to carry the expression of this relationship only to the limits of the mainland and then call the island forms full species

hardly seems consistent.-Eptesicus f. wetmorei bears especial resemblance to f. miradorensis from the Chir'iquilregion of

Panama, having the same well built skull, heavy dentition and long forearm.

This bat was not noted throughout the island but appeared to be restricted rather to the western half. In the two

regions where it was taken it was a conspicuous bat, and were it generally distributed over Porto Rico it seems fair to

assume more specimens w,ould have been taken. Both at San German and at Pueblo Viejo it was found in eaves, using

deep crevices and holes in the limestone in much the same fashion as did Nyctinomus, being crowded into its retreats in

large numbers. The several colonies located were nearly all females and practically every animal was nursing or heavy

with a single large embryo. This condition was noted June 6 and July 6, and both times considerable variation in the

development of the young bats was noticed but the majority of them were at about the same stage of development. At

San German, June 6, most of the young were short-haired and about one half the size of the parent. One of those taken

proved to be a partial albino, differing from the others in its almost white coloration.

A bat seen at dusk in Lares was taken to be of this species.

A series of 9 skulls, some of which are nearly perfect, and one mandibular ramus of E. f. wetmorei were secured as

fossils in the Cueva Catedral. These skulls appear to be indistinguishable from those of the living form,-although asso-

ciated with the skulls were skulls of genera and species now extinct, the inference being that the deposit is older than the

very recent.

Vespertilio maugei Desmarest.

Dr. G. M. Allen has kindly called my attention to a Porto Rican record that I would otherwise have missed. Des-

ciently great detail to make its identification as one of the large-eared Vespertilionids certain. Very likely it is
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it this genus very closely and Gray, in Cuvier's Animal Kingdom 
rs gives plausibility to the hypothesis that Desmarest's specimen did 
ver been taken in the West Indies. Probably Maug6 obtained his 
ften in the early days of systematic mammalogy, the describer con- 
pertilio maugei is not a true Porto Rican record. 

y MOLOSSIDB. 

ius murinus GRAY. 

n, Griffith Edition, Vol. V, p. 66, paragraph 187. 
ss. Akad. Wissensch. Berlin, p. 149. 
Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. LIV, p. 244, July, 1911. 
1. Mammals, p. 70, Dec. 31, 1912. 

orto Rico. Recorded in Porto Rico from Adjuntas, Cabo Rojo, Manati, 

bjo, 9 skins; San German, 35 (12 skins); Utuado, 6 skins. 
rown coloration. Head small; ears broad, not pointed, not united across 
ectangular; antitragus low and rounded; muzzle well developed and without 

jkull of adult female. Utuado, Porto Rico. t. 

2r margin; scattered long hairs on face; upper lip with a number of trans- 
uly straight; wings very narrow; legs short; membranes fairly tough and 
hairs on upper surface of interfemoral membrane and along median under 
about half its length; color dark brown; fur short and velvety. 

to seal-brown, varying with the individual, the hairs light buff a t  the base 
below varying from cinnamon-brown to natal-brown, the hairs light colored 

he; rostrum fairly wide, rather flat and of normal length proportionally, 
but not globose, greatest inflation through parietal region, a constriction a t  
; zygomatic arch well developed, flaring but slightly; lacryrnal and supra- 
ygoid fossa wide; basisphenoid pits hardly discernible; bulla and cochlea 
ghtly into ascending portion; coronoid sharp and deflected outward from 
toothrow; angular process not conspicuously deflected from plane of lower 

eeting medially or filling up the intercanine space, crown surface long and 
ula; first premolar vestigial and visible only from outer side of toothrow; 
~ternal basin; first and second molars equal, with W-shaped crown pattern 
cusps internally; third molar smaller, identical with second and third molars 
Le internal cusp. 
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Lower: Incisors minuite, subequal, crowns slightly expanded, bifid-) the teeth completely filling space between canines cnne of
moderate size with antero-internal accessory cusp and internal cingululm, first premolar about half size of second, simple in form with
single sharp cusp; second premolar with bigh median cusp, the highest in molar toothrow; second and third molars with normal pattern
of five cusps; last molar slightly smaller but retaining the five cusps.

Mea&urements.-Average of 10 adults, 5 males and 5 females: Total length, 95.2 mm. (93-100); tail vertebrae, 33.8 (33-36); hind
foot, 9.8 (9-10); forearm, 38.98 (38.2-40.1).

Skull.-Average of 10 adult skulls, 4 males and 6 females: Greatest length, 15.9 (15.6-16.2) zygomatic breadth, 9.25 (8.8-9.3)
interorbital breadth, 3.78 (3.7-3.9); breadth of braincase, 7.7 (7.5-7.9); length of palate, 5.83 (5.6-6); length of max;ll,ary molar series,
4.63 (4.5-4.8); length of mandible, 10.51 (10.2-10.7); leingth of mandibulax molar series, 5.1 (S5-53).

Remarks.-The name for the common Nyctinomus of the Greater Antilles has been generally given by recent writers
as Nyctinomma musculm Gundlach, 1861. This does not take into consideration the much earlier name of Gray. In the
Animal Kingdom of Cuvier, published- in 1827, Gray describes Nyctinomuls murinus from a specimen in the British
Museum, the habitat of which is Jamaica, queried, according to Redman. In the Magazine of Zoology and Botany,
1838, Gray gilves another description of this species and gives its range as "South America, (Brazils).; West Indies,
Jamaica)." Dobson in his Catalogue (1878, p. 437), places murinws in synonymy with N. brasilienwis but lists among
his specimens one from Jamaica as " Type of Nyetinomus murinus Gray." As Dobson had other specimens from Jamaica
and was familiar also with Nyctinomus macroti,, -the only other species of Nyctinomus known to occur on Jamaica, it
seems fair to assume the validity of murinm and of the type locality as well. This being the case, Gray's name must
stand for the small Nyctinomu8 generally distributed throughout the Greater Antilles, musculum being a synonym of it.

Nyctinomus murinum is not liable to confusion with any other Porto Rican bat with the exception of Molossus fortis.
The distinctions between these two forms are fundamental: the high sagittal crest, the robust upper incisors completely
filling up the intercanine space, the number of lower ca'nines reduced to 1-1, and the curving dorsal outline of the skull of
M01088u,8 serving to show a well marked generic separation, if the skulls are compared. Superficially however the differ-
ences are not so apparent and as a rule it is necessary to have the bat in hand in order to determine whether it be Nycti-
nomuw or Molos&ws. The best external characters to distinguish between the two are the following: Molossus is appre-
ciably the laxger, and has noticeeable strips of fur along the humerus which Nyctinomuw lacks; it has ears that are much
lower and thicker than those of Nyctinomus3, a much narrow'er tragus and more prominent antitragus; males of M0108SUS
ha've a gular gland; the upper lip of Nyctinomuw is more tumid and has transverse wrinklings not to be seen in Molossus8;
and the fur of Molomsus is darker in color, more velvety to the touch and much richer in appearance.

From the species of Nyctinamws to be found on the other islands of the West Indies murinus is distinguished as follows:
from N. antillularum of the Lesser Antilles by the slightly smaller size of the latter; from N. bahamenwi,s of the Bahamas
by the laxger size and grayer coloration of that form, and from N. macrotis of Cuba and Jamaica by the fact that macroti8
belongs to that section of the genus which has 2-2 lower incisors.

This small bat is easily the best flyer of the island species. Its flight is very rapid and under such perfect control at
all times that on occasion very erratic maneuvers are executed. This bat occupies imuch the same position among its
fellows that the swifts do among the birds. The long narrow wings give rapid strokes and the bat rows through the air
oscillating from one side to the other, looking at a dista'nce very much like a small swift. The compact, cylindrical form
of the body, the long tail generally held out straight behind so that the contour of the animal diminishes from the thick-
ness of the- body at the hips to the point of the tail behind, and the wings vibrating so rapidly that they often present a

semitranspaxent zone along the sides, all combine to give such a characteristic picture that this animal may be readily
recognized on the wing, the closely related Molos8uz being the only other bat on the island with similar flight.

NyetinWomws murn'nm is a dweller in both eaves and houses, seeming to be one of the most abundant bats on the island.
Old buildings frequently had bats to the number of several hundred spending the day packed into dark crevices. In
caves these bats chose deep fissures or holes in the limestone and were packed in very clo.sely. When disturbed they
poured forth literally in a stream. The large p'iles of droppings beneath such holes demonstrated the fact of the great
concentration in numbers. In no case was Nyctinomm evrer found in small scattered groups, the social instinct seeming
to serve to bring all of the individuals of a region into large congreg,ations. The habit of the sexes of keeping in distinct
colonies is very marked. This.species.has a sharp high-pitched squeak and is rather noisy when in large numbers.

A very large colony was located in an, old deserted building in San German. It was a typical old Spanish'structure
of low., rambling construc'tion made of brick and wood -and with an inner court. In places it was more or less fallen in.
Early in the evening, about 6 : 45, we entered the building and were greeted by a great deal of squeaking from the many
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dark corners. The noilse was made by so many individuals that it sounded like a gigantic beehive, and this squeaking
buzz could be heard even before the door was opened and the building entered, showing that the bats were beginning to
stir about preparatory to issliing forth for the night. By seven o'clock, bats were flying about the daxkened corridors
and- rooms in small numbers. Very shortly thev began to come forth in large numbers and the interior was teeming with
the noisy animals on the wing. Soon the bats left the interior and beganl to leave by way of the inner court which took
on the appearance of a whirlpool of bats. Issuing from the rooms they circled the court, all going in one direction and at a

high rate of speed. A few passed up and ovrer the enclosure at the completion of each lap' until finally none were left.
The whole building had -the pronounced musky odor seemingly characteristic of the Molossidae. Nyctinomus seen in
other localities showed a tendency to circle for several moments about the spot where it had spent the day before straight-
ening out the flight and taking a direct course for other feeding grounds.

Females taken June 7, 11 and 24 contained single large embryos nearly ready for birth. No immature animals fly'ing
with the adults were taken. At San German, during early June, this bat was frequently seen to reenter the home crevice
after having been awing about thirty minutes; possibly this was for the purpose of nursing the young.

Molossus fortis Miller.

1878. MoZossts obscurus GUINDLACH, Anales de Historia Natural, 1878, p. 40.
1913. Molossus fortis MMLER, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. 46, p. 89, August 23, 1913.

Fig. 16. Molossuw fortis. Skull of adult male. Adjunltas, Porto Rico, -.

*Type locality.- Luquillo, Porto Rico.
Distribution.- Known only from the islanad of Porto Rico. Recorded from Luquillo (U. S. Nat. Mus.), Adjuntas, San German,

Utuado, Aibonito and Mameyes (last two records of U. S. Biol. Sur'vey).
Specimens collected, 33: San German, 2 skins; Adjuntas, 27 (20 skins); Utuado, 4 skins.
General characters.- A small free-tailed bat with dark pelage; head small; ears low, the joining membrane thick meeting on fore-

head; tragus very small, antitragus thick and rounded; nostrils slightly tubular; a few stiff hairs between ears and nostrils and on

upper lip; lower lip not peculiar; humerus moderately curved; wings long and exceedingly narrow; tail free for about half its length;
interfemoral membrane not extensive; feet with conspicuous long hairs on the tarsals and metatarsals,; fulr short, soft and velvety;
gular gland on males; narrow strip13 of fur on humerus, above and below, and fur of body extending OntO lateral membranes for'short
distance.

Color.- Adults: Above, varying with the inldividual from Vandyke-brown to clove-brown of Ridgway, the hairs white for the
basal half; below same color as above but fur shorter and white basal portion showing more; membranes blackish.

Young: Pelage very short and thick; above cha-tura-black of Ridgway, below deep mouse gray.
Skusll.- Skull small but not especially delicately constructed; rostrum very short, expanded anteriorly, external nares opening

upward as well as outward;' braincase expanded laterally, flattened on superior surface; high k-nife-like sagittal crest extend'mg from just
anterior to the greatest interorbital constriction back to the lambdoidal crest, and higher in males than in females; lambdoidal crest
hihand thin; zygomatic arches flaring very slightly; bulla nearly as large as cochlea; jugal straight; palate short, concave, na;rrow-

ing slightly anteriorly; interpterygoid fossa very wide; basisphenoid pits deep and prominent; mandibles of medium length, forming a
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triangle of approximately equal sides; ramus deepened anteriorly, straight to last molar) then curved gently up into ascending ramus;
coronoid a sharp, outwardly deflected process; angular process 1lrge and strongly curved outward.

Dentition. I, 1-;C,y_ Pm.,-2 M. _ 26.

Upper: Incisors large, strongly in contact medially and approximiating contact with the cingula of the canines, crowns subtriangular
with high cone on the anterior internal angle; ,canine with anterior and posterior internal cutting edges and a c"ingulum; premolar wider
than long with a high sharp cusp anteriorly and a deep internal coneatt potrol;frtadscn olars with the typical W-shaped
pattern and the inner part of the crown filled up by a large protocone; third molar representing iin most details hal1f of an anterior molar.

Lower: Incisors minute with~laterally expanded crowns, cutting edge bifid, in contact medialy but crowded forward from the nor-
mal position between canines; canines large, the cingula meeting in the midline, an internal anterior accessory cusp on the cingulum;
first premolar small, very closely crowded by second premolar, very narrow antero-posteriorly; second premolar with high antero-
median cusp and low postero-internal cusp; the three molars subequal, third the-smallest, each with 5 cusps and connecting comimis-
sures to form a discontinuous W-pattern, the discontinuity due to the absenc'e of the full number of commissures as found in the upper
molars.

Measurements.-Average of 10 males: Total length, 111.3 mm. (104 118); length tail vertebrm, 40.1 (35-46); length hind foot,
10.9 (10-12); length forearm, 39.45 (38.5 40.2). Average of 10 females: Total length, 108.3 (100-111); length tail vertebrae, 37.8
(35-41); length hind foot, 10.8 (10-11); length of forearm, 38.75 (37.5-40.2).

Skull.-Average of 10 skulls, 5 males and 5 females: Greatest length; 17.38 (16.9-18.2); zygomatic breadth, 10.7 (10.2-11.3);
interorbital breadth, 3.61 (3.4-3.7); breadth of braincase, 8.72 (8.5-9.1); length of palate, 5.34 (5-5.7); length of molar series, 5.07
(5-5.2); length mandible, 11.46 (11.2-12); length mandibular molar series, 6.01 (5.9--6.2).

Remarks.- There is only one species of Molo&8uS on Porto Rico and consequently forti8s needs no specific compari-
son with any of its immediate neighbors. A very close superficial resemblance exists however between the small members
of the related genera Molo88u,3 and Nyetinomus, and a-s NyctinomuR murinws is found on Porto Rico care must be taken
in distinguishing the two. The characters of distinction have already been given in the treatment of Nyctinomus murinus.
From the related species of M0108SUS, the Porto Rican forti8 is distinguished by the combination of the following characters:
moderate size (forearm 40 mm.), rostrum not heavy, color dark and molars of normal size.

In addition to the localities recorded under the distribution, this bat was noted at Lares and at the Preston Ranch
near Naguabo but no specimens were taken. Because of the impossibility of distinguishing between Molossus and Nycti-
nomuw when on the wing and in a poor light, definite records are given only when specimens were collected or the oppor-
tunities for observation were unusually good. Molossusforti8 appears to be quite well distributed over the island, although
I have no notes for it in the San Juan district. It was not found anywhere in caves and probably is almost strictly an inhabi-
tant of old dwellings, which are sufficiently numerous in Porto Rico to afford ample quarters. For this reason it was not
as easy to collect, as it was often impossible to shoot about the buildings, and in the ea-se of old church buildings the high
ceilings where the bats were in hiding were inaccess'ible.

The flight of this bat is exceedingly swift and erratic and possibly it is ati even more skilful aviator than Nyctinomus
murinuw. The flight of these two forms is so essentially identical and the size difference so slight that there is little to
mark off the one from the other.

This bat comes forth while there is yet considerable daylight and by eaxly dusk, if there is any large colony of bats
in a town, a multitude of the little animals will be seen pursuing their zig-zag courses above the streets. In the month
of June the first bats woulcl begin to appear about 7 P. M. In a quarter -of an hour the number would greatly increase
and probably the total bat population would be awing by 7: 30. Thig bat was frequently seen leaving the eaves of some

house in the evening and one could not fail to be impressed by the intense activity of the small creature. The bat would
drop out from the opening and take a downward course for fivre or six feet, then straightening out in the most rapid flight.
Often one could see the head of the bat appear an instant before the animal precipitated itself headlong, but so quick were

the movements that it was exceedingly difficult to shoot the bat even when thus warned to expect its emerg'ence. Not
infrequently the animal was not observed until it appeared as if shot out from the opening in -full flight.

A large colony wa-s located in the attic of the lodge building of Adjuntas. It was possible to ascend into the attic
and by poking into the crevices between the rafters dislodge the bats. This species is not very dormant even in mid-day
and it was not an easy task to dislodge them. A nose and pair of bright eyes would peer out of a crack with a very mouse-

like aspect and the owner would dodge back so nimbly as to avoid all thrusts of the stick. Tobacco smoke blown into a

long crevice demoralized the.tenants and they attempted to move into adjacent nooks with muc'h scuffling and scratching,
accompanied by sharp squeaking. When animals were knocked down to the floor, if uninjured, they ran for dark corners

with as much agility as a mouse. This bat always attempts to bite if given the opportunity. An intensely musky odor
was always to be noted about the buildings where Molomsm stayed.
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Order INSEC)TIVORA.

Family NESOPHONTIDA1.

Nesophontes Anthony.

Nesophontes ANTHONY, BUll. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXX:V, p. 725; November 16, 1916.
Insectivores of medium size with nearly the full primitive -dentition; I, 3_3; C, ; P, 3 3; M, 333=40. Incisors smaller than

canines, simple, and with median diastema above; canines dagger-like, two-rooted, in normal postion; upper molars triangular in cross-
section, with V-shaped metacone but no paracone; lower molars of primitive tuberculo-sectorial type; zygomatic arch incomplete, lack-
iIlg malar; skull elongate and narrow, basicranial region moderately elongate antero-posteriorly; males decidedly larger than females.

Dis9tribution.-The genus has been found in Porto Rico, Cuba and Isle of Pines. Tbvo species are known, Ne8ophonteq
edithwm and Ne8ophonte8 micrw, type locality Cuba.'

Nesophontes edithm Anthony.

Nesophonte8 edithce ANTHONY, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXXV, p. 725; November 16, 1916.

Type, No. 14174, Dept. Vert. Pal., Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. The type is a skull in nearly perfect condition, being broken only at the
extreme tip of the premaxillaries and lacking the auditory buLle.

IType locality.- The type as well as a large number of other skulls of this insectivore were taken fromn a cave near Morovis, Porto
Rico. This cave is more or less well known locally as the Cathedral Cave, "Cueva Catedral.'

Distribution.-Known only from Porto Rico. Recorded from Porto Rico from Hacienda Jobo (near Utuado), Utuado, Morovis
(Cueva Clara and Cueva Catedral).

Skull.- Males have skulls fully 30 per cent. larger in volume than those of females; proportionally the skulls of both sexes are
identical.'

Skull elongate and narrow, tapering gradually in width from parietals to end of nasals, superior outline nearly straight, slightly
elevated in fronto-parietal area; rostrum long, tubular, and strongly convex from side to side, only slightly narrower outside incisors
than at base of zygomatic roots, much deeper than wide; nasal sutures not satisfactorily discernible because of fusiohl but apparently
nasals are very narrow; interorbital region with sides practically parallel, in males a very slight widening anteriorly, this whole region
flatly convex from side to side; braincase only slightly inflated, parietals swollen but interparietals and supraoccipital somewhat con-
stricted, inflation generally more noticeable in females than males; low sagittal crest, higher in males, ending anteriorly in noticeable
fiupraorbital crests; lambdoidal crest well developed, especially in males; noticeable fine wrinkling of bone surface over upper part of
braincase (best shown in type, a female).

Zygomatic arch incomplete, lacking jugal, anterior root a peg-lie process, posterior root a blunt process upon the expanded glenoid;
infraorbital foramen very large, lacrymal canal of good size; mastoid process well developed.

Palate long, concave, almost parallel sided, with a pair of small incisive foramina, and terminating just posterior to last molar in a
square postpalatal notch; palate completely ossified but very thin and often with four distinct transverse arcuate rows of minute pores
or foramina 3; pterygoid processes well separated, lo'w and terminating in small hook-like process at their highest point before they slope
gradually to meet the floor of the alisphenoid; pterygoid fossa reduced to shallow concavity; basicranial region of good length, not com-
pacted; basisphenoid with a pair of sharp ridges bounding basisphenoid pits; glenoid with concavity facing almost d1irectly front
instead of customary ventral position, due to extreme development of the postglenoid process; the petrosal is small with a flattened
anterior and rounded posterior face; it has a short, thick posterior external wing that attaches to the tympanic; the tympanic is ring-
shaped, nearly circular, and is placed transversely with only a slight posterior obliquity; it is closely appressed to the petrosal and is
separated by a considerable interval from the post glenoid process; neither alisphenoid nor basisphenoid enter into the auditory
structure; paroccipital process well developed; condyles large, foramen magnum very large.

Mandible strong and heavy; horizontal ramus with lower border convex, deep and thick, deepest at ml and m..; posterior mental
foramen belctw pm.; ascending ramus with lower border continuing in the curve. of -horizontal ramus, angular process large, falciform;

From N. micrus of Cuba, edithe differs widely in much larger size. In general the skull structure and dentition are quite
simiar.

2 Two sizes of skulls are found also in the series of the Cuban Nesophonte micrus and this fact has helped to confirm me in the opin-
ion that the sexes are of unequal size. For convenience sake the small skulls and limb bones are arbitrarily assumed to be those of females,
the'larger those of males. It is obvious that it is entirely possible that the reverse may be the true condition.

3 These recall the condition seen in Solenodon where similar tramverse ridges, in the flesh however in this case, are found on the palate.
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coronoid process large and high with muscle insertion areas prominently marked; condyle with articulating surface facing obliquely
backward and downward.

Dentition.- I, 33B33; C, i__l; Pm' 3-_3; M, 33 = 40.
Upper: In'cisors arranged in nearly parallel rows, the teeth of each row closely in contact with one another but the anterior incisors

of each row separated from each other by a diastema equal to about half the width of the palate from canine to canine; first incisor the
largest of the three, about thre'e quarters as high as canine, with slightly convex anterior outline and posterior outline with shallow notch
or shoulder about half way up; second incisor slightly the smallest of series, simple in structure like others, without, any posterior. notch;
third incisor rather heavier than second, with a faintly developed postero-internal cingulum; all three incisors have flattened internal
faces giving anterior and posterior cutting edges, all are slightly procumbent, the greatest procumbency being found in the first incisor;
a distinct diastema between incisors and canines; canine large, stro'ng, plercing, much the highest tooth in the entire row except for first
incisor which approximates it, anterior face flat with longitudinal groove, well developed anterior and posterior cutting edges, internal
face flat with conspicuous median longitudinal groove, posterior face slightly convex, a noticeable posterior notch at base of tooth but no

cingulum, two heavy roots to canine; first two premolars subequal, the second the larger, with simple trigonal cusps with poorly developed
postero-internal cingula; third premoular submolariform, its single trigonal cusp the highest of molar series, with low internal heel and
posterior external shoulder,, first two molars subequal, with crown roughly triangular in outline, well developed protocone and metacone
as trenchant V-shaped cusps, and low para- and metastyles, no cingula developed; third molar slightly more than half as large as
second which it closely resembles except for loss of corner of tooth bearing metastyle, protocone well developed, metacone not as well
developed as in m2, parastyle present.

Lower: Incisors not all present in any mandibles found but alveoli show that the three are small, closely in contact and each row

meeting its opposite fellow at the mandibular symphysis; third incisor reaching about midway up canine, cutting edge broadly bilobed
and entire face of tooth greatly expanded; canine strong and much higher than any other tooth of mandible, with an anterior cutting
edge the outline of which is convex, the internal face passing from apex to root rotates to the rear so that canine appears as if twisted
from right to left, this rotation further expressed by appearance of external and posterior faces of canine, a narrow shoulder developed at
base of posterior face; three premolafs subequal, first the largest, with trenchant triangular cusps and poorly developed posterior styles;
three molars-of approximately equal size, all with high tuberculo-sectorial trigonid and broad flat talonid, the protoconid being the highest
cusp.

The milk dentition is well developed. In a mandible (No. 17115) showing evidences of early maturity, the permanent canine can
be seen pushing up against its milk predecessor, which is subpremolariform in shape.

Skulls collected:- 97, of which a great many are nearly complete lacking only incisors and buffie.
Mandibles collected:-70, the greater number lacking only the incisors. Also a cons'iderable number of fragmentary skulls and rami

too badly broken to count separately.

Meawurement8 of Skull.

17095 _ | _ - [ 10 1 7.6 -|5.2114.2,17117l31.50 15.8

17094 18.6 15.98 10. 7 .4 18.9 5.2 15.2 17116 34. 176

17109 _ 19 15.7 10.2 5.5 15 17119 32.6 16.1
17111 - 18 9.8 6.8 18.5: 4.7 14.6 17120 31.6 16.1
17112 - 19 7.8 5.4 16 _
17114 44.279 15.9 9.5 7.4 - 4.7 12.9 ---

17097 _9.2 6.9 4.5 '12.9 17121 i-28.5 14.5
17098 40.3 16.2 1l14.5 9.1 -6.8 17.3 4.6 13 17122 27.6 13.6
17099 41.2 16.9 15.2 9.3 6.8 17.5 -13.4 17123 27.9 14.2
17100 38.6 16 113.7 9.2 6 16.5 3.9 12.2 17124 28.1 14
17103 - I14.4 9 6.1 16.2 4 12 17125 28.2 13.5
17104 39? 16 114.6 8.7 5.7 15.4 4.5 12.5 14174 27.8 13.5
17106 16.1 14.2 9.5 6.9 17.2 4.1 12.6
17107 40.7 16.2 14.2 9.2 6.7 16.2 4.5 12.8 -- -
17108 40.8? 16.5 14.3 9.2 6.6 _4.3 13.2 __
17110 40.2? 16.1 14.?3 9.1. 6.3 4.7 13.4_
171741 41 !17 14.5 8.5 6.5 17 4.4 12.5

l Type.
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SCAPULA .

The scapula is rather long and expands evenly from the neck to a point about midway of the bone. The extreme

width is about half the length. Tfhe spine is very high and the metacromion and acromion are well developed. The
coracoid is very long and strongly curved. The axillary border is reflected outward to produce a ridge and a deep concavity
paralleling the spine. The anterior superior border is regular and smooth.

Scapulce collected:- Parts of seven scapulae of which three are fairly well preserved and afford between them all the
different structures.

Meamurement&-Composite of scapulw, all males. Length over 'all, 19.8 mm.; greatest width, 11.3 mm.; greatest
depth, through acromion, 4 mm.; width of neck, 3.4 mm.; transverse, width of glenoid, 2.4 mm.; glenoid + coracoid,
4.5 mm.

If the Centeteg scapula be taken as a primitive type the Ne3ophonte3 scapula is seen to be rather more advanced in

.e~~~~r.Ms.oQ15

Fi.8.Neopnts dihe Rgh sapla A etenl spct B ateio apet;C,vetrl spct Lf

humerus:~~~~~~~~D,atroLseto,nenlapc;F pseirapc.5

Fi. 8.Neophon Wsntdi Soendith. ProportionalulayANexternahaspcarried atheroaselpmect;Cfthespnetfral easpct Left

constriction of the body of -the bone at the neck is much more marked. NesophonWe does not have the posterior superior
border drawn out into a sharp point as in Solenodon. Probably as close agreement is shown by the Crocidura (Crocidura
nyan&ae kivu) scapula where the same deep, partially enclosed infra-spinatus fossa is found. The same expansion of the
spine in the acromial region does not occur i'n the Crocidura scapula. The Gymnura and to a less'er degree the Erinaceus3
scapula resemble the Neyophonte3 scapula in most of the primitiv'e details. NesophonWe does not very closely parallel
Tupaia in details of the scapula although they have the reflected axillary border in conmmon.



Greatest Greatest Transverse width
Greatest width I,east width depth through of head from bici-
length. distally of shaft deltoid ridge pittal groove

a. 26.1 6.9 1.9 3.1 4.2
b. 26 6.8 1.9 3.8 -4.1
c. 27.7 7.2 1.9 -3.5 4.3
d. 26.9 7 1.8 3.4 4.1
e. 26.8 7.2 1.8 3.fi 4.3

f. 22.7 5.7 1.6 3.3 3.7
g- 23.7 6.2 1.4 3.2 3.6
h. 22.5 5.5 1.5 2.9 3.5
i. 22.6 5.8 1.5 3.1 3.6
i 22.5 5.3 1.5 2.9 3.3
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HUMERUS.

The Nesophontes humerus is nearly straight, robust throughout its proximal length and has a conspicuous deltoid
ridge. It is moderately expanded distally and the shaft above this expansion is rather slender. The head is large, promi-
nent and broadly elliptical in cross-section. The bicipital groove is well marked and both the greater and lesser tuberosi-
ties are well developed. Moderate sized entepicondylar and supratrochlear foramina are present. The supinator crest
is a very noticeable .arcuate ridge and extends proximally onto the unexpanded shaft. A conspicuous swelling on the
internal aspect of the deltoid ridge marks the attachment area for the teres 'major and the latissimus. dorsi.

Humeri collected:-135, most of them perfect.

* B~~~~~~~~~eaurements of Humerus.

The humerus of Nesophonte3 bears considerable resemblance to that of Solenodon but is even more primitive than the
latter, retaining an unspecialized form and showing little decided adaptation for a fossorial habit. The Solenodon humerus
is much heavier proportionally and consequently is much more angular in the attachment areas. The Haitian animal
lacks the supratrochlear foramen, the head of the humerus is much more.elliptical and the deltoid ridge is more greatly
expanded. The differences for the most part appear to be responsive specializations to a fossorial habit. Relationship
in primitive characters is more clearly shown by a comparison with Centetes and Hemicentetes where modification by
peculiar environment has not played a part. The Erinaceus humerus onlyr approx.imately resembles that of Nesophontes
and does not show as close a resemblance as the Zalambdodonts cited but the Gymnura humerus bears a very striking
likeness to the Nesophontes humerus. The arboreal type of humerus as exemplified by Tupaia shows such a parallelism
with the humerus of Nesophonte.s that the evidence should not be lightly passed over. The Talpids are too highly speeial-
ized in the fore limb to give any clues through comparison except that it should be noted that a primitive humerus, such
as that of Ne8ophontes, has the possibilities for the Talpid specialization. The more primitive condition of the Soricid
humerus, using Crocidura as a type, bears significant likeness to the Nesophontes humerus.

ULNA.

The ulna is of the primitive placental type, long, slender and nearly straight. For most of its length it is a flat, thin
bone slightly concavre on the external aspect, convex on the internal. The olecranon process is large, strong and well
ridged for tendon attachment, and shallowly concave on the internal aspect. The posterior border is inflected proximally
.formiag a- long triangular area on the posterior aspect. The sigmoid cavity is ample and the articular surfaces for the
radius and for the pisiform and cuneiform are well defined.

Uln&- collected: -33, most of them perfect,



a. 25.1 2.3 4.
b. 25.6 2.2 4.1
c. 27 2.7 4.3
d. 25 2.4 3.9
e. 2.3 3.7
9
f. 23.4 2.2 3.
9. 23.3 2.2 3.3
h. 23.4 1.9 3.6
i. 22.5 2. 3.

-. 22.1 1.9 3.

I l
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Measurements of Ulna.

Greatest ante- L-ength of olecranon
ro-posterior from border of sig-

width moid cavity
Greatest
length

The Nesophonte8 ulna compares well with the shrew ulna, Crocidura, but there is rather more specialization to be seen

in the olecranon region of the .latter. The primitive Zalambdodonts, Centetes, Hemicentetes, and less closely Solenodo
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Fig. 19. Nesophontes edithw¢. R'ight ulna: A, anterior aspect; B, external aspect; C, posterior aspect; D, internal
aspect. Left radius: E, anterior aspect; F, external aspect; G, posterior aspect.. J.

and Potamogale, show remarkably close similarity throughout. The Erinaceus ulna is also sufficiently generalized to be

closely compared with Nesophontes. The ulna of Gymnura is very similar-and the greatest difference seems to be merely
in the curve of the bone. The ulna of Tupaia bears out the resemblance expressed by the -humerus and agrees, in the
main, q'uite well with Nesophotes.

RADIUS.

The radius is moderately bowed, of nearly uniform cross-section and is slightly expanded distally. A conspicuous
tubercle is present and the insertion areas for the supinator and pronator muscles are very well marked, considering the
small size of the bone. The groove for the extensor tendon is well dfefined. The articulating surfaces, pr'oximal and distawl,
are large.

Radii collected:- 8, most of them perfect.
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MeasuremenMi of Radiwa.

i ~~~Transverse
Greatest .width
length at mid point

a. 20.9 1.5
b. 18.7 1.2
c. 18.8 1.2

* ~~ ~ ~~~~~~d.20.6 1.5
e. 19 1.1

f. 17.1 .9

Centetes and Solenodon, while rather closely agreeing with Nesophontes as to radii, are not proportionally as well
equipped for pronation and supination. Although the bones of these two genera are much larger and therefore should be
more clearly marked off for muscle insertion they are actually smoother than the small radius of Ne8ophontes. Erinaceus
has a radius quite similar to that of Ne-sophontes and the Shrew radius (Crocidura and Blarina) is also similar.

RIBS.

A few ribs of Nesophontes were found but because of their fewness it is dffficult to reconstruct this part of the anatomy
very satisfactorily. The ribs are mostly from the anterior part of the series and are not very strongly curved; the greatest
curve being at the proximal end. The tubercle is fairly well developed on some of the ribs but on the longer ones the
tubercle facet is wanting or is undifferentiated from the surface. of the rounded head. The shaft of the rib is strong and
although noticeably compressed in a plane at right angles to the axis of the trunk it expands again distally to form a thick-
ened subcircular surface for articulation with the costal cartilage. The groove along the shaft is well marked in most
cases; the angle is scarcely discernible.

Rib8 collected:- 15, most of them perfect.
Measurements. Sex undeterminable, Q9?) Greatest length, third ()rib, 15.6 mm.; ninth (?) rib, 19.7 mm.; great-

est breadth of shaft, third rib, 1.5 mm.
Judging from the curvature of the few ribs collected, the body of Nesophontes must have been deep rather than broad.

In the characters of the ribs themselves considerable resemblance is shown to those of Crocidura and to Gymnura. Centetes
as well should be included in this comparison although in some details, such as the more rounded shaft and the better
developed tubercle, a decided difference is displayed. The Solenodon rib is compressed in a plane at right angles to the
plane of compression in the Nevophontes rib and this is confirmatory of the hypothesis that Nesophonteq had a deep body
and not a widened out one like Solenodon. None of the other Insectivrores examined have such a knoblike expansion
for the costal attachments on the distal end of the ribs.

SACRUM.

The sacrum shows no specialization. Composed of three vertebrve, it is much wider at the cephalic than the caudal
extremity. The neural spines are not very high and are not fused to form a continuous dorsal crest. The cephalic articu-
lar surfaces are of medium size but the caudal articulations are rather small. The lateral borders are gently arcuate from
the alse to the third sacral vertebra. The ventral foramina ar'e of fair size and the dorsal foramina are very large. In one

specimen advanced fusion with the first caudal vertebra is shown, probably due to extreme age.
Sacra collected, 7..
Meamuremnents.-Length -through centra, ez 12.8,- 9 11.9 mm.; breadth across aloe, om 9.6, 9 8.2 mm.
The- ATP_onhYm1te9 sacrim finds itsq coes1Pt. reseimblaqncet in thp .esaruim of Ornmqdura. and others nf tbhe Soricidae, the pro-

portions of thie different elements being in general similar. The sacrum of the primitive Zalambdodonts, Centetes and



Greatest;length Anterior border of |Greatest width 'Greatest diamn- |Greatest diam-
of innominate, acetabulum to ante- across ischium eter of acetabu- oter of obtura-

bone rior end of ilium + pubes lum tor foramen

a. 33.9 19 1 16 5. 1 9.8
b. 33.4 18.9 16 5.2 9.3
c. _ 5.2_
d. 35. 1 20.9 5.4_
e. 32? 18.9 5

f. 27.1 16.1 11.2 4.1 7.4
9. 27.2 16.3 12 4 7.7
h. 26.7 15.8 11 3.9 7.7
i. 25.7 15 10.8 3.8 6.9

i. 24.7 15 _3.7_

Young
d ?
k. 29.7 17.4 13.2 4.2 8
l. 29.5 16.8 12.8 4.1 8.8
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Hemicentetes, is decidedly different in the proportions of the first two sacral vertebrae, Hemicentetes resembling Nesophontes
in this respect rather more than does Centetes. The Solenodon sacrum, of four vertebrae and with the neural spines fused
to form a crest, is quite dissimilar to the Nesophontes s-acrum. The, Erinaceidae have quite a high sacrum of nearly uni-
form width and need no detailed comparison here. The sacrum of the arboreal TXupaia is much wider and of a structure

widely different from that of the Porto Rican insectivore.

Am .Mus. No. t7151 k)4

Fig. 20. NeqophonWe editha. Sacrum: A, dorsal aspect; B, lateral aspect. T.

INNOMINATE, BONE.

The innominate bone is of a simple unspecialized type with the main axis of the element nearly straight. The ilium
is long, slender, and trihedral, somewhat exp'anded'anteriorly in the transverse plane'and with the external border a sym-
metrical curve. Judging from an ilium that has been broken from the innominate bone and thus shows a sutural contact,
the ilium does not enter into the acetabulum. The articulating surface of the ilium extends from about the middle of the
bone to the terminal fourth. The ischium is compressedilaterally, expanded in the region where it articulates with the
pubis, and apparently has no osseous connection with the sacrum. An ischial spine is present and the distal portion of the
ischium is noticeably roughened for tendon attachment. The pubis is a flat, slender'element, straight for most of its length,
and but slightly curved inward at the symphysial region. If there is fusion of the pub'es at the symphysis it must be very
slight as the edge of the bone has such a small and slightly'roughened area in the symphysial region. The acetabulum
is deep and cup-like and the cotyloid notch is very wide. The obtu-rator foramen is extensive and roughly triangular in
shape with the angles rounded. Contact with the sacrum occurs only along the ilia.

Innominata collected.- 59, a large part a're p~erfect.

Measurement3 of Innominate Bone.
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The innominate bone of Nesophontes most nearly resembles that of the primitive Zalambdodonts SoleMnodon, Centee8,
Hemicentete8, and Microgale. Agreement with Potamogale is less intimate because this structure is more highly specialized
in the latter genus. The simple characters of the different elements of the pelvis girdle', which lack any of the specializedi

Arn .MFus. No.17151 a

A

B

C

Amr-. MUE;. No. 17151 k

Fig. 21. NesophonWe edithae. Right innominate of adult male: A, external aspect; B, dorsal aspect; C, internlal
aspect. Left innominate of adult female: D, external aspect. 5.

variations in form found in the higher groups of insectivores, are suffi-cient to distinguish the Nesophontes innominate
from most of the insectivora outside of the Zalambdodonta. In this respect Erinaceus has progressed but little, if any, past
the primitive condition found in Nesophontes, while in the case of Blarina and Crocidura a possible evolution from this
condition is seen.

I'
I3~-.!
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FEMUR.

The femur is for the most part of a very generalized type. The shaft is quite straight and smooth and of nearly
uniform cross-section from trochanters to condyles. The head is well rounded and represen'ts fully half of a sphere; the
constriction at the neck is deep and continuous except at a point on the upper posterior surface approximately midway
between the greater and the lesser trochanters where' the rounded surface of the head terminates abruptly just at the
edge of the trochanteric fossa in a V-shaped ridge. Both the greater and the lesser trochanters are well developed, being
almost equal in size. The-re is a conspicuous posterior intertrochanteric line and a well defined trochanteric fossa. A third
trochanter is present as a prominent rounded process coming off from the compressed external border of the shaft. The
condylar region is normal.

The femur of the male is much larger and heavier than that of the female and consequently shows some of the inser-
tion areas more clearly, especially in the region above the intercondylar notch. However the largest of the femora are

very smooth and show very little rugosity at any point.
Femora collected:- 144, most of them perfect.
In many details the femur of a male Nesophontes resembles the Solenodon femur; the disparity in size is great and the

femuof adl feae antrio aspec

femur of the latter is proportionally heavier than that of Nesophontes but the -development of the different areas and pro-
cesses in the two genera is almost identical. Both have the rounded surface of the head extended toward the g'reater
trochanter in a V-shaped ridge but the head of Nesophontes is noticeably the better developed and Msore restricted at the
neck. Nesophontes differs from Erinaceu,8 in having a femur with better developed trochanters, the third trochanter of
the former genus being very small, and a much deeper trochanteric fossa.

Compared with the femur of a large shrew, Crocidura nyansce kivu from the Belgian Congo, close agreement in general
structure is observed, but the shrew femur lacks the trochanteric fossa and the intertrochanteric line so well marked in
Nesophontes.

The femur of Scalopus has the third -trochanter greatly developed and high on the shaft, thereby differing from Ne8o-
phontes, but in the approximation of the convex surface of the head toward the greater trochanter there is similarity.

The femur of Nesophontes because of its primitive character needs no compar'ison with such genera as Rhynchocyon,
MacrWselidem, Chrysochlori8 and Tupaia. In its generalized characters it agrees fairly well with any of the primitive insec-
ivore types, the best agreement being with the genera di"scussed above.

4-
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28. 4 8.4 2.9 6.7 3.7
26.8 3.8 8.2 2.8 6.1 2.9
26.6 3.7 8 9.7 6.1 3.1
29.2 4.2 8.8 2.9 6.6 3.6
28 4.1 8.5 2.8 6.8 3.9
27.9 3.8 8.2 2.9 6.2 2.9
27.& 4 8.3 3 6.6 3.4
27 3.7 8.7 2.9 6.1 2.8
27.4 3.8 8.4 2.6 6.4 3.1
28.7 4.1 8.5 2.9 6.8 3

Ave. 27.74 3 .92 8'.40 .2.84 6. 44 3. 24

Q 23.1 2.9 6.4 2.4 5.2 2.5
22.9 3,1 6.5 2.3 5.4 2.8
22.9 3 6.5 2.3 5.1 2.5
22.7 3 6.4 2.5 5.3 2.8
24.5 3.2 6.9 2.5 5.7 2.5
23.5 3 2.3 *5.2 2.7
22.5 3.2 6.7 2.5 5.3 2.7
22.7 .3.2 6.5 2.'5 5.4 2.7
23.1 3.2 6.3 2.3 5.4 2 .7
22.6 3.2 6.5- 2.3 5.3 2.fi

Ave. 23 .0(5 . 3 .10 6.52 2 .39 5 .33 2 .64
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Measure.mens of Femur.

Greatest breadth
acrom tips of

I
trochanters

Least wridth
of shaft

Greatest width
across condyrles

Width across
articular surfaceLength Diam. head

TIBIA.

The tibia is very long, slender and almost straight throughout its length; the shaft is quite smooth and special inser-
tion areas other than that for the tibialis.anticus muscle are wanting. The crest of the a-nterior border is sharp and exQten-
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Fig. 23. Nemophontem edithw. Right tibia of adult male: A, external aspect.. Left tibia and fibula of adult female:
B, anterior-external aspect; C., external aspect; D, posterior aspect. T.

sive and a very marked concavity along the outer aspect indicates where the tibialis anticus attaches. The proximal end
of the tibia is very flat and the median ridge very low. The tuberosities axe normal. The facet for the fibula is small and



faces directly downward, not obliquely outward. The internal malleolus is quite long, and the articulating surfaces call
for an astragulus with the keel on the outside much higher than that on the inside.

The difference 'in silze due to sex is very marked.
Tibim collected:- 123, most of them perfect.

Meamurement8 of Tibia.

Greatest width |Least width || [|Greatest width |Least width
Greatest across across anterior Greatest across across anterior

- ~~~length tuberosi ties aspect length tuberosities aspect

36 7.3 1.7 9 28.5 4.8 1.3
33 6.1 1.5* 30.3 5.2 1.4
34.6 6.2 1.4 30.7 5.6 1.5
34.4 6.5 1.7 31.1 5.2 1.3

* ~~~~~~34.56. 1.6 32.1 5 1.5
33.3 5.9 1.4 31.2 5.5 1.5
36.2 6.3 1.6 30.7 5.2 1.5
35.2 6.4 1.5 30.7 5.4 1.3
34.6 6.3 1J. 31.9 5.3 1.5
33.1 6 1.6 31.4 5.5 1.5

Ave. 34.49 6.01.57 |Ave 130.86 5.27 1.43
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In the character of simple, smooth, and slightly curved shaft the tibia of Ne8ophonte8 displays its primitive nature.

Among all the Insectivora the retention of an equal degree ot generalization is shown only by Solenodon, Centete8, Hemi-
centetes and Tupaia.

FIBULA.

The fibula is a long, slender bone of nearly uniform cross-section throughout its length. It is very straight and fusion
to the tibia is so imperfect that in most cases the tibiae were found without any part of the fibula attached and close
examination is necessary to find the area of fusion at the distal end. The expansion of both the proximal and distal ends
is moderate and the grooves for the passage of tendon-s at the distal end are well developed.

Fibulce collected:- 5, only one perfect.
Measurement-e. d; total length, 29 mm.; cross-section at a mid point, 1 X .9.mm.
The fibula of Ne8ophonte8, being almost free from the tibia, needs little comparison with most of the insectivore genera.

As in the case of the tibia, the closest agreement in this primitive condition is found in the members of the Centetoidea,
Solenodon, Centete8, HemicenteWe and in Tupaia.

VERTEBRAL COLUMN.,

The vertebral column is represented by a comparatively few vertebrae and consequently cannot be described in any
great detail. Vertebrae from each series are present. The column in most of its characters is primiltive.

Atla8.-The atlas is proportionally of good siz'e, has ample articulating surfaces, and a well developed tubercle for
the longus colli muscle.

Axi8. The axis has a robust spine rather higher than broad, large cephalic articulating surfaces, peg-like transverse

processes and a strong median ridge on ventral surface of centrum, giving the posterior aspect of the centrum a subtri-
angular appearance.

Cervical vertebrc.- The anterior cervicals are normal as far as available material goes to show. There is no trace
of a dorsal spine on the few cervicals found. The sixth cervical has the three branches of the transverse process well devrel-
oped the costal element being large and with an almost straight ventral border.

Thoracic vertebrw. The thoracic vertebroe are too fragmentary to give very positive data. One of the first of the
series is very short, with a slender dorsal sp'ine and a well marked articulation for the rib tubercle.



Lumbar vertebro. The vertebrae of. this series are large, with well formed processes and articulations and 'constitute
a strong column. There is a narrow V-shaped indentation, between the two caudal articulations and this restricts the
dorsal spine to the anterior half of the vertebra where it appears as a low, forwardly inclined spine.

Sacral vertebrw. Described under separate head of sacrum.

Caudal vertebr&.-A caudal vertebra suspected of belonging to N'esophontes is a very simple, rod-.like element with a

length equal to-about twice the diameter.
Vertebrcecollected.- Atlases, 2; axes, 4; cervicals, 2; thoracics, 2; lumbars, 5; caudals,l1.

Meawurements of Vertebma¢

Atlas Ais Cervical (sixth) |Thoracic Lumbar Caudal

Length of centrum dI7.3 a''3.2 92.4 a''5.2 | 6

* Greatesttransversebreadth oz11.5 | a8.8 | d10.5 998.6 ,<7 2.8
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The vertebral column of Ne8ophonte8 as a whole does not closely resemble that of any other of the Insectivora. In
most details it comes closest to Crocidura and Centetes. The Crocidura columnn has the atlas vefry similar except for a

longer tubercle, the axis has a wider dorsal spine; the cervicals are very simnilar to those of Ne8ophontes and have but very
low dorsal spines; the thoracics have a low spine but otherwise vary somewhat from Ne8ophontem; the lumbars have
the same indentation between the posterior articulating surfaces but are rather more specialized on the ventral surface;
the caudals are similar in nature. Centetes agrees with Nesophontes in the characters of the axis, the cervicals (except
for the presence of a pronounced dorsal spine), and the thoracics, but only partially in the lumbar region and not at all
in the caudal series. Erinaceus, Gymnura and Solenodon all have primitive vertebral characters resembling Ne8ophontem,
the greatest resemblances being found in the cervicals where however the dorsal spine is found in every case. The
specialized Tupaia has marked resemblances- in the low-spined thoracics and the posteriorly forked lumbars.

SUNMARY.

That Ne8ophonte8 is an exceedingly primitive type is well brought out by details throughout the entire skeleton. The
following list of primitive characters will illustrate this fact.

1. The skull is elongate, tubular and with slight interorbital constriction giving a large olfactory chamber. The
ectopterygoid fossa is wanting and the infraorbital foramen is large.

2. The mandible has a curving ventral outline, a high coronoid and well developed angular process.
3. The dentition lacks only a premolar above and below of being the full primitive placental set of 44. The milk

dentition is well developed, the milk incisors persisting into early maturity. The incisors are not highly specialized,
the canine is two-rooted and large, the premolars are of the sector-ial type, and the molars have the high V-shaped cusps
above., the tuberculo-sectorial trigonid and talonid below.

4. The humrerus is unspecialized, retaining its normal form and with large entepicondylar and supratrochlear foraminla.
5. The ulna and rad'iu's are slender and unspecialized.
6. The innominate is normal in its development. The ilium is long, slender rand trihedral, the ischia have well

developed spines and are well separated, and the pubic elements do not coalesce at the symphysis.
7. The femur has the third trochanter and a well developed intertrochanteric line.
8. The tibia and fibula are separate, slight ossification' taking place distally.
9. The vertebrae lack any specialization.
Ne8ophonte8 is widely separated from any of the existing families of Insectivores but because of its exceedingly primi-

tive structure agreement in a few characters is found with each family. No living insectivore has such an assemblag of
generalized characters and the gap between any of them and Ne8oph rnte8 is apparently very great.

A number of characters link the Nesophontidse with the Centetoidea. The general form of the skull with elongate
rostrum, nearly full primitive dentition, tritubercular, zalambdodont molars., jugal missing, large infraorbital foramen,



fused nasals, completely ossified palate and non-inflated braincase indicate a degree of relationship with such forms as

Centetes and Solenodon. Nesophontes however is even more primitive than these genera, not only in details of the skull
but in the skeleton. The protocone in the Nesophontes molar is a very important cusp of large size and has not begun to
suffer from the reduction -and subordination shown in living centetids; the incisors and canine have the primitive relation-
ship to each other and the skeleton in general is more primitive.

Nesophontes was undoubtedly of more primitive habit than those Zalambdodonts to which it bears the closest resem-

blances., Solenodon and Centete8. The skeleton shows none of the fossorial adaptations of Solenwodn, and the only develop-
ments aside from the purely terrestrial are arboreal. The forearm shows marked powers of pronation and supination and
when taken in connection with the unthickened shafts of the bones this faculty could have found expression, seemingly,
only whe'n the animal climbed. Probably it was both terrestrial and arboreal, or semi-arboreal, for only on this hypothesis
can the fundamentally generalized skeleton be accounted for. -The surprising parallelism with Tupaia in the characters
of the humerus, ulna, tibia and vertebree is significant in this connection as to an arboreal habit.

Ne-sophontes8agrees with the members of the Dilambdodonta, the Tup'aioid, Erinaceoid and Soricoid forms only in the
very primitive characters. Gymnura has such a generalized skeleton that many resemblances are noted when the skeleton
of Ne8ophontmsis compared with it; this is true of Erinaczeas to a lesser degree.

In its primitive type of skeleton with arboreal specialization, Tupaia shows unexpected similarities to Nesophontes.
In skull characters the differences are p-rofound.

Of the Soricoid forms the Talpidae'are so highly specialized in many particulars that resemblance to Nesophontes is
very remote. Of the different genera the Old World Talpa presents the closest agreement in char'acters of dentition, the
only part of the skeleton that may be consistently compared. The agreement consists in the relation of canine to incisors
and the well developed metacone. Differences equally important are the reduced protocone and well developed paracone
of Talpa as contrasted with the reverse condition in Ne-sophontes.

The Soricidae, as far as their characters have been unchanged by specialization, have many skeletal characters in
common with Nesophontes. Using large species of Crocidura as bases of comparison agreement was found in the following
characters: I the shape of the scapula, the development of the spine-acromion complex and the deep infraspinous fossa;
the ulna and radius; the humerus; the sacrum; the vertebree; the ribs. The dentition, especially the incisor-canine
series, is very highly developed in the shrews but6in the procumbent upper inc'is'ors and the, bilobed lower incisors of Neso-
phontes a step in the direction of soricid 'specialization is seen, and there are marked resemblances in the molar crowns.

Crocidura has a high metacone and reduced paracone very similar to Nesophonte8. The shrew protocone however is
greatly reduced and the molar has added a postero-internal spur not found in Nesophonte8. The best agreement between
Crocidura and Nesophontes is in the following skull characters; the wide separation of postglenoid process and periotic,
the lack of outgrowths from the alisphenoid and basisphenoid to form part of the bulla, the ring-shaped tympanic, the posi-
tion of the foramen ovale between the post-glenoid process and the pterygoid wing of the alisphenoid, the glenoid cavity
opening forward instead of downward, the elongate basicrallial region, the greatly reduced anterior and posterior zygo-
matic. roots, the optic foramen opening into the sphenorbital fissure in Ne8ophonte8 and confluent with it in,Crocidura and the
posterior mental foramen situated below pm4.

From the Leptictidae, Nesophontes differs radically, some of the main differences being the possession in this family
of four-premolars as against three in Ne8ophontes, the presence of a well developed zygomatic arch, the- unfused nasals and
the much broader, heavier skull with prominent lateral longitudinal crests.

It will be seen from the foregoing paragraphs that the Nesophontidee are a very well circumscribed family and are not

immediately related to the other insectivore families. Because of the undeveloped possibilities, in its structure the Porto
Rican animal might be near the line of descent of several of the modern families. On one hand Solenodon or Centete8 might
have evolved from such a primitive ancestor as Ne8ophontes, while on the other hand the possibility that the Soricidae, might
have descended from an early nesophontid must not be overlooked. Nesophontes is such a type as might well be looked
for in the Eocene and its persistence down into the late Pleistocene or early Recent may be explained by its insular isolation.
If this interpretation of its relationships be placed upon Nesop7wntes it implies a related ancestry for the Centetoidea and
the Soricoidea, a condition already suggested by Leche.2 The folowing diagram will serve to give an approximation of
the involved relati'onships.

I These points are brought out in the description of the different skeletal elements of Nesophontes.
I W. Leche, Entwicklungsgeschichte des Zahnsystems der Saiugetiere, 22, p. 121; 1907.
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Fig. 24. Diagrammatic representation of the approximate relationships of the Nesophontidae with other families
of the Insectivora.

Mfaterial available for comparison. Skeletons of the following species have been available.for comparison with
Ne,?ophonte8:

Tu?paia 8pecwosa
Macroscelides rozeti
Rhynchocyon claudi
G-ymnura rafflesii
Erinaceus europw
Sorex personatuw
Blarina brevicauda'a
Crocidura nyan8a, kivu
Crocidura rubicundal
Myogale m08chata

GI'alpa europma
Scalopus aquatic
Potamogale velox
Solenodon paradoxus
Centete8 ecaudatus
Hemicentet@e 8emispino8
Ericulus telfairi palle8cen8
Oryzoryete8 tetradactyluz
Microgale dob8oni
Chry8ochlori8 trevelyani

A restoration of Nesophontes, taking into careful consideration analogy wi'th. living Insectivores, would produce -an

animal with a body about the size of that of the Eastern Chipmunk, Tamico dtriatum. The snout would undoubtedly be
long and mobile, the eye small, the entire head long and slender, the limbs of moderate length and probably wi'th five
toes, the thoraxr of a medium to slender appearance and not widened like Solenodon,, and the tail possibly not very long.



Order RODENTIA

Family CHINCHILLIDE.

Subfamily ELASMODONTOMYINE.

E5lamnodontomys obliquus Antlwny.

1916. Etasr7odontomys obliquus AsqmoNy, An. New York Acad. Sci., Vol. XXVII, p. 199; 9 August, 1916.

Type.- No. 14171, Dept. Vert. Pal., Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. A fairly well preserved skull lacking complete zygoma, the nasals
and with almost half of the posterior skull broken away; only one tooth, M3 on the right, is missing.

Type locality.- Utuado, Porto Rico.
Distribution. ]Known only from the Island of Porto Rico. Recorded in Porto Rico from Utuado, Morovis and Ciales (Mus. Comp.

Zool.).
General characters.-A very large hystricomorph rodent with long rootles molars, the crown patterns of which are made up of five

enamel plates and connecting dentine.
Skull.-Large and strongly constructed; superior outline nearly straight; rostrum short and heavy, much deeper than wide;

nasals long, widening slightly anteriorly, well arched above plane of maxillae; premaxillary suture with frontal in same plane as nasal
suture; interorbital region very broad, with strong, wide postorbital processes; an abrupt pinching in of braincase, which is constricted
and compressed throughout parietal region; a strongly developed sagittal crest with well marked anterior bifurcation which runs out on
either side into the postorbital process; high lambdoidal crest; zygomatic arch very strong and broad, infraorbital foramen large, malar
very broad, with low rounded postorbital eminence, and entering into glenoid as a deep square shoulder, posterior zygomatic root mas-
sive; part of orbit reserved for eyeball exceptionally small; root of incisor producing a slight swelling across face of premaxilla and
maxilla; palate of moderate length, closely constricted anteriorly by converging tooth rows, diastema of good length, incisive foramina
large and'oening fromn side, postpalatal notch wide and deep, reaching nearly to line of anterior border of m,3, a median ridge along palate
between molars and six noticeable palatal foramina; pterygoid processes heavy and broad with deep exte4sive pterygoid fosms; bullae
of medium size, somewhat compressed; paroccipital processes long and strong.

Mandible.-Like the skull the mandible is strong and massive; horizontal ramus deep and thick, its ventral border straight; ascend-
ing ramus narrower, coronoid well formed but narrow and rather weak proportionally, condyle as high as coronoid with well rounded
and extensive head; angular process very broad and massive; a very good attachment for the internal pterygoid muscle provided by
expanded lower border of ramus and angular process.

Dentition.-I, 1_1; Pm) 1_1; M, 3-3 = 20.
Upper: Incisors long, curving and of rather small size proportionally, deeper antero'-posteriorly than wide, with faint median longi-

tudinal concavity on face of enamel, tips notched rather squarely; premolar and molars all long, teeth deeply set into maxilla, rootless,
and each tooth of nearly uniform cross-section from crown to base; molar series inclined to rear and each row divergent from the other
at crown and base but curving inward about middle; the individual tooth made up of five main enamel laminae held together by alter-
nating layers of dentine, this nuimber of laminae often increased to six by a small posterior plate; laminse approximately parallel to one
another in the tooth but decidedly oblique to long axis of palate; premolar roughly trigonal in cross-section, molars subquadrate to sub-
circular.

Lower: Incisors not as strongly curve'd as above, with well marked longitudinal groove and tips chisel-like; molar series as above
but enamel alternated with dentine in the reverse order, the teeth not curved from crown to base but inclined forward in ramus; nuimber
of lamrinae four.

Skulls collected: -16, of which 3 are almost complete, 15 good sized fragments, and numbers of teeth and smaller broken portions.
Mandibles colleced:- 39 rami, of which a few present nearly all the characters, and a laxge nurnber of fragments and teeth.

The molar of Elawmodontromyq appears to be on the peak of rodent specialization. Evolved from a tooth with
the common pattern of deep external and internal ree~ntrants, the first steps doubtless yielded two plates of enamel
to each connecting layer of dentine. Further specialization built up the anterior plate in the maxillary series, the
posterior in the mandibular series, and the remaining plate to each layer was reduced practically to disappearance.'
A strong magnifying glass enables the eye to trace out the evidence of the tooth's evolution. The extreme length of the
teeth and the perfection of their mechanical construction demonstrate the high plane of dental development reached by
this hystricomorph.-

Mr. Gerrit S. Miller, Jr.' called to my attention the presence of the much redulced posterior enamel. plate in the upper molar, a
condition that had escaped me.

380 ANTHONY: INDIGENOUJS L1AND MAMMALS OF PORTO RICO.
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from Utuado, Porto Rico. All figures na,tural size.
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The table of measurements reveals a great amount of individual variation. .Variation in the form of the skull is
slight throughout most of the series except for two notable examples, Nos. 17129 a'nd 17132. The. first is a skull much
larger in 'nearly every dimension and with a decidedly heavier rostrum than the othe'rs., The other has very unusual denti-
tion a'nd the difference in form of the skull is the result of this. The dentition, however, is the most variable' feature of
the -genus and scarcely any two toothrows are just alike. The variation in the size of the teeth is great and-is well shown
by. the table of measurements. In addition there is a remarkable age variation that has been very. puzzling until it became
possible through the abundance of material available to trace the different steps in -the growth of the molars.

In the younger animal the molars are very long, from 31-36 mm. in length for the longest maxillary molars, the second
and third, and from 36-39 mm. for the longest mandibular molar, the third. In. fact, ni2 in two skulls almost touches the
under surface of the frontal, having penetrated the full depth of the skull. In this early stage the laminve extend the full
length of the tooth and the base is open, appearing as a cylindrical shell of enamel about a bundle of parallel plates. Later
as the crown wears the tooth pushes up from the base to keep a constant height above the alveolar border and cement is
deposited about the base. At the immediate base there is a slight constrictio'n in the enveloping enamel and when cement
is added the base is still further constricted. The alveolus closes and shortens with the wear of the enamel and in advanced
age the cement reaches the plane of wear. At this stage the crown has a homogeneous structure with perhaps a small
hole down the center, and the teeth are weak and brittle. Most of the teeth in this condition are broken. off at the border

iFig. 26. Elasmodontomys obliquuw. Porto Rico. A. oblique anterior aspect of superior incisor; B, oblique anterior
aspect of inferior incisor; C, maxillary molar of unworn, maximum length; D, Ionmaxillar mlar of aged animal,
showing base of tooth filled in by cement; J E, unworn mandibular molar; F, crown view of mandibular molaxs of aged
animal.

.Amblyrhiza inundat.a. Anguilla. G, crown view of first two maxillary molars.'
All figures natural size.

of the alveolus. At first only 4 laminae show at the basal end of the maxillary molar, 'and as there are 6,1aminve appear-
ing in the crown the extra two are developed from the anterior'and posterior walls of the basal enveloping cylinder of
enamel. The cross-section of the normal 'tooth is approximately constant at all stages of wear except possibly in very
young animals where the crowns are constricted when they break through the alveolar border. Several specimens with
the third molar only slightly worn show this tooth with a crown. smaller than the cross-section at a third of its length.
In very old animals the crown surface is much red,uced when the cement enters the wearing plane. bThe teeth shorten
progressively, the premolar, as might be expected, wearing out first, followed in rotation by the molars. The greatest
amount of wear in the upper series apparently must come upon the second and third molars, as these teeth are so much
the longest. The third molar appears to be rather aberrant in its relation to the molar'series. Normally a tooth of large
size and great length, it is also found in different stages of apparent reduction to the point of disappearance. Number
17132 lacks the last upper molar and as on one side the bone is broken away next to the second molar it would7 be possible
to see the third molar even if it were greatly under developed. In connection with the lack of m3~the other three molars
are greatly enlarged, being the largest of the entire series. The unusual size of the molar roots has.expanded the side of
the maxilla and restricted the passage of the infraorbital foramen so that it is considerably smaller than in the other speci-
mens. Yet this specimen has-a youthful appearance, and this fact in conjunction with the reduction or lack of develop-
ment of the third upper molar shown by other specimens restrains me from describing as a new genus, a specimen that



Fig. 27. Elasmodontomys obliquhw. Porto Rico. A, external aspect of left scapula; B, internal aspect; C. posterior
aspect; D, spine of scapula; E, glenoid surface of left scapula. All figures natural size.

very extensive; it reaches its greatest depth about midway and then passes into a long acromion. The acromion is a

strong process and is rod-like in shape, without metacromion, terminal bifurcation or conspicuous expansion. The infra-
spinous fossa is deep, producing a marked convexity on the inner aspect of the blade and throwing into relief as a con-

cavity the superior half of the inner aspect.
Scapulm collected:- 30 fragmentary bones, mostly the articulating extremity, but a few acromion processes are included

in the series; no part of the extreme distal border is present.

MeamuremeW8 of Scapula.

Length of Length of free
Breadth of head + Breadth of acromion along

head coracoid neck under side

Ekwmrudontomyp
17144 a 10.7 19.2 14.9
17144 b 10.2 18.2 14.3_
17144c 10.3 18 13.4
17144 d 10.6 18 14.3_
17144 e 10.9 18.7 13.2
17144f 11.5 20.7 14.3
17144 g 11 20.7 15.6 _
17144 h 32.5
17144 i _32.3
17144; 36.3

Myopotamw coypu
1994 U. S. N. M. 10.1 16.7 11.7 35
EDrethizon dorsatuw

15673 9.9 19.5 _17.6
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undoubtedly would be so described should it be found unassociated in a series. This specimen is interesting as a possible
example of the evolution of a new form through discontinuous variation.

The mandibular teeth vary in a similar manner. In some specimens the last molar is just breaking through the jaw
and doubtless in these cases the tooth would with age assume the full normal size. It is rath'er unusual wilth th'e hystri-
comorphs, more especi'ally those with unrooted molar's, for the last molar to be 'so long in reaching a fun'ctional stage.
With animals like Hydrochawrus and Capromys the last molar, both above and below, is functional at a much younger
period.

SCAPULA.

None of the scapulae collected are complete but the aggregation of fragmentary specimens show the following char-
acters. The glenoid cavity is large and the coracoid process is strong and well developed; the constriction at the neck
is slight and the body of the scapula is of good thickness, especially along the borders. The spine is strong but is not-
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Trasrverse Greatest Greatest
Greatest breadth breadth breadth
length proximally distally midway

Ela8modontomys
17145 41.6 5.4 7.1 4.4

Myopotamwu coypu
1994 U. S. N. M. 44.8 6.6 7.3 4.1
Erethizon dorsatum

15673 40.3 6.6 7.4 3.7
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-CLAVICLE.

The clavicle is a strong well developed bone in Elawmodontomy&. It is strongly curved at the proximal end and
expanded distally into a trulmpet-shaped termination. The shaft approximates a circle in cross-section.

ClavicWe collected:- 1, right, in perfect preservation.

MeamuremeW of Clavicle.

STERNUM.

Only one element of the sternal series has been found, the presternum or manubrium. Anteriorly it is somewhat
expanded into a subrectangular plate with a low median keel on the anterior half aind shallow lateral concavities for the
insertion of the first costal cartilages. The posterior half deepens into a roughly trihedral facet for the next sternebra.

Sternebrc collected:-1, a presternum.
MeawurementM.-Greatest length, 27.2 mnm.; greatest breadth, 15.3 mm.; breadth at posterior facet, 9.8 mm.

HumERus.

The humerus is short and somewhat heavy. The head is well rounded and of good size, the deltoid crest is well devel-
oped, the shaft practically straight and the supratrochlear foramen may or may not be present. The expansion of the
condylar termination is very moderate.

Humeri collected:-45, of which more than half are perfect or nearly so, and a number of fragments.

MeawuremenM of Humer?w.

Breadth across Depth Breadth
Greatest head from through across
length bicipital groove deltoid ridge condyles

Elasmodontomyp
17141 a 88.6 16.1 18.5 21
17141 b 83.8 15.4 17 20.5
17141 c 83.8 14.4 15.1 20.7
17141 d 85.4 16.3 17.8 24
17141 e 88.8 16.4 17 22.6
17141 f 86 15.6 16.4 20.8
17141 g 83.2 16.4 18.9 21
17141 h 88.2 15.7 17.8 21.2
17141 i 75.9 14.5 15.4 20.8
17141; _ 18 19.6_

Myopotamuw coypu
1994 U. S. N. M. 75.3 14.5 18.4 19.8
Erethizon dor8atuw

15673 87.7 17.2 15 25
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Fig. 29. Elamdodntomys obliquw. Porto Rico. A, anterior aspect of right ulna; B, external aspect; C, internal
aspect;. D, posterior aspect. All figures natural size.
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- ~~ULNA.

The ulna is strong, robust and o'f good length in proportion to the huimerus. The olecranon process is l-arge and
very strong, the sigmoid cavity is large and deep, the coronoid process is v'ery high and below it'is a small deep lIongi-
tudinal fossa for the extensor ossis metacarpi pollicis; the distal articulating surfaces are.well developed 'and the shaft is
slightly curved, the convexity facinlg outward.

Ulnc collected:- About 30, in varying degrees of preservation, a few completely preserved, others lacking only the
distal epiphysis; also a number of broken ends and fragments.

Mea&urementM of Ulna.

| ~~~Length of olecranon
Greatest from border of Cross-section
length sigmoid cavity of shaft midwray

Elasmonodmy
17142 a log9.7 19 4.8 X 8
17142 b 99 .4 17. 7 4.7 X 6.9
1714:2 c 100.8 1 19.9 5.3 X 8.6
17142 d 97. 81 19.5 5.5 X 9.1
17142 e .20 s5.2 X 8.3
17142 f 99 1 18.3 4.7 X 8.4
17142 g _20.7 5.5 X 7.8
17142 h _21 5.4 X 8.7

Myopotamnu coypu
1994 U. S. N. M. 104 17 4.3 X 7.7

w ~~~~~~Erethizon dorsatw
15673 106.7 9.3 4.7 X 6.6

1 LJacking the distal epiphysis.
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RADIUS.

This bone is similar to the ulna in its proportions, being strong and well developed. 'The shaft is evenly curved
throughout the proximal two thirds of its length and the terminations are both expanded into large articulating surfaces,

1.

B
II

:.).'t

1,
!!,

.4 ...., k,
I.A

Fig. 30. Elasmodontomys obliquus. Porto Rico.
aspect. All figures natural size.

A, anterior aspect of right radius; B, external aspect; C, posterior
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the distal termination being especially heavy and club-like. The tubercle is not present but in the regton it should occupy
is found a deep tendon insertiofl fossa. The muscle insertion areas are exceptionally well defined, there being a large
median longitudinal fossa in the proximnal third of the concave face of the shaft for attachment possibly of the supinator
brevis and perhaps the flexor profundus digitorum; the pronater teres appears to be a strong muscle wr'apping about
the distal third of the convex face.

Radii collected: - About 30, of which three are complete and many others nearly so; in addition many uncleaned and
unlisted fragments.

Meamuremenhq of Radiuwv.

Greatest breadth Dimensions
Greatest Dimensions of distal of shaft
length of head extremity midway

Elasmodontomys
17143 a 87.7 7.4 X 12.5 10.5 5.2 X 6.2
17143 b 83.7 6.9 X 10.8, 10.5 4.2 X5.7-
17143 c 88 8.2 X 12.2 irw.8 4-3 X 6.8
17143d 76.91 7.1 X 11.4 5.1 X 7.3
17143 e 7.2 X 13.1i 4.4 X 6.4
17143 f 10 5.2 X 5.9
17143 g _ 11 4.8 X 6.7

Myopotamuw coypu4
1994 U. S. N. M. 82.1 7 X 9.7 10 5.7 X 5.7
Erethizon dorsatus

15673 90 9.6 X 11.9 15.1 4.7 X 7.6

RIBS.

The ribs are-normal in all respects. The head and tuberele are well developed and the shaft throughout most of
the series is not strongly curved. The-tubercle is the highest poi'nt on the curve as the shaft does n-ot curve upw-ard beyond
the tubercle. Judging from the way the ribs fit the vertebrue the thorax of Elcwnlodontomys is large and broad and the
strength of the ribs would support a thorax of this type. The first rib is especially heavy.

.Ribs collected: -60, a number of which are complete.
MeawsurementS:- First rib: Total length, 34.3 mm.; breadth across head and tubercle, 12.9 mm.; greatest breadth

midway of shaft, 5.2 mm. Sixth rib: Total length, 75.3 mm.; breadth across head and tubercle, 14.2 mm.; greatest
breadth midway of shaft, 3.7 mm.

SACRIJM.

The sacrum is a strongly fused unit of four vertebrae. Ossification has not only united all the sutures but has built
up a continuous dorsal ridge of great strength. The connection of the last vertebra to its fellow has the least advanced
ossification. The aloe are strong and heavy, and while well expanded are not much wider than the transverse processes
of t'he posterior vertebree. The articulating surface for- the ilium extends backward onto the second sacral vertebra.
The dorsal outline of the sacrum curves evenly downward posteriorly and presents a condition that can be associated only
with a very short tail. There is also a marked reduction in the centra from the first to the last vertebra. The foramina
are all large.

Sacra collected:-22, all rather fragmentary, among which are three that give practically all the characters of the
complete sacrum.

I Lacks distal epiphysirs.
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Elsmod?tomy8
17147 a 72.5 46.3 20
17147 b 63.5 _23
17147 c _47.5
17147 d .47.1

Myopotamus coypu
1994 U. S. N. M. 65 39 25

Erethizon dor8atuw
15673 55 42 25.5

ISlightly broken but possible to take measurement approximately correct.
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Measurements of Scrcrum.

:Greatest breadth Depth through
Length of the across anterior edge dorsal crest

sacral of articulation and second
vertebrma for iliumn vertebra

INNOMINATE BONE.

The innominate bone is very long in Elctsmodontomys. The ilium constitutes about two thirds of the total length and
is widely expanded distally. The articulating surface of the ilium is oblique between the vertical and horizontal planes,
and the greater part of the expanded portion forms a broad shallowly concave shelf'adjoining the sacrum. The unex-

panded ilium is trihedral in cross-section. The ischium is broad, heavy and curves evenly.downward to t'he pubis. The
tuberosity of the ischium is large and the posterior border is thickened noticeably in some specimens for tendon attach-
ment. The pubis is not completely represented in any specimen but a-ppears to be a rather slender element. The pubic
symphysis is short and possibly the conInection is only ligamentary, to judge from the. parts of the pubis preserved. The
acetabulum is deep and the cotyloid notch is narrow. The obturator for-amen is of medium size and oval in shape.

Innominate bones collected:-About 60 good sized pieces, a very few of which present nearly all the characters, and
many additional fragments.

Mea*urement8 of Innominate Bone.

Ela8modontomys
17146 a 149 87 42.7 13.4 34.3 13.5 15.6
17146 b 84 11 14.1 __15.4
17146 c 12.8 _14.7
17146 d -75.5 36.2 14 __14.5
17146 e 79.2 -15.5 15.6 14.2
17146 f _75.5 1 12.3 13.2 14.4
17146 g -_ 631.9 13.6 14.4
17146 h _ 33.3 13.7 14.8
17146 i -41.5__
1714.6 j 12.9 14.2 14.6

Myopotamuw coypu ll
1994 U. S. N. M. ,139.3 74.1 17.8 11.1 38.7 15.2 - 13

Erethizon dor8atuw
15673 107 58.3 35 11.4 32.5 8.3 17

FEMIJR.

The femur is proportionally of a robust type, the breadth being about one seventh of the length. The head represents
a hemisphere and is sharply marked off by the neck. The greater trochanter is very well developed, the digital fossa is



Breadth across Breadth
Greatest head to tip of across Breadth mid-
length trochanter condyles way of shaft
I I. 1-
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capacious and deep, the lesser trochanter is large and the condylar region normal with deep trochlear groove. There
is a well developed fossa immediately anterior and distal to the lesser trochanter, evidently for attachment of the pecti-

Fig. 32. Elasmnwdontomys obliquus. Porto Rico. A, anterior aspect of left femur; B, internal aspect; C, posterior
aspect; D, external aspect. All figures natural size.

neus and perhaps one of the adductor muscles. This bone is of the type that forms a powerful, well'muscled hind limb.
Femora collected:- About 60, in good to fair condition; very many are perfectly complete, and there are many broken

pieces and much uncleaned material.

Mea8urement-8 of the Femuntr.

17138 a
17138 b
17138 c
17138 d
17138 e
17138 f
17138 g
17138 h
17138 i
17138 j

Myopotamws coypu
1994 U. S. N. M.

Erethizon dorsatu8e
15673.

105.4
98.6
111.7
102
108.5
105.5
110
10,5.5
106.8
104.7

96.3

31.2
28
34.8
32.2
29.1
29.5
32.2
33.1
32.1
31.2

28.8

29.1

25.7
24.5
26.5
25.3
25.2

26.8
26.7
26.7
23.6

24.3

23.4

14.5
13.2
14.6
13.6
14
13.6
13.3
14
13.2
12.1

12. 2

10.7104.7
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TiBu.

The tibia, in proportion to the femur, is vrery short. It is in actual length shorter than the femur,Ia rather unusual
condition. It is somewhat straighter. than most rodent tibiae, the exctemnal border being only slightly curved, the crest

Fig. 33. Elawmodontomyq obliquw. Porto Rico.
aspect. All figures natural size.

A, anterior aspect of. left tibia; B, external aspect; C, internal

of the anterior border with a prominent tuberosity about midway. The proxrimal end is widely expanded'into the two
tuberosities and the distal expansion is normal. The internal malleolus is rather long.

Tibia, collected:-40, of which the greater part are well preserved, and a number of unlisted fragments.

Mearement,8 of Tibia.

Breadth
across

tuberosities

Depth through
tuberosity on
anterior border

Greatest
length

Elasmodontomys
17139 a
.17139 b
17139 c
17139 d
17139 e
17139 f
17139 g
17139 h
17139 i
17139 j

Myopotamou8 coypu
1994 U. S. N. MI.

Erethizon dor8atw
15673

91.1
89.8
91.8
100.1
89.7
89
92.9
89.8
84.1
94

117

25.2
23.5
-24
26.3
22.9
22.8
24.5
25.6
23.9

22.4

11.8
-12.6
11.6
13.5
10.9
11
12.7
11.3
11
11.8

11.9

96 24 10



element with a broad and fairly thick proximal termination and a heavy thickened distal end. The shaft is nearly straight,
and in young. specimens is laterally concavPe along the internal face, especially proximally; in mature adults the shaft is
roughly circular in cross-section.

Fibula collected:- 2 complete and proximal ends of several others.

Meamuremenhq of Fibula.

[ ~~~Greatest | Greatest
Greatest proximal transsverse
length breadth breadth midway

Elamrodontomyp
17140 a 87.5 17 3. 7
17140 b 71 .8 13 .9 5.3
17140 c _18 4.5

Myopotamus coypu
1994 U. S. N. M. 99.5 14.-6 4. 1

Erethizon dmratuw
15673 83.8 12.7 3.8
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FIBULA.

In the mature animal the fibula is firmly fused with the tibia proximally but is apparently always free distally. In
young individuals the proximal articulating surface on the tibia for the fibula is well shown. The fibula is a strong, slender

B

:..10.I'll

t.

Fig. 34. Elawmodontomys obliquuz. Porto Rico.
aspect. All figures natural size.

A, external aspect of right fibula; B, posterior aspect; C, internal

VERTEBR2E.

ATLAS.-The atlas is large and strongly built with wide transverse processes) a well developed tubercle for the longus
colli and no pronounced dorsal spine.

Atlases collected:- 11, of which 3 are complete.
AXIS.-This vertebra is conspicuous for the high dorsal spine, only slightly directed backward. The odontoid process

is of good size and moderate height.
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Axes collected:- 14, of which 6 are complete.
CERVICALS.- The cervical series is normal in every respect, containing five vertebrae, exclusive of the atlas and axis.

The most noteworthy features are the thick transverse processes and the poorly developed dorsal spines. The third
cervical has a fairly well developed dorsal spine and the sixth has the customary two branches of the transverse
processes. The posterior ventral surface of the centrum of the fourth cervical, and to a lesser degree of the third, is built
out to form a faintly indented platform quite different from the median ridge along the centra of the other cervicals.
The transverse processes of the third, fourth, fifth. and sixth cervicals bear a groove along the anterior face running from the
vertebral canal to the tip of the process.

CervicaI3 collected:-37, most of which are complete. A complete set of five cervicals in one case was found still
connected with one another.

THoR&cics. - The first thoracic has a very well developed dorsal spine which is however somewhat slender. The trans-

A~~~~~~~ )
Am MusNo.17148c z

Fig. 35. Ela=modontomy3 obliquu,. Porto Rico. A, dorsal aspect of atlas; b2, anterior aspect; C, lateral aspect
of axis; D, anterior aspect. All figures natural size.

verse process has an unusually deep concavity for the tubercle of the rib. The second thoracic has a tall, thick dorsal spine
expanded at the tip and slightly bifid. A wide range of individual variation is expressed by the series of second thoracic
vertebrae. This vertebra has the highest spine of the series, and it is also the thickest from side to side, although surpassed
in antero-posterior breadth. by some of the vertebrae caudad in the series.

The remaining thoracics gradually reduce the height of the dorsal spine, decrease the angle between it and. the verte-
bral axis so that the actual length appears even less, and widen the spine antero-posteriorly. The concavity for the rib
tubercle appears to be deeper at the anterior end,of the series. The transverse processes from about the second vertebra
caudad are curved conspicuously forward in some vertebrae forming a decided hook. The inter-centra facets for the
heads of the ribs are about evenly divided between each pair of adjacent centra.

Thoracicw collected:-88, the most of which are complete or nearly so.
LUMBARS.-The lumbar vertebrae are rather large in proportion to the other vertebrae. The centrum is heavy, and

the processes short and thick rather -than long. The dorsal spine is not very high but is of good breadth; the mammil-
lary process or metapophysis is short and thick; the transverse process on none of the series is very long, on some it
is almost vestigial. There are two sets of accessory processes; the first, in the normal position on the posterior walls of
the pedicle, are long and slender; the second, above the posterior articulations and appearing as bifurcations from the
dorsal spine, are shorter and thicker.

Lusmbars collected:- 90, a few of which are perfect and others lack only tips of the process-es.
SAcRALs.- Described under Sacrum.



I Includes odontoid process.
2 Breadth takien across accessory processes, instead of trawverse processes.
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CAUDALs.- The caudals are reduced in structure and are probably few in nulmber. The transverse processes are
broad but short, the dorsal spine is a low, thickened crest; the centrum is not elongate and the anterior zygopophyses are

very thick, extending forward from the centrum as a broad V.
Caudals collected:- 6.

EZ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Am.Mus. No.17148x

< ~~~~~Amn. Mlus. No.17148fx

' F

Fig. 36. Elwhmodontomys obliquws. Porto Rico. A, lateral aspect of thoracic vertebra; B, anterior aspect of same
vertebra; C., lateral aspect of lumbar vertebra; D, dorsal aspect of same vertebra; E, lateral aspect of caudal vertebra;
F, dorsal aspect of same vertebra. All figures natural size.

Measuremenme of Vertebrce (from the vertebrcef of numerous individua18, mostly adults a8 far a-s may be determined).

Vertical depth Breadth across
Length of through dorsal transverse
centrum sI)ine and centrum processes

Atlas |17148 a 6.7 21.4 40.5
it " b 5.1 18.8 41.2
it c 7.2 23.2 46

Axis d 20.71 35.1 23(S)
it s e 20.41 37 26(?)
it| f 22.61 3.5.3

Third cervical " g 8.8 22
s
I " ~~~~~h 8.8 22.5 27.8

Fifth cervical " i 7 18 30 .9'
sc{ " j ~~~ ~~~8.1.18.8 31.3

Sixth " " k 7 .6 20 31I " l~~~~~~
7.5 18.7 27.8

First thoracic E" m 8 28 .8 29 .2
Second thoracic n 9 .2 38 .4 29 .7
sss ss ~ ~~~p9.3 35.7 25.5

Sixth (?) thoracic {s q 8 .6 33 25 .1
Twelfth (?) thoracic r 10 .3 27 .5 23 .2
First (?) lumbax s 17.3 31.5 23. 12

Fifth (7) " t 15 .3 35 .3 28.332
First or second it u 14 15.2 29
Caudal it , 12 .4 14 18



IThis family is taken accordinlg to Paler's classification: N. Amer. Fauna, No. 23, p. 844. 1904.
2 Ameghino, Mam. Fos. Rep. Argentin4, pl. 21, 22, 1889.
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TARSUS.

AsTRAGuLus.- The astragulus has a long neck and the articulating surfaces are all normal and well developed.
CACANIzum.-The calcaneu-m is large and heavy and evidently of the plantigrade type. The external portion has

considerable depth and the plantar surface is exceedingly broad because of the wide expansion of the surface that articu-
lates with the head of the astragulus.

Other bones of the tarsal series have not been found.
Astraguili collected:- 6.
Calcanea collected:- 12.
Measurements8.-Astragulus: Greatest length through head, 16.4 mm.; greatest breadth across trochlear surface,

11.7 mm.: greatest depth through trochlear region, 9.3 mm.
Calcaneum: Greatest length, 29.1 mm.; greatest breadth, 10 mm.; depth of free portion, 18 mm.; extreme depth

through articulair region, 20.9 myn.

Fig. 37. Elaswdodntomy-8 obliquws. Porto Rico. Astragulus, caleaneum, two views of unguinal phalanx, and meta-
taral, natural size.

METACARPALS AND METATARSALS.

Appaxently there is very little difference between the metacarpals and metatarsals of ElmSmodontomy&. The bones
considered as metacarpals are slightly shorter and wider than those judged to be metatarsals. This animal seemingly
had a generalized manus and pes of five toes each. In proportion to the size of Ela8modorntomy8 these bones are very
sihort. They are not straight but cur-ve slightly and the distal articulating surfaces bear a well developed median keel.

MeWaarpalS and metatar8a18 collected:- 45.
Mea8Ur,eent. Meta^tarsal: Greatest length, 2'5 mm.; breadth of shaft midway, 4.4 mm-.; breadth of distal termina-

tion, 6.5 mm.

PHALANGES.

The phalanges are -very short and proportionally broad. The articulating surfaces are perfectly smooth., without

anUy median keel; they are concave proximnally, convex d,istally. The unguinal phalanx is short, broad and deep, with the

termination entire, not bifid.
-pWAange.8 collected:- 16, most of them perfect.
Mea8urement&- Dimensions of a subterminal phalanx, 5.4 mm. broad X 8.2 long; of an unguinal phalanx, 4.7 broad

X 5.8 deep X 10.8 long.
RELATIONSHIPS.

ElatmnodontoMY8 is placed in the family Chinchilidfe I because of a general agreement with several members of the

family. Thne living Chinchillids are highly specialized forms and bear little resemblance to the Porto Rican Chinchillid

although a few characters in common may be discerned, -notably in the general skull structure. The earlier members of
the family, especially the large Megamy8 (Entrerian) and Tetrcwtylu8,2 have strong family characters in common with



I Buff. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXXV11, p. 186. January 29, 1917.
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bDoth Amblyrhiza of Anguilla and Elasmodontomys. The tooth structure of Megamys, Amblyrhiza and Elatsmodontomy-8
appears to be almost identical in each case, the molars being long, rootless and made up of alternating layers of enamel
and dentine; the differences between the three genera are of degree rather than of kind in this respect.

No-other family among the hystricomorph rodents has as strong claims upon Ela-8modontomys as the Chinchillid,,e
although the monotypic family of the Dinomyidoe presents in dental structure an approximation to what must have been
an earlier stage in the devrelopment of the Elasmodontomys molar. This resemblance, however, is more than offset by
numerous important differences between Elaqmodontomys and Dinomys8 in skull and skeleton.

A few cases of parallelism in tooth structure may be noted in genera of other families but wherever the genera have
been represented by sufficient material there has been no difficulty in establishing the fact that the similarity is not a

case of true relationship. Discolomys and Morenia (both Entrerian) have molars the crowns of which have a lamellar
structure and scarcity of material of these two genera leaves us in doubt as to other characters of the skull. However I
do not believe that it is a case of anything but parallelism.

In order to sufficiently mark off the distinctness of Elasmodontomys this genus was made the type of a new subfamily.'
At the same time Amblyrhiza and Heptaxodon 'were placed in subfamilies of their own but were also retained under the
Chinchillidee because it was believed that a family relationship bound the three types together.

Measurements of Myocatstor and Erethizon have been included in the tables given throughout the treatment of the
Ela&modontomy,? skeleton. These two genera were selected not to imply relationship but to serve as types for compari-
son, Myocsstor as a normal bodied semi-aquatic rodent, Erethizon as a heavy bodied terrestrial and semi-arboreal rodent.
The agreement in most cases is with Erethizon rather than with Myocastor showing that Elasmodontomys must have- been a

rather heavy bodied rodent. As. to whether it was semi-arboreal, little may be said except that the short phalanges and
short non-curved claws would be poor climbing devices. The indication of a short tail can not be taken as evidence of
any particular habitat. Nowhere in the skeleton do there appear to be any pronounced aquatic adaptations.

Subfamily HEPTAXODONTIN.,E.

Heptaxodon bidens Anthony.

1917. Heptaxodon bidens9 ANTHONY, BUll. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXXVII, p. 183; January 29, 1917.

Arm. M>us. No. 1710Olx-

,3 8

Fig. 38. Heptaxodon bidans. Utuado, Porto Rico. A, B, two views of skull; C, D, two views of mandible. All
above figures natural size: E, crown view of maxillary molar; F, crown view of mandibular molar; both figures

Type.- No. 17101, Dept. Vert. Pal., Amer. Mus. Nat. IHist. A skull fragrnent comprising palate, two molars with part of a third,
and maxillax-v roots of zygoma.

Type locality.- Utuado, Porto Rico.
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.Speed.. The type Skull and two broken mandibles, one of which carne from the Cueva Clara.
Dis ufianm nw nyfo heTlnfProRc. Recorded from Utuado (cave on property of Don Gervacio Torafio),

nea Morovis (Cuevra Clara), and C:iales (record of Mus. Comp. Zo6l.).
Gmera Character@s. - A good sie rodent with two molars in each jaw, the molar crowns composed of seven laminse.
SkuZI.-Upper part of slkull uinknown. Palate short, V-shaped, with deep postpalatal notch reaching nearly to plane of posterior

border of first molar teeth; deep median furrow in floor of maxillBe leading down into incisive foramina; maxillary roots of zygoma rather
weak; infraorbital foramen probably not ve'ry laxge.

Mandible Impg and heavy; horizontal ramus deep, posterior ventral border expanded internally and externally.
Dentiion.- I, 1_-1; P, 1_1; M, l-= 12.
Upper: laInem'rs umknown; premolar with crown greatly elongated antero-posteriorly and composed of seven parallel plates of

anmlseparated by dentine, the teeth being inclined outward slightly from each other and toward the rear of the skull; moLar not yet
functional but evidently similar to premolar.

Lower: Incisor very weak; premolar similax to upper but with six main enamel laminve; these laminae are so oblique to the tooth-
row as to lie almost paxallel to its main aids; molar not sufficiently up to be worn but indicated as similar to premolax.

Measurements.-Breadth of palate at point immediately anterior- to zygomatic roots, 13 mm.; length of palate from postpalatal
notch to anterior alveolar border, 14 mm..; lengthof premolar crown, 11.5 mm.; transverse breadth of sametooth, 5.5mm.; lengthof

asndiblel from- posterior border of incisive alveolus to anterior face of condyle, 38 mm.; depth of ramus + premolar, 16.1 mm. 15.3,
and 17; greatest length of premolar (at alveolar plane), 12.5 mm., 11.6, and 12.2; transverse breadth of same tooth, 5 mm., 4.8, and 5.3.

REMARES.

The dentition of Hept=don is so remarkably specialized as to warrant a rather detailed description. With
the material at present available it appears very probable that this animal has only two molar teeth in each jaw. In
the type sknul the anterior tooth has a well worn crown surface and the small part of the skull preserved bears all the
.appearance of maturity. However the last molar had not become functional (a possibility, appaxent but not probable,
is that the tooth has dropped back into the alveolus and in reality has been functional) and this,is the case also with the
three mandibles which have only one worn molar.. Judging from the extent of the palate there woulld not be room for
more than two molars on a side in the maxi lary series. A corresponding condition in the case of the mandibles makes it
appear that -there are no more than two molars on a side below. This condition is most unusual and is unknown among the
Newv World hystricomorphs. The question as to which teeth of the molar series are represented is capable of various answers

drawvn fromu fancied homologies or analogies. For the sake of a working hypothesis, and with the admission that the fol-
lowing interpretation may possibly- be disputed, the writer has preferred to call -the two teeth the last premolar and first
molar. The first tooth is 'in the normal premolar position and fro'm the great importance in the hystricomorph tooth row
larned -by the last premolar, since it always becomes functional before the last molar and does more work, I believe

that the reduction has been from the back of the tooth row rather than from the front. It is unlikely that reduction
his taken place at both ends of the series since the reduction must have been the cause of a persistent mechanical force
which would always act cons3istently. The premolar served the animal for a considerable time before the molar came into
use. Because of the length of the crowns and the high number of laminse, two teeth furnish a very extensive grinding
surface and when it is considered that the molars are rootless and continually growing up the high degree of efficiency
of this specialized structure i's apparent.

TRhe upper premolar contains seven distinct -and separate parallel laminae of strong enamel. The evolution of the
tooth from a primary pattern of external and internal re.31ntrants would leave enamel on both the anterior and posterior
faces of each transverse loop. This condition is still discernible under a strong magnifying glass but the anterior enamel
plate has greatly thickened while the posterior has dwindled away to the merest sheet. The dentine that fills in the inter-
enamel space, being- softer, wears away to form a concavity and the upstanding transverse plates of enamel act as keen
shearing edges. The direction of these plates, oblique to the main axis of the toothrow, is matched by an obliquity in the
lower molars which brings the plates above and below parallel with each other. The lower premolar is constructed on the
'sme scheme as the upper, with the usual reversal that is called for by the lower jaw. The enamel is thickened posteriorly
instead of anteriorly an'd there are six instead of seven plates. The anterior two plates of the lower premolar, like the,
posterior two of the upper are -connected by a continuous, partially encircling band of enamel, indicative of the earl'ier
stag -through whichi the other plates passed.

.I There are three fragmentary mandibles available for meaauremenlt, one kindly loaned by the Mueum of Comparative Z0oology.



I See page 383.
-2 Ameghino, Bol. Acad. Nac. Cien. C6rdoba, IX, 51-55, 1886; Mam. Fos. Rep. Argentina, pl. 6, 25, 1889.

399CHINCHILLIDA3:.

The only part of the skeleton of this species collected is a tibia., found in the cave where the skull was found. This
bone does not agree with tibite of the other rodents and is consequently assumed to belong to Heptaxodon.

The tibia is robust and rather short. In most details it resembles the tibia of Elasmodontomy8 but it. is much smaller,
the shaft is straighter, the cnemial crest is very poorly developed and the articulation for the fibula is proportionally nar-

ro-wer. The bone has every appearance of maturity, the epiphyses being firmly fused to the shaft and its size is such as

to match well with the skull of Heptaxodon.
Measurements.-Greatest length, 68.5 mm.; dimensions of proximal termination, 12.8 X 16.8; dimensions of distal

t6rmination, 7.3 X 10.2; dimensions of shaft at a mid-point, 5 X 5.5.

r 'RELAMIONSHIPS.

HSeptaxodon has close affinities with Elcwmodontomys, the degree of which is best expressed by the inclusion in different
subfamilies of the Chinchillidoe. A very careful comparison of the two genera has led me to believe that they are more

closely related than they appear to be at first glance. The molar of Heptaxodon is a logical development from a tooth
like t-hat of Ela3nmodontomys in whi-ch genus a tendency toward multiplication of the laminae of the individual tooth has
been noted,' this increase in number of plates b'eing accompanied by an apparent decrease in the number of the teeth.

Heptaxodon, on the other hand, clearly does not fall into any of the hystricine families as they now stand. A similarity
in- the molar teeth of HeptaxodonB and, Morenia 2appears to be only superficial as the Morenia molar is short crowned, rooted
and with a noticeable sulcus between enamel plates. Absence of better comparativre material of Morenia prevents a more

extended comparison but Heptaxodon would not fit into the family that now includes Morenia, the Octodontidae. No
*living rodent need be compared with this most peculiar genus which in so many respects stands alone.
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Family OCTODONTID.E.

Isolobodon portoricensis Allen.

1916. Isolobodon portoricensis J. A. ALJLEN, Annals New York Acad. Sci., Vol. XXVII, p. 19, pll. i-v; 25 January, 1916.

Type. No. 38409a, Dept. of mammals, Amer. Mus. Nat-. Hist. Represented by a skull in comparatively good condition, lacking
the nasals and basioccipital region and with only two teeth (molars) present.

Type loality.- Cueva de la Ceiba, near Utuado, Porto Rico.
Distribution.- Porto Rico, Santo Domingo.'
Recorded in Porto Rico from Utuado, Cabo Rojo; additional records from Museum Comparative Zoology from Ciales, Salina, San

German, and Manati.
General characters.2- A large extinct rodent about the size of Capromys melanura, closely related to Plagiodontia cdium F. Cuvier

and also to Capromys.
Skull.- Typically hystricomorph in character; rostrum of moderate length, deeper than broad, nasals arched from side to side,

only slightly curved downward from frontaLplane', ascending portion of premaxfllwe and nasals terminating in about same plane; frontals
wide and ahmost flat, making a broad interorbital region with scar'cely any constriction, wellIdeveloped postorbital processes on frontals;
small narrow lacrymal projecting above orbit as a rounded process, parietals at first as a gently convex continuation of frontal surface
then abruptly compressed and depressed so that the higher portion of parietals is a broad V in shape; interparietals indistinguishable;
a low lambdoidal crest and thin median vertical crest on supraoccipital.

Superior outline of entire skull a gently curving line; depth of skull proportionally very shallow; zygomatic arch heavy; horizon-.
tal portion of maxfllary root strong with flattened ventral face, ascending portion wide; jugal wide, with wide ventral angle and termin-
ating above in square-cut shoulder on ventral face of posterior zygomatic root to form part of glenoid; a low rounded postorbital process
on zygomatic arch; infraorbital foramen large and insertion area of the muscle that passes through it (branch of masseter) well marked
on maxillary; root of incisor producing a large swelling on lateral face of maxillary.

Palate of moderate length, greatly con'stricted between premolars, wid!er at molars but prioportionally narrow throughout; incisive
foramina large with palatal groove entering from between toothrow-s; interpterygoid notch U-shaped with small median spine and extend-
ing almost to anterior border--of m3;-. interpterygoid processes low; pterygoid fosss deep; basioccipital region missing in specimens and
consequently unknown; bulla medium sized, rounded, nearly as broad as long.

Mandible large and strong; horizontal ramus deep, diverging strongly from symphysis and with well developed ventral margin a'nd
greatly prolonged angular process; symphysis long; ascending ramus narrow, rising at angle of about 45° with molar plane, coronoid very
slender and proportionally high, almost reaching plane of condyle; condyle with well rounded and iexpanded surface; attachment -areas
for masseter, temporal and pterygoid muscles well developed.

Dentition.- I, -1; Pm, 1_1; M, 3-_3 = 20.
Teeth unrooted, with persistent pulp.
Upper: Incisors simple, ungrooved, rather weak; premolar with simple crown pattern, an internal reentrant angle, which meets

an external reentrant, the inner somewhat deeper than the outer and an additional smaller external ree~ntrant, the enamel covered by
cement with numerous fine parallel ridges transverse to the long axis of tooth; molars similar to prermolar but with only one reentrant
from either side dividing tooth into halves, the plane of these divisions inclined forward from right angles to toothrow axis.

Lower: Similar to upper; incisors weak; premolar with one main reentrant from external and internal sides, small anterior external
reentrant and small. anterior internal projecting spur; molars with one deep external and two shallower internal reentrants; cement on
enamel of lower molar series finely ridged as on upper molars.

Skulls collected.- 17 more or less complete skulls, of which 10 are in fair condition, and many fragments of broken skulls.
Mandlibles collected.-200, the greater number of which are nearly complete, and unlisted fragments.

Remarks.- Isolobodon finds its closest relative in F. Cuvier's Plagiodontia, type locality Santo Domingo, from which
it differs as follows: Plagiodontia has noticeably heavier dentition and the molar crowns abovre while containing the same
elements as those of Isolobodon have them arranged differently, the reentrants of Plagiodontia being much more oblique
to the toothrow axis and the external reentrant passing by the internal instead of meeting it squarely as in Isolobodon,
the molars of Plagiodontia show none of the peculiar transverse ridging of cement on their enamel; Plagiodontia lacks the
conspicuous swelling on the maxillary caused by the root of the incisor; the incisive foramina are more pinched togetber
posteriorly than in Isolobodon; the mandible of Plagiodontia is decidedly the heavier and stronger, the lower teeth are

larger but the crown patterns are very similar except that the lingual ree~ntrants are deeper in Plagiodontia; the root of the
incisor produces a rounded swelling on the inside of the mandible near the first molar, and the angular process is shorter
and much broader than in Isolobodon. Probably Plagiodontia was a rather larger animal throughout than Isolobodon.

I Gerrit S. Miller, Jr., Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Vol. 66, No. 12, p. 4; December 7, 1916.
2 Although fully and adequately described by Dr. Allen (I. c.), this animal is described here at length in order to make this report

as complete as possible and also for the reason that since the original description additional new material and more comprehensive com-
parative material have been secured.
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Twvo bones, incomplete, suspected of being clavicles, prove too inadequate to be described with certitude.
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Me?asurement8 of Skull.

Both Plagidontia -and 18olobodorn show strong family affiliations with Capromys and until Capromy8 may be found
on Porto Rico or eastern Santo Domingo it seems not unreasonable to consider that the' two fossil.-gene-ra are the eastern
representatives, and the -different species of Capromy-s the western representatives., of a once continuous Antillean family.
Compare with CZapromy8 melanurum, which it most nearly approaches in size, Isolobodon may be easily d'istinguished by
its dentition, the greater proportional breadth of its skull, its shorter, thicker, rostrum, and stronger, heavier mandible.
*The teeth of IioWsodon, like those of Capromy8, Proechimy8 and other hystricomorphs, undergo very considerable
growth from the time they first appear. The full set of molars is present in very young animals and the teeth are exact

duplicates of the adult molars except for size. They show considerable wear very early in life and consequently an imma-
ture animal might very easily pass for a full grown adult. This is especially so in the case of the mandibula.. As the
aunial grows -older the teeth not only maintain their height above the ramus but 'increase in cross section as well. The
open base of the tooth with its persistent pulp permits this growth to occur.

SCAPULA.

The scapula is very similar in most details to that of Capromys pilorides except that the latter is about fifty. per cent.
larger and proportionally heavier. The body is very wide, the spine is nearly median in position, the acromion process
is very long and the coracoid is -well developed. The acromion is free from attachment to the blade for a, distance equal
to about half the length of the scapula.

Mea8ureme.& Greatest length, 44 mm., greatest breadth, midline of spine to inferior angle, 18 mm.; greatest
breadth, midline of spine to anterior superior border, 13 mm.; length of acromion and free portion of spine, 25 mm.

Material collected:- 8 nearly complete scapulae, 16 fragmentary.

CLAVICLE.

ITyp. 2 Nasal lacking.



HUMERUS.

The humerus has a practically straight shaft, a full, nearly spherical head, deep bicipital groove, greatly developed
deltoid crest, slightly expanded condylar region, andsmall supra-trochlearforamen. Thehumerus is proportionally stout
but it 'is surprisingly short for an animal with such a large skull. The deltoid ridge shows a marked posterior deflec-
tion of the border.

Humeri coUected:--22, of which 5 are nearly complete.

Measurement8 of Humeru-8.

Breadth of head Breadth Breadth
Greatest from bicipital across across condylar
length groove deltoid ridge region

Isolobodon
38409 1 45.7 8.4 9.8 12
40962 a 46.7 9.7 12.3
40962 b 43.8 9 8.5 11
40962 c 50.1 9.2 9 14.4
40962 d _9.7 12.9

PlagiodontiaI
- ~~~~~~ ~~~21712759.3 10.9 11.4 15.2

Capromy.? pilorides
41054 63.1 12.8 13.3 18.4

Capromy8thorocatu82.
< ~~~~~12816 41.7 8.2 8.6 .11.4

Measurements of Ulna.

. Length of olecranon Greatest antero-
Greatest from border of poaterior depth
length sigmoid cavity about midway

blsoobodon
38409 m .10.4 4.7
40963 a 51.7 9.2 4
40963 b 9.8 4.8

Capromy-Y piloriday
41054 72.8 10.8 5.8

The ulna varies considerably in length with the individual in the series collected. It resembles the ulna of Capromys
pilorides down to minute details.

403OCTODONTIDAE.

The Imolobodon humerus carries out the impression of the size given by the femur although it is quite sliort for an

animal with a skull the size of Capromys melanurus. The robust character of this bone indicates'an animal constructed
on the Capromy3 plan. The measurements will show the greatest difference between the humeri of Isolobodon, Plagio-
do7dia and C7aprony8, namely that of size; the details of structure are identical with the exception of the marked deflection
of the deltoid ridge in Isolobodon, not to be found in the other genera.

ULNA.

The ulna has a long, gently curving shaft, a heavy olecranon process and a well developed styloid process. There
is a well defined fossa just below the -coronoid process.

Ulno collected:-43, most of which are in a fair state. of preservation, three of them practically complete.

I Collection of U. S. Nat. Mus. 2 Collection of Mus. Comp. Zool.



Greatest length Greatest transverse
Greatest minus distal breadth of proximal
length epiphysis articulation

38409 n 44 .7 41 .5 6 .5
40964 a 40.7 6. 2
40964 b 42 .2 6 .4
40964 c _39.4 5.9

Capromys piJoridem
41054 57 53 8 .2
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RADius.

The radius is proportionally rather robust, with a well curved shaft, moderately expa.nded at either end for the articu-
laing sufcs

R?adii aoU&-ed:- 21, of which one is perfect and several lack only the distal epiphysis.

- ~~~~~~~~MeamurementM of RaizU8.

The radlius of Isolobodon is practically a diminutive of the Capromy8 radius, resembling it inl every way.

RIBS.

The ribs indicate a compressed and deepened thorax and as to detail are perfectly normal. They have well. developed
heads and7,tubercles and the greatest amount of curve is situated proximally. The shafts are of good -strength, with a

cero-seection widely oval rather than flattened.
Ribs ooUected- 75, a great many of which are complete.
Measuremwnt.-A rib from about the middle of the series is 47.3 m. long by 2.5 mm. wide at a mi-point; a similar

rib of Capromyr pilorides measures 54.3 X 2.7.
The ribs, while not showing as many characters as the other bones of the skeleton, appear to agree well with the ribs

of Capromys.

SACRUM.

The sacram 'is composed of four vertebrm, the anterior three very farrly ankylosed, the posterior one not completely
fused writh its neighbor. This elemenlt presents no peculiarities of specialization. The alie' are wide, the exrpanded trans-

vers processes form a continuioas lateral sheet, the neural spines are rather low, and the main aids of the sacrum is but

elightly curved.
Scwra collected:-Only one; this one however in nearly perfect condition, number 38409 h.
Mewauretent&-Breadth acro-3s aloe, 31.3 mm.; length through centra, 39 mm.; greatest transverse exrtent at third

Saml, 16.7 mm.; greatest depth at third sacral, 11 mm.
The sacram of IqoMobolon resembles that of Capromy3 piloride8 very closely, the greatest differences being the

higher neural spines and the slightly larger size of the latter. No sa6rum of PlagiodcYdia is available for comparison.

INNOMINATE BONE.

The inominate shows no characters of unusual import. This bone in Isolobodon is practically identical with that of
P11hodwdEia anld is very closely -approxiated in 'iving rodents by (Caprorny3 pioride8. Th'e ilium is widelyv expanded at

the surface foratime to the sacrwn this surface is bounded externally by a high sharp crest along the ventral border
of 1the ilium; 1there is a noticeable tuberosity for the rectus femoris. The ischium is broad and well developed and bears

a promnuent spine. The pubis apparently is quite variable ill breadth but in most of the specimens is rather more than half



as wide. as the ischium; it also bears a spine. Ossification at the symphysis apparently does not take place. The aceta-
bulum is large and well cupped; the obturator foramen is roughly oval in outline.

The resemblance, except for the matter of size, between the innominates of 1Isolobodon and a small adult C7apromys
pilorides is very close. The proportions are nearly the same, Isolob'odon having somewhat the longer, more slender bone.

Innominate bones8collected.- 66, in varying. states of completeness, a few in very good shape, and many fragmen'ts.

MeaturemeW-s of Innominate Bone.

Greatest length of. Dimensions of
ilium from border Greatest breadth Least transverse Breadth of obturator for-
of acetabulum of ilium breadth of ilium ischium +pubis amen

I-8olobodonl
38409;j 46.5? 7.5 25.5? 10 x 17.3
40958 a 48.8 19 7.5 _ x 18.8
40958 b 49. 2? 8 28 11 x: 19 .5
40958 c 49? _6.9 27.8 11 x 18?
40958 d *8 24.5 10.3 x 19.2

Plagiodontial
200414 7.6 26. 2? 11.8x-
217127 8.3 29.3 11.8x-

Caproys piloridey 54.8 20.4 8.3 34.8 13.2x24

Mewnurement.? of Femur.

Transverse breadth Transverse Transverse
Greatest across greater tro- breadth of breadth across
length chanter and head shaft midway condyles

Isolobodon
38409 i 65.3 20 8.8 15.2
40959 a 60.3 16.2 6.8 14.1
40959 b __8.8 14.5
40959 c _18.8 7.3_

Plagiodontial.
217127 _18.8 6.9_
217127 8.8 17.3
217113 74.1 18.6 6.6 15.7

Capromy.? piloride.?
41054 young ad. 78- 23 .7 10 19 .2

It will be noted from the measurements that the femur of Plagiodontia is much longer and proportionally more slender
ihn 18Iolobodon. In this respect the latter genus much more closely resembles Capromy'? and in view of the close resem-

blance in other characters between I8olobodon and Plagiodorntia it is rather surprising to find such a difference in the femora.
The range of variation shown by the series of I8olobodon femora is quite extensive, the points of greatest variation beinIg
the length and thickness of the shaft, doubtless age characters. The smaller bones are apt to be fully as rugose and show-

Collection of U. S. Nat. Mus.
Bones somewhat broken but measurement can be taken with considerable degree of accuracy.

405OCTODONTIDA.

FEzMUR.

The femur of13olobodon is like that of Capromy3 in its short thick shaft and wide greater trochanter. The head is
almost a hemisphere, the digital fossa is deep and extensive, the greater trochanter is very well d'eveloped and rugose,
thie lesser trochanter i's a low tubercle, the posterior and internal aspects are well marked for muscle attachment,- the con-

dyrles are heavy and the trochlear surface is long and narrow.

Fewora coUected:--40, a few of which are practically complete, besides unlisted fragments.



18olobodon
38409 k 68. 2 15.4 6.5
40960 a 70. 8 15 6.9
40960 b _7 .7
40960 c _8

Plagiodontial
217113 72.3 16 6.4
217127 74.4 16 9

Capromys9 piloride8
41054 78.5 19 8.8

. Breadth Greatest
Greatest proxcimal breadth of distal
length termination termination

No fibula of Plagiodontia is available but a comparison with this bone in the skeleton of Capromys pilorides shows
agremetn al te ssetias,the latter an'mal however having a thicker and stronger fibula.

RE,mARxs.

Iholbodon is unquestionably one of the Capromy8 group, close resemblances being obvious throughout the skeleton.
The relationship seems to be more with the larger species,,such as Capromys pilorides and C. melanurus, than with the
smaller, such as GeoGapromys thoracatus. In point of size Isolobodon is intermediate between the two groups coming the
clss,in size of the skull, to C7. melanurus. The Porto Rican animal is also acoerltv fPaid7i,atog

Collection of U. S. Nat. Mus.
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ing muscle attach.ment areas as distinctly as the larger but the adult'characters seem to appear -at such an early stage that
size and incompletely ossified epiphyses seem to be the only criteria of age as regards limb bones.

TIBIA.

-The tibia is long, slender, and with a noticeably bent shaft. The head is well expanded and the different grooves for
tendons a'nd areas for muscle attachment are well marked.

Tibt oollectd. 51, in a fair state of preservation, some complete, and many broken fragments.

Measurement8 of Tibia.

Breadth
across

tuberosities

Greatest depth
from crest through
to posterior face

Greatest
lenigth

The 18olobodon tibia is very similar to that of Plagiodontia, bearing out however somewhat the same dif3ference expressed
in the femur, the longer hind leg of Plagiodontia. Capromys8 pilorides has a tibia of the same type but proportionally more
robust.

FIBULA.

Tlie fibula is a long, very slender bone, terminating proximally in a widely expanded fan-shaped'sheet, and distally
in a thickened and groved knob. A-thin sharp crest extends along the greater part of the internal surface.

Fibuka3 collected: 15, of which 4 are nearly compl'ete, lacking only a portion of either termination.

Mea8urement8.of Fibula.

Isolobodon
40961 a
40961 b
40961 c

Capromys piloride8
41054

58

68.7

5.8
11

15.7

6

8.4



I Gerrit S. Miller, Jr., Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, Vol. XXIX, p. 47; February 24, 1916.

407DASYPROCTIRE.

Mr. Gerrit S. Miller' has stated it as his belief that Plagiodontia is not closely related to Capromys8.1 Plagiodontia is some-
what larger than Isolobodon and appears to be more slenderly proportioned but the number of characters the two genera
have in common can mean nothing less than close relationship.

Isolobodon gives evidence of being the last mammal to become extinct on Porto Rico. Its bones are found on the surface
in many undisturbed eaves anid are a common find in the shell heaps along the coast and inland where the Indians were

wont to congregate. That it was a common article of diet among them there is no doubt, as in -the shell heaps and in
caves where the bones are mingled with broken pottery and ashes the association is unquestionable. Some of the bones
show signs of having been burned. Probably the fact that the Indians fed on Isolobodon explains its rather wide range,
since it mnay easily have been carried from one island to the other by them, and for this reason it may be difficult to assign
to it its true original habitat. If more extended search proves it to have been common on Santo Domingo, this island
may be shown to have been the original center although from its apparently wide distribution on Porto Rico I am at present
of the opinion that the species was developed on the latter island. It is unlikely that its primitive range included both
Santo Domingo and Porto Rico because no differentiation between specimens from the two places is seen.

Family DASYPROCTIDYJ.

Subfamily HETEROPSOMYINA1

Heteropsomys insulans Anthony.

1916. Heteropsomys insulans ANTHONY, Ann. New York Academy Sciences, Vol. XXVII, p. 202; 9 August, 1916.
1916. Heteropsomys insulans MILLER, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Vol. 66, No. 12, pl. 1 and passim in text.
1917. Heteropsomys insulans ANTHONY, BUll. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXXVII, p. 187; January 29, 1917.

W<Ws,'/A ct
Fi.4. eeopoy nsln. tao ProRio ,B,C hreves fsul;D ie fmadbe

Fi.o0m Heeopsomysantillens s. Utuado,Porto Rico.A,E,, eviewsof skull;All figure natra
mandble

Type.- No. 14172, Dept. of Vert. Pal., Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. The type is a skull in a good state of preservation, lacking one
incisor and four molars, the nasals, one zygomatic arch and a bulla. A mandible is associated with the cranium and several other bones
of the skeleton as follows, 3 vertebrs, an ulna and a femur.

Type locality.- Near Utuado, Cueva de la Ceiba, Hacienda Jobo, Porto Rico.
Distribution. ]Known only from the Island of Porto Rico.
General characters.- Skull very similar in size and appearance to that of a small Dasyprocta.
Skull.- Dorsal outline gently curving from tip of nasals to parietal region, then abruptly curving downward; nasals unknown;

ascending portion of premaxilla not reaching to nasal termination; lacrymal indicated as large; frontal with well developed postorbital
process, interorbital constriction slight; parietals strongly convex; supra-occipitals with low, sharp, sagittal crest. Zygomatic arch



Measurements of Skull. .-

9st77t 9 1g 91' l. 7 1i g !3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r

1417 688 5.5 8.4 40 6.4 14.8 26 .2 7.4 14. 7.373c1
co~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

17102 18.3 .30 .6 18.6 15? 5.5 _
101329011 47.4 27 20 - 15? - 7.6 _ 4 1

177102 b|ll||| _ | _ 14.8
17102 c llllll -40.8 14.8
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svg and heavy; jugal with a prominenit posterior process-and a low superior postorbital process; zygomatic root of squamosal heavy;
msodprocem not developed; infraorbital foram~en of medium size. Palate-short, parallel-sided, posterior emargination V-shaped
ecing almost to posterior plane of first molar; incisive foramina set in a large median excavation into which they open obliquely from

the sides; pterygoid procesi fairly strong; bulLe of medium size, compressed; paroccipital processes large; foramnen magnum very large.
Mandible of fair size with well developed muscle insertion areas; coronoid low and weak, about as high as condyle; angular proces

long and slender.
Dtiotin-I, -_l P, 1-l M, 333 = 20.
UJpper: Incisors rather weak but very long, the roots being seated at base of anterior zygomatic root, the course of the tooth dis-

cernible as a swelling on face of premaxilLae and maxillae; premolar and molars similar with a. single internal median reentrant and three
enclosed lakies, crowns short, roots short and blunt.

Lower: Similar to upper, with weak incisor and four molar teeth of identical pattern; molar crowns with a shallow median external
reontrat and two lakes.

Skut lll8c;ected:- 2, the type and the palatal portion of an immature skull.
Mandibles co71eted:-'One, complete except for ma and tip of angular process.

HIomopsomys antillensis Anthony.

1917. Homopwomy8 antillen-sis9 ANTHoNy, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXXVII, p. 187; January 29, 1917.

Type.- No. 17102, Dept. Vert. Pal., Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. The broken anterior half of a skull with no teeth.
Type locality.-Utuado, Porto Rico.
Di8tribution.- Known only from the Island of Porto Rico. Recorded from the type locality, cave on the property of Don Gervacio

Toraio, and from Ciales (record of Mus. Comp. Zool.).
General charactems- A good sized agouti-like animal with short rooted molars, closely related to Heteropsomys in8ulans.
Skull.-Very much as in the genus Heteropsomys. Nasa unknown; interorbital region flat, postorbital processes well developed;-

parietaLs convex; jugal heavy with posterior ventral process and a short posterior process where jugal meets squamosal; palate parallel-
sided, posterior emargination V-shaped reaching posterior plane of M2; palate at diastema but slightly concave; zygomatic root of
maxMla broad and strong; bulla small; foramen magnuem large.

Mandible slightly'larger than that of Heteropsomy8; root of incisor producing a large rounded swelling on external face of ascending
rflmus.

Denatiton.-As far as known identical with that of Heterop-somys except for slightly heavier incisors.
SkuU,g collected:- 1, the type. In addition I have been loaned a skull with a mandible of this species found near Ciales by Dr.

G. M. Allen of the Museum of Comparative Zo6logy.
MawndlzbW collected:- 5, more or less fragmentary; one is perfect except for the loss of three molars.

Mea&uremet of Skull.

ICollection of Museum of Comparative Zoology.
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Remark& Homop8omy8 is very closely related to Heterop8omys. Indeed it now appears that the two forms are

probably congeneric, and I would make them so but for the fact that the material at hand is rather inadequate and pos-
sibly structures not shown by this material may later show additional differences. To avoid confusion and an unneces-

sary -shifting of names the status of Homopsomys is left unchanged.
The differences between the two genera, such as the length of the palate, the noticeable size difference, the incisors

heavier in Homopeomy8 than in Heterop8omy.? and the more convex frontals in the latter genus are borne out by the skull
collected at Ciales and loaned me by Dr. G. M. Allen of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. These differences are such,
however, as may well be included within the limits of a single genus. The amount of variation due to age being unknown
for this restricted group, due allowance must be made for such changes, although the differences noted appear to be beyond
the ordinary range of- age variation. The few parts of the skeletons of these two forms are described without any attempt
at distinction as it is very doubtful if distinction is possible. A few of the bones were definitely associated with the type
skull and are so indicated in the following descriptions.

- ~~~~~~~ULNA.

The ulna is about equal in length to the femur. The olecranon process is very strong and widely expanded distally;
the sigmoid cavity is exceptionally large; the styloid process is well developed; and the shaft is slightly curved. Muscle
attachment -areas are conspicuous.

Ulnm collected:- 3, two of which are perfect and appear to be associated with the type skull of Heterop8omy&.
MeaeuremenM.- Greatest length, 67.3 mm.; length of olecranon from sigmoid cavity, 10.3; dimensions of shaft at a

mid-point, 3.6 X 5.6.

RADIUS.

The radius is well proportioned, with well developed articulating surfaces. The sha'ft is but slightly curved and its
surface is strongly marked by tendons and muscles.

Radii collected:- 1, in perfect condition.
-Mea&urement8.- Greatest length, 48 mm.; dimensions of articulating surfaces, proximal, 4.2 X 6.8, distal, 5.7 X 6.6;

dimensions of shaft at a mid-point, 2.5 X 3.2.

INNOMINATE BONE.

Two innouainate bones provisionally referred to this species are normal in character. The ilium is abruptly expanded
along the internal margin and the articulating surface is deeply marked. The ischium and pubis are incomplete but
apparently are unspecialized in any way. The acetabulum is deep.

Innominata collected:- 2, both fragmentary.
*Mea&urementq.- Transverse breadth of ilium near acetabulum, respectively, -8.5 mm.., 9.7; transverse breadth of iliulm

at expanded portion, 14.2, 13; greatest diameter of acetabulum, 11.3, 10.1.

FEMUR.

The femur is a strong bone but rather more slender than in Capromy-s piloride8 for example. The head is full and sym.
metrical, the trochanters are very well developed, the lesser projecting as a noticeable process from the inttertrochanteric
ridge, the digital fossa is deep, the condyles are heavy and the third trochanter is faintly indicated on the shaft. The
muscle insertion areas on the posterior face of the femur are well marked.

.Femora collected:- 5, one of which is perfect and is associated with the type skull of Hleteropsomys. Two femora
loaned by tShe Museum of Comparative Zoology are referred to this species; they were collected near Ciales.
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MeasuremenM of Fernur.

Length, Transvrerse Breadth
head to Diameter breadth of shaft across
condyles of head at mid point condyles

17157 a 71.3 9.3 9.8 16. 9
17157 b 68.8 8.5 7 .8 15
17157 c 68.5 8.2 7.6 14.5
101331 8.5 7.6-

VERTEMRE.

Three vertebrae from the cave where the type skull of Heterop8omys was taken are provisionally associated with the
type. They are an atlas, a thoracic and a lumbar vertebra.

The atilas is of ample proportions., with broad strong transverse processes and a well developed tubercle. The fora-
miaare all large and the two ventral-foramina on each side open outward in a common foramen as in Da8yprocta.
Measurement.-Breadth across transverse processes, 27.8 mm.; vertical depth through tubercle, 14.6.

d
- 4

Am.Mus. No.

Fig. 41. Heterop8omy-q inulan. Utuado, Porto Rico. Two views of atlas and two views of lumbar vertebra.
Figures natural size.

Thoracic Vertebra.-The thoracic is rather small, with a well developed dorsal spine, strong transverse processes and
the posterior zygopophyses high up on the expanded base of the dorsal spine.

Measurement&- Breadth across transverse processes, 14; length of centrum, 5.4.
Lgumbar vertebra.-The lumbar is of good size with well developed processes. The mammillary processes are long but

somewhat narrow, the dorsal process is low, the zygopophyses are robust and the accessory processes are short. Agree-
ment with the lumbars of Dasyprocta is readily apparent.

Measuremet-Length of centrum, 11.8; vertical depth through dorsal spine, 14.6.

Rl3UAESs ON TEE SKELETONS OF HETEROPSOMYS AND HOMOPSOMYS.

On account of the scarcity of material of these two genera it is not possible at present to go into great detail. The
few limb bones collected, femo'ra,- innominate, ulna and radius, unfortunately do not gilve any great insight into -the true

nature of the animals' skeletons. They do not show any highly specialized characters and agree as well with Capromys
as with Dasyprocta or any other hystricomorph having generalized upper limb bones. The vertebree however agree sig-
nificantly with those of the Dasyproctidee. Because of the suspected relationship of these genera with the Dasyproctidae,

I CollectionI of Museum of Comparative Zoology.
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on the basis of skull cbaracters, additional clues in the skeleton were sought for but the material is too inadequate to permit
of conclusive statements. A further difficulty lies in the impossibility of establishing definite associations in a cave fauna.,
making the identification of unspecialized bones a problem.

RELATIONSHIPS.

Heterop8omys and Homopsomys more nearly approach definite relationship with living forms than do any of the extinct
Porto Rico mammalia with the exception of the recently extinct Iiolobodon. These two genera have been closely com-

pared with a specimen of Dasyprocta rubrata from Trinidad and-many characters in common discovered.' Compaxison
with the genera of other families does not give as close agreement as does Dasyprocta, although even in this genus sufficient
differences are found to warrant a separation by subfamily.

Anthony, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXVII p. 188. January 29, 1917.



Order EDENTATA.

Family MEGALONICHIDE.

Acratocnus odontrigonus Anthony.,

1916. Acratocnu-s odontrigonubs ANTHONY, AnnI. New York Acad. Sci., Vol. XXVII, p. 195; 9 August, 1916.

Type.-No. 14170, Dept. Vert. Pal., Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. The type is the anterior portion of a skull ext-ending to the inter-
orbital region above and to the first alveolus of the molar series below. The right canine is the only tooth present. Three fragments of
the mandibular rami are associated with the skull.

Type locality.-Cueva de la Ceiba, Hacienda Jobo, n-ear Utuado, Porto Rico.
Distribution.-Known only from the Island of Porto Rico. Recorded from Utuado, Morovis and Ciales (last is the record of the

Museulm of Comparative Zo6logy).
SkWU collected.- 10, only one of which is nearly complete, the other specimens being the broken rostral portion. A number of

loose teeth and smaller pieces of skull collected undoubtedly are to be associated with these.
Mandibles collected.-8 specimens, of which none are perfect but two have both rami preserved in part.
General Description.- A small ground sloth related to Megalocnus of Cuba but a much lighter-limbed, smaller animal.
Skull.-Rostrum short and very wide, strongly convex from side to side, broader than deep, greatest breadth across canines, nasals

completely fused with each other and with the maxillae; frontals broad and slightly convex with thickened, subterete postorbital processes;
parietals much depressed below frontal plane 'and with a marked postorbital constriction; a high, strong sagittal crest from frontals to
the high lambdoidal crest.

Superior outline a well curved line with highest point over postorbital pro'cesses; lacrymal duct with a large external opening walled
about by bone; maxfllary with a well marked articulation for malar; posterior zygomatic root a strong, thick process; ventral outline
with palate sharply descending from can)ines.

Palate parallel-sided throughout region of cheek-teeth but widening out abruptly to meet the canines in front; a deep semicircular
constriction from each side in the palate, the preorbital fossa, between the first of the cheek-teeth and the canine; postpalatal notch reach-
ing about to the third cheek-teeth; pterygoicd region unknown; glenoid deep and longitudinal; occipital condyles large andt protruding.

Mandible strong and heavy; horizontal ramus deep and nearly straight with rounded -swelling on ventral surface due to root of last
tooth of molar series, a small but well developed symphysial tongue present; ascending ramus broad and only slightly raised above
the horizontal ramus ventrally, with a strong high condyle greatly expanded transversely and a low wide coronoid process; angular
proces broad and rounded.

Dentition.-C,-;cekteh _ 18.
Upper: Canine heavy and trigonal, strongly curved, with face worn to give sharp triangular cutting edge; cheek-teeth all similar,

with long crowns, open roots and elliptical in cross-section, the enamel forming transverse anterior and posterior cutting edges with a
concavity between them.

Lower: Canine strong and straight with flat internal face, rest of the periphery convex, the cutting edge worn flat and producing
a sharp-pointed tooth; molars similar to those of-upper series.

Measurements of canines: upper varying from 7 X 9 mm. X 48.4 long to 8.2 X 9.7 X 52.5 long; lower, 7 X 9.4 X 41 long.

Acratocnus major sp. nov.

Type, No. 17169, Dept. Vert. Paleontology, Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.; represented by a broken skull and mandible, part of a scapula,
fragments of both humeri, both uln2e in perfect condition, part of a radius, a badly broken pelvic girdle, a broken femur, one tibia nearly per-
feet and part of the other, end of a fibula, both calcanea, one of them perfect, -an a-stragulus, a number of phalanges from manus and pes,
and a number of vertebrie.

The skull represents the posterior part of the braincase and basicranial region nearly to the posterior nares; a fragment of the fron-
tals and maxillary is present; and the mandible comprises both horizontal rami with all the te'eth present but badly fractured. One
upper canine, loose, was collected.

Type locality.-Cave on the property of Don Gervacio Torano, near Utuado, Porto Rico; July 1, 1916, collector, H. E. Anthony.
Distribution.-Found only at the type locality.
Specimen-s colected: -Only the type.
General characters.- Very similar to Acratoenus odontrigonus but larger and heavier and with different skull characters.
Skull.- Large and very massive; frontals broad, with peg-like postorbital processes; lacrymal and maxillary fused with root of

malar 1; zygomatic root of squamosal very thick and strong and sending back a prominent ridge to the lambdoidal crest; sagittal crest
high and thick; glenoid with a deep. longitudinal concavity; basioccipital elevated noticeably above plane of basisphenoid.

Mandible very heavy and strong with a short but thick symphysial tongue; very similar in general structure to mandible of odontri-
gonus.

Dentition.- Similar to that of odontrigonu-s but considerably heavier; upper dentition represented by canine only.
Measuremnents.-See table of mea'surements given for Acratocrnu8 odonrigognus
Relationships. See summary following description of skeleton of Acratocnus.

A character of advanced age?

412 ANTHONY: 'INDIGENOUS LJAND MAMMALS OF PORTO RICO.
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Fig. 42. Acratocnus. Porto Rico. No. 17169, A. major, lateral aspect of skull. No. 17158, A. odontrigonuw, lateral
aspect of skull. Nos. 17167, 17164, A. odontri>gonus, lateral aspect of mandible. No. 17169. A. major, lateral aspect of
mandible. All figures natural'size.
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Fiig. 43. Acratonuts. Porto Rico.
No. 1716)9, A. mazjor, dorsal andl ventral aspects of skull.
No. 17158, ,1. odontrigonus, dorsal anIe vrentral aspects of skull.

All figures natural size.
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II

Measurements of the Scapuila.

Breadth of neck
Dimensions foorao Breadth
of glenoid scapullar foramen of coracoid

A. odonrigonua
17360 a *15 X 23 28 9
17360 b 14 X 21.6 23.7 13
17360 c 13 X 25

A.major.
17169 161X25.5 31 _

Type.
-Juvenile ?

3 This measurement was obtained:from a fragment representinlg the frontal region from postorbital process to a point beyond the
midline.

415EDENTATA. MEGALONICHIDM.

Measuremet of the SkuU of Acratocnus.

Acratocnus
odontrigonus

141701
17158
17159
17160
17161
17162
17163
17164
17165
17166.
17167
171681

Acratocnus
majo

171691

35
44.5

41
41.5
41.8

27.2
34
26.5

33.5
30
28

23.5
25.2
23.5
26
25.5
26.5
24.7

13.4
14.2
12.4
12
14.5
15.8
112

136.2 47.5
34.6

28.5
26.6

51

54

58
56
60

31
30.7
30

30.3

9
8.5
7.3

8.2

51 .4 35.5

33 .2

12.4
11.7
12.5
12.3
10.8

17

30.7
24.5
28.6
24.2

36

37.5 40.5

38.6
35.8
33.7

29.2
25

28.2
26

3254.3 42.6 411668

SKELETON OF AcRATOCNUS.

Both species, odontrigonuz and major, are treated in the following description.

SCAPULIA.

The scapula is large and strong. The blade is rather short and broad and the expansion begins immediately from
the glenoid surface. The spine is poorly preserved in the specimens but appears to be low although strong. The acromion
is also very heavy and expanded to about twice the breadth- of the spine. The coracoid is broad and thick and the coraco-

scapular foramen is indicated as being of good size. Both supra- and infraspinous fossa are well developed and there
is a deep subscapular fossa. Acratoonus odontrigonwu has the scapula considerably smaller than in major but the structures
appear to beidentical.< l-

Scapulcie collected:-A. odontri onws, parts of five scapulae; A. major, the proximal ends of both scapulas.
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Fig. 44. Acratocnws. Porto Rico. No. 17169, A. major. No. 17164, A. odontrigonuw. Figures natural size.

iFig. 45. Acratocnws odontrigonuw. Porto Rico. Upper and lower incisor, natural size.

Fig.46.Acratocnusodontrigonus. No. 17360a. Morovis, Porto Rico. A, external aspect of left scapula;bt,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
glnoduraef ef caul; , xeralaset f tenbreD,ErisF,atioapctfclvl. 1fgus

natural~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ADie
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HUMERUS.

The humerus is a strong, heavy bone, very highly developed throughout. The head is moderately full and spherical,
the tuberosities are strong a'nd the position of the bicipiltal groove is occupied by twin grooves. The deltoid ridge is greatly
developed and is expanded to form conspicuous internal and external crests, the for'mer ending distally in a strong tubercle.

Fig. 47. ~~~~~~~Alrtcu dnrgn" o 76a tao ot io ,atro seto ih ueu;B

Fueig47 Aclletoed:A odontrigonus,15No.hc1731a UtudoPore,toRc.Aandeea therionaspecso;fA mjrigh thuersprxia

Tn foehe distaltemnaindofthabnoter. ieyepne n id lnefrtespntr xed rxmlyams
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Mewurements of Humnerum.

Diameter of Breadth Greatest Greatest breadth Least breadth
Greatest head through bi- across tuberos- breadth of of expanded dis- of shaft taken
length cipital groovre ities deltoid ridge tal extremity posteriorly

A. odontrigonw
17361 a 134.3 24 30.5 20.4 52 13
17361 b 140 24.8 33 18. 7 56 13 .3
17361 c 145 24.7 33.8 19 55 14.3
17361 d 121 20.8 27 14.6 47 11.9
17361 e 24 35 22 13.5
17361 f _22 32 19.2 13
17361 g 32.5 18.3 54 12.7
17361 h _22 _ 21.5 13. 5
17361 i 23.8 30;.3 21.5 _13

A. major
17169 25.5 37.5 24.6 62.6 15

Length of ole- Dimensions of Diameter
Greatest cranon from shaft at a mid of sigmoid
length sigmoid cavity point cavity

1 Lacking distal epiphysis.

418

CLAVICLE.

The clavicle is short and 1thick with a curved and twisted shaft and large sternal articulation.
Clavicles coUe.(*d: - 2, one of them perfect.
Meaturemenf&. Greatest length,, 56 mm.; dimensions of shaft midway, 4 X 7.7.

- ~~~~~~~~~~ULNA.

The u1na is a strong, heavy bone, regularly curved from tip to tip with the convexity directed posteriorly. The
olecranon is short and thick, the siamoid cavity large bult shaallow anld the distal articulation nearly flat with scarcely any
conlcavity. The po3terior border is broad throllghlout its extreme length and sli'ghtly convex from side to side. There is
a deep long-itudinal fo33a along- the proximal three quarters of the internal aspect, and, in some individuals, a strong longi-
tudinal ridge alongr the middle pz)rtionl of the external a3pect. The ulna of maj'or imuch more massive than that of ooz
trigonus and is more raDg03e taroa-'aoat the attachament areas. The shaft is decidedly concave along both the external
and internalfaces.;

Ulnm collected.-A. odontrigonu.3, 13 and a number of smaller fragments; one ulna is perfect and three others lack only
the distal end: A. major, two ulnae in a perfect state of preservation.

Measurements ofUlna.v

A. odontrigonw
17362 a
17362 b
17362 c
17362 d
17362 e

A. muajor
17169

160
138

171

20
24
25.5
25.5

26

10 X 17
7.3 X 17.6
8.6X 19
7.3 X 16.2
8.5X 18

13.4 X 21.6

21
20.5
21
19

.25
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A B 0 0 @5B D E

Fig. 48. Acratocnus major. Utuado, Porto Rico. A, anterior aspect of right ulna; B, internal aspect; b', posterior
aspect.

A. odontrigonws. D, internal aspect of right ulna, No. 17362b; E, anterior aspect of right radius, No. 17364b.
All1 figures natural size.

RADIUS.

-The radius is a broad flat bone with a strongly bowed shaft. The proximal termination is nearly circular and evenly
concave, the tubercle is large and the distal extremity ends in a long s'uboval concavrity. The shaft is broader than deep
throughout the proximal third, at this point it expands rather abruptly to a considerable breadth and this breadth is
maintained to the distal extremity; posteriorly thi's expanded portion is concave. This bone is well maxked by muscle
areas and tendon grooves.

The radius of A. major differs only in its much greater strength.
Radii collected:-A. odonvtrigonu8, 25, of wbich 4 are practically perfect; A. mnajor, a proximal and a distal portion.
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MeaeuremenM of Radiw.

Dimensions of Dimensions of Least trans- Greatest trans-
Greatest proximal ter. distal termi- verse breadth verse breadth
length mination nation of shaft of shaft

A. odontrigonwe
17364 a 128.8 15 X 18 11 .6 23 .5
17364 b 112 13 X 16 13 X 19 10 14
17364 c 113 13 X 14.4 14 X 21 9.6 19

A. major
171691 - 16.5 X< 20 13-..7 -

RIBS.

l'he ribs are very strong and heavy with broadly expanded shaft. The shaft curves evenly throughout most of its
length and there is no apparent angle. The head and the tubercle are both well developed.

Ribs collected:- 94, most of them badly broken.
Measurements.- lst rib: length, 65 mm.; dimensions of shaft midway, 5 X 11.

STERNUM.

A portion of the sternum with parts of 4 sternebrm and costal attachments shows that this part of the skeleton was

beavy and well proportioned.

SACRUM.

Several fragments of the sacrum show that it is very thick and heavy with a low dorsal ridge and not very widely
expanded aloe.

Sacra collected:- 2 fragmnents.
Mea&urement8.- Length of two centra, 36 mm.; breadth across alie, 74; depth through dorsal ridge, 34.5,

INNOMINATE, BONE.

The innominate is large and massive. Only broken fragments of this element were collected but they are sufficient
to show that Acratocnus has a heavy, wildely expanded ilium, a short massive ischium with expanded posterior border
and long pubes which fuse firmly at the symphysis. TShe acetabulum is deep and the cotyloid notch well developed.

Innominate bones collected:-46 pieces, representing probably for the most part about 4 individuals at least, one of
which is A. major.

Measurements.- All of A. maj'or. Least breadth of ilium near acetabulum, 35.7 mm.; approximate breadth of
expanded portion of irium, 110; length of i'schium from acetabulum, 51; great-est diameter of acetabulum, 31; length of
pubic smphysis, 17.4.

FEMUR.

The femur, although very strong and robust, has not acquired the extremely expanded shaft characteristic of most
of the members of this family. The head is very well1 rounded and symmetrical and represents a hemisphere, the con-

striction at the neck is slight and the fossa for the ligamentum teres is large and well defined. The greater trochanter
is thick and rugose but rather low, not reaching to the top of the head, and the lesser trochanter is a well developed tubercle.
There is no digital fossa but a well marked intertrochanteric ridge is present. The third trochanter is a -long, low', thick-
ened ridge on the external border of the shaft. The condyles are large and heavy and the trochlea is broad. The shaft
nacrrows frnm either ezrtremitv toward the. midd(le- and nowhere t-hrnioughout t-he midI portion ;,s nea.rlyr as- wide as either
exrtremity. Attachment areas -are very well indicated.



A. odontrigonu8
17363 a 157 27 44 32.5 26.3 14.6 48 33
17363 b 163.3 25.6 48 29 26.3 16.4 44.3 30.8
17363 c 148 23.3 44 26 25 15.6 43.4, 30
17363 d 144.4 25 27.4 24 15 43 30
17363 e 135.5 22.5 40 22 19 14 41.7 29
17363 f 26.9 45 32 26.5 16.4
14172 138.3 22.3 39.4 21.5 18 12.8 38 26.8

A. major
17169 _32.3 _19.8 50.5 35.5

421EDENTATA. MEGALONICHID.,E.

The variation in size shown by the series of femora is considerable. The femur of the type, as chance had it, is one
of the smallest and consequently gave the early impression that the Porto Rican sloth was a much lighter limbed animal
than it now appears to be. Several of the series of femora are smaller and slender like the type femur, but most of them
are noticeably more robust but none of them approach in this respect the femur of Megalocnus. The femur of- A. major
is decidedly heavier than that of odontrigonus, as will be seen by the tablie of measurements, but in the few characters to

be obtained from the broken specimens does not appear to differ otherwise.
Femora collected:- A. odontrigonw, 27, of which 12 are perfect or nearly so; A. major, a head and distal extremity.

A

k ,

-e, -
-.;.

...- -.1,

(/lo(,A .-

.} Amn. Mus.No. 17169x I'N

Fig. 49. Acratoenuw major. Utuado, Porto Rico. A, lateral aspect of left innominate; B, po-rtion of expanded ilium.

Mea-8urements of Femur.

Breadth
across
condyles

Depth
through
condyles

Distance frm Breadth of shaftI
greater ltof=ser thfough third

trochanter trochanter

Least breadth of Depth of shaft.,
Greatest
length

Diameter of
head

Ishaft distal to Iantero-posterior-
third trochanter Ily, at same point
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B

Fig. 50. Acratocnus odontrigonuz. No. 17363a. Morovis, Porto Rico. -A, anterior aspect of right femur; B,
internal aspect; C, posterior aspect; tnatural size.



Fig. 51. Acratocnus major. Utuado, Porto Rico. A, anterior aspect of right tibia.
Acratoenuw odontrigonwR. Morovis, Porto Rico. B, anterior aspect of right tibia; C, external aspect of same tibia;

D, posterior aspect. All figures natural size.

articulating surfaces at each extremity are large and nearly flat. The articulation for the fibula faces obliquely downward
and slightly forward. The shaft is rather smooth and not roughened by muscle attachments but the tendon grooves
on the distal extremity are deep and well defined.

The tibia of A. major is much the heavier and more rugose of the two species.
Tibim collected:-A. odontrqvgonuw, 26, a number of which are perfect; A. major, 1 complete and the proximal extremity

of the other.
Measuremenfi of Tibia.

Breadth across Breadth across Breadth of Depth of shaft Depth across Depth acros
Greatest proxiinal distal shaft at at same proximal distal
length exctremity extremity mid point point extremity extremity

A. odomdngonuw
14172 113.5 33 27 13.4 .8.7 31 17.5
17175 a 128 44.4 32.2 13.3 13.2 31.5 20
17175 b ill 39 29 12, 13 34 19
17175 c 120 40 32 17 14 34 20
17175 d 116 37.5 13 14.6 32 17.5

1.nl7175 e _41.4 14 | 14.5 | 32

17169 133 51 39 20 18 38.6 25

EDENTATA. MEGALONICHIDA. A93

TIBL.

IThe tibia has an expanded, knob-like proximal termination and a broad, flattened distal end. The shaft, viewed from
in front, is nearly straight with a ge.ntle concavity externally; from the rear this concavity i's much more pronounced. The

D



Fig. 52. Acratocnus odontrigonuz. Utuado,. Porto Rico. A, external aspect of left fibula; B, posterior aspect
of same bone; natural size.

The fibula -of A. major differs, as far as may b'e determined from the available material, only in its much greater size
and massiveness.

Fibua collected:-A. odorntrigonus, 17, of which 2 ar'e complete; A. major, 2 proximal and 1 distal termination.

Mearurementg of Fibula.

Breadth across IBreadth across Dimensions of
Greatest proximal distal shaft at
length termination termination a mid point

A. odontrigon 'm
17176 a 109 21 17 8 X 8
17176 b ill 21 16 9.4 X 7
17176 c _17 7.4 X 7.4
-17176 d 17.2 9 X 8
.17176 e 20.6 10 X 8

A. major
17169 _22
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FIBULA.-

The fibula is not fused -to the tibia at either extremity and is a strong well developed bone. Proximally it termi-
nates in a flat expanded sheet and distally in a thickened club-like knob. The shaft is slightly curved with the convexity
directed outward, and rather smooth throughout its length..

B



Least bfeadth between
Greatest transverse Greatest trans- posterior astragular

Greatest breadth of proximal verse breadth of facet and tip of dis-
length extremity distal extremity tal superior border
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CALCANEUM.

The calcaneum is very well developed. Distally it extends as a broad, expanded body reaching its greatest breadth
near the extremity. Rotation inward of the lower border of the distal portion produces a shallow concavity on the internal
face. The extreme border of this extremity is thickened and roughened for tendon attachment. The articulating facets
are all well developed and large, the posterior astragular facet facing obliquely upward and forward, the anterior facet
for the astragulus and cuboid facing respectively obliquely upward and forward. There is a slight expansion of the cal-
caneum proximally.

.The calcaneum of A. major is very much more massive than that of odontrigonus but has retained the same disposition
and proportion of the facets.

Calcanea collected:- A. odontrigonus, 9, most of them complete; A. major, 2.

g
B C g t t: 5 X~~~~F

Fig. 53. Acratocnu8. Porto Rico. A, A. major, right calcaneum: B, C, A. odontrigonu8s, left calcaneum; D, dorsal
aspect of left astragulus; E, metatarsal; F, phalanx; G, unguinal phalanx. All figures natural size.

Meamurement8 of Calcaneum.

A. odontrigonu.9
14170 43 20 30 11
17177 a 49 21.6 33 12
17177 b 46.8 17 .29.4 11
17177 c 31 -20.5 34 11 .6
17177 d 49 _31 13

A. major
17169 58 27.5 39.5 15

ASTRAGULUS.

The astragulus is of the long-necked type. Anteriorly it terminates in a well cupped facet for the scaphoid, and
continues posteriorly with but very little constriction at the neck. Posteriorly it rises in a well developed, but somewhat
low, convex articulation for the tibia. The facets for the calcaneum and fibula are very large and well developed.

The astragulus of A. major is much wider and heavier than that of odontrigonw but is only slightly longer, resulting
in a slight change of proportions, the most noticeable being the shorter neck of major.

A8traguli collected:- A. odontrigonus, 2, in perfect condition; A. major, 1, perfect.

:). 17178axc



Breadth across Greatest breadth Greatest depth
Greatest anterior across tibial through tibial
length extremity articulation articulation

A. odontrigonm
17178 a 31 15.5 14.4 17
17178 b 31.6 17 13.4 16. 7

A. major
17169 35 21 20 20
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Mea8uremet of Astraguluw.

SCAPHOID.

The scaphoid is rather thin in the antero-posterior plane and has a large, full. articulation with the astragulus.
Scaphofil collected, 1.
Meamurement&. Greatest thi'ckness in antero-posterior plane, 4.4 mm.; greatest depth dorso-ventr'ally, 6.2.

METACARPALS, METATARSALS AND PHALANGES.

The metacarpals, and metatarsals are short and thick with angular articulating surfaces proximally and strongly
keeled terminations distally. The phalanges hav'e very well developed articulations with either a sharp- median keel or a

deep pulley-like surface depending' on their position in the series. The terminal or unguinal phalanges are strong, heavy
claws, well bent.

Metacarpals anwd metatar8al, collected, 27.
Phalanges collected, 17; terminal phalanges, 51.

VERTEBRUE.

ATL&s.-The atlas is large and strong with rather short transverse processes and a very low tubercle.
Atlaw collected:-A. o'dontrigonus, none; A. major, 1.
Ams.-This vertebra is well developed, having a very stout odontoild, a deep medi'an ventral ridge, a strong dorsal

spine and short weak transverse processes.
Axes collected.-A. odontrigonus, none; A. major, 1.
CERVICALS.- The cervicals have short centra of ovate cross-section, low dorsal spines on the anterior vertebrme of the

series, well developed anterior and posterior zygopophyses, broad but short transverse processes and large vertebral canals.
(Cervical collected:- A. odontrigonv,, 7; A. major, 1.
THoRAiCcs.-These vertebrae have centra with cross-section varying from ovate cephalad to round or sub-triangular

caudad; the dorsal spines are strong and of normal height, transverse processes are well developed cephalad in the series,
shorter and higher up on the pedicle caudad. Anteriorly in the series the head of the rib articulates with two centra but
posteriorly the articulation is entirely on the same vertebra that received the rib tubercle.

Thoraci collected.- A. odonftrgonu,8, 52; A. major, 11.
LumBARS.-The lumbars are large, with deep centra, strong transverse processes, deeply interlocking articulations and

very low dorsal spines.
usnibars collected:-A. odontrigoiku8, 6; A. major, 4 of the type series and 1 of an odd individual.

CAuJDALs.-These vertebrve are very characteristic and the common features of the entire series are the widely expanded
and flaring transverse processes. The size of the -vertebrm decreases rather abruptly from the very large members of the
series with subquadrate or subcircular centra to the small ones with flattened., depressed centra. The large ones have a

low, flattened neural arch with well developed zygopophyses but at the end of the series the neural arch is lost and the



in the size of individuals of odontrigonus is large but the largest of this species, lacks considerable of attaining the size 'of
major. The most noteworthy feature of the column in general is the lowness of the dorsal spines. Throughout most of
the series the dorsal spines are very low and even when they reach their greatest height in the thoracic series the spines are

directed obliquely backward and the actual height above the pedicle is slight.

Measurements of Vertebrce.

Debpth through
Vertical diam- Breadth across dorsal spine to
eter of cen- Length of transverse ventral border of

trum centrum processes centrum

Atlas' 7 .5 44 28
Axis' 7 28.3 37
Cervical, 4th? 9 6.4 40.4 25
Cervical, 6th? 8 .2 11 .2 36 .6 33 .6
Thoracic, 2nd? 8.8 12 35 46.4
Thoracic, 10th? 13 .2 15 .5 31 .8 40
Lumbar 14 17 .5 35.8 44
Lumbar' 18.5 21.2 52 50?
Caudal' 18 17 71 27
Caudal' 9.6 10 35

' A. major.
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zygopophyses are absent posteriorly and but vestigial anteriorly. The tail of Acratocnus is indicated by the rather com-
plete set of caudals as being quite short. Although in some instances the caudals of od&ntrigonuw and maj'or, may be dis-
tinguished, it is very difficult to draw a dividing line, and the material is consequently listed in the aggregate.

Cau4dal8 collected:- 48.
The vertebrae of A. major in most cases differ from those of odontrigonus only in point of size. The range of variation

Fig;t. 54. .4Aciatocii its. l'oi-to Itico. 1, dosl.)S1 alspect of caluda
vertebhr.l; 1B, lateral aspect of s<lttlie vsertebIra; Ct, latei.al aspe)Ct of' dorsa
vertebrar ; 1), lhaterl-i aspect of lumbiar vertel-wa; I", dorsa.l aspect'of
saince v-ertebrar; F+, CePIrviC'a11 vertebrla. A\1 figiires i-iaturXal size.

E Ia4.-- ~-~5>,I
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RELATIONSHIPS OF ACRATOCNUS.

The two species of Acratocnus appear to be very closely related. Acratoenus major is merely a larger relative ofodontrigonu,3 and the cha'racter of size is the best one for determining the material. The larger sloth in addition has pro-
portionally a much broader muzzle-and an elevated basioccipital region.-Apparently there is considerable individual variation within the species odontrigonus. The type is one of the smallest
individuals of the series and because of its small size the name Acratocnu.3 was taken. Later material proves that the
average size is well above that of the type and the differences between the extremes suggest that there may be a sexual
differentiation in s'ize.

Acratomwu is well marked off as generically distinct from Megaloonm of Cuba. Aside from the great size difference
with its changes of proportion there are numerous differences in the skull and dentition, the more important of which
are-the shape of the canines, trigonal in Acratoonws, subquadrate or roughly sub-lunar in Megalocnw, and in Megalocnw
the.lack of a sagittal crest, large preorbital fosste and symphysial tongue.

The relationshilp of Acratocnws with the more primitive of the Santa Cruz Megalonichidte is well shown by a com-
parison with Eucholoofop-8and Hapalops. Eucholmeops agrees with Acratoanu8in the possession of a d'eveloped sagittal crest(not as well developed however), large preorbiltal fossse, subtrigonal and differentiated upper canines and well developed
symphysial tongue. Hapalop8.resembles Acratocnwz in its light-limbed skeleton and particularly in the structure of the
pes.

Acratocnus in some characters shows a tendency toward semi-arborealism, such as the long-necked astragalus, and this
genus and the modern tree sloths have a number of characters in common.

ORIGIN OF THE PORTO RICAN MAMMALIA.

Many zoologists and geologists have advanced theories as to the origin of the West Indies. Alfred Russell Wrallace
in 1876 in his "Geographical Distribution of Mammals" considered the Greater Antilles as of continental origin. -Since
his time many others, among them Cope,' Vaughan,2 Hill,'Spencer,4Camn5Al, Mthw7Bror8nd ile9
have discussed the problem from various angles.

The weight of opinion among geologists would appear to favor rather than disfavor the theory of continental con-
nections. At any rate they do not in'terpose any very serious physical obstacles in the way. Their evidence would permit
a land connection between the presentVWest Indian archipelago and some part or parts of the continents at some period
of Tertiary time.

A study of the maps charted for ocean depths gives significant data. If the present island land masses could be
raised 100 fathoms (600 feet), many of the now separate isla'nds in the Antillean series would be united to form larger
islands. A rise of land of 500 fathoms (3000 feet), not a very great rise in regions of activity, would unite practically
all the islands to one another and to the mainland both at Central America and at northern South America, with the
exception of deep narrow straits between the Virgin Islands and the Caribbean Islands, between Santo Domingo and
Cuba and between Cuba and Yucatan.

E. D. Cope, Proceedings Acad. Nat.Sci.Phiadephia, 1868, p. 313.
2 T. W. Vaughan, Notes on Cuban Fossil Mammals, Science, N. S., Vol. 15, pp. 148-149, 1902.8
R. T. Hill, Geological History of the Isthmus of Panam.aand Portions of Costa Rica, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. XXVIII, pp.151-285, 1898.

4 J. W. Spencer, Reconstruction of the Antillean Continent, Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., Vol. VI, pp. 103-140, 1895.The Sub-oceanic Physiography of the North Atlantic Ocean, Edward Hull; Chapter on The Submarine Valleys and Caffons offthe Atl-antic Coast by J. W. Spencer, 1912.- 6Frank M. Chapman, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV, p. 279, 1892.6Glver . Alen,Mammals of the West lndies, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zo6l., Vol. LIV, No. 6, p. 1, July, 1911.7 W. D. Matthew,Climate and Evolution, Ann. New York Acad. Sci., Vol. XXIV, p. 204, 18 Feb., 1915.
8 T. Barbour.Some RemaxksuDon Matthew's Climate and Evolution.Ann.-New York Acad. Sci., Vol.X-XVII, Jan. 25, 1916..

11 G. S. MiUer, Smithsonian Misc. CoIL, Vol. 66, No. 12, p. 1, Dec. 7,1916.
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I These are. not original hypotheses and have been. set forth by other authors. They are introduced here to show the significance
of the recent discoveries.

' 6ee discussion under Remarks in treatment of Isolobodon.
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The appearance of mammals on such an island as Porto Rico,. 75 miles from the nearest large island and 460 miles
from the. nearest continental land, necessarily occasions conjecture as to how they arrived. Naturally this problem is
not peculiar to the Porto Rican fauna but concerns the fauna of the entire VVest Indies. The character of the island
mammalia is evidence of recognized weight and the recent discoveries of fossil Antillean mammals have given impetus
to the discussion of this interesting set of conditions.

Arguing from the data now available it appears possible to strongly support the following hypotheses:'
1. That the Greater Antilles (with the possible exception of Jamaica), and in all likelihood the smaller islands to

the eastward including Anguilla, at some period of the late Tertiary and prior to the late Pleistocene were united to form
a continuous land mass.

2. That the mammal fauna of the WVest Indies is sharply marked off into two types, an ancient and a recent.

3. That the faunal relationships are very strongly South American in nearly all cases where an understanding of
the relationship may be obtained.

The major hypothesis, that the West Indies at some period during the Tertiary have been connected by land to the
continent, either South or Central America or both, is yet such a moot question that no lengthy argument is here set forth,
although it is the author's personal belief that such has been the case and that in the course of time enough data will be
collected to maintain this hypothesis beyond all reasonable doubt.

That the Greater Antilles have been one land mass at some Tertiary time is borne out by the relationships of the
different insular faunas. The peculiar genera, Soleniodon common to Cuba and Santo Domingo, and Nesophontes common
to Cuba and Porto Rico, are the two strongest links in the chain of evidence. In addition the affinities of the ground
sloths, the rodents and the bats further strengthen the case. The differences between the insular species moreovrer are

of such a character that the date of the breaking down of the Antillean land mass into islands can not be set at any very
remote geological period. The degree of differentiation is not by any means extreme.

The Porto Rican mammalia in its relationships to the other islands bears evidence that the geographical position
of the island near the extreme eastern limit of the Antillean land mass has played a part in the development of the species.
The bats of this island are very closely related to the bats on the other members of the Greater Antilles; in some cases

the species are identical while in others the differentiation does not conceal the obvious common ancestry and there appears
to be a progression in the degree of differentiation passing from west to east. 'The primitivre Nesophontes of Porto Rico
is congeneric with a Cuban species, the difference between the two being about what would be expected 'on the grounds
of such a geographical separation, and it would not be surprising to find this insectivore on Santo Domingo. The highly
specializ.ed rodents of Porto Rico apparently differ more than the members of the other orders from their relatives on neigh-
bor'ing 'islands. The condition seen here is analogous to that which is often, encountered on the continental mainland.

Passing from east to west different rodents replace the Porto Rican genera and no genera has been found common to Cuba

and Porto Rico. Santo Domingo and Porto Rico have Isolobodon in common but doubtless this is an artificial circum-
stance.2 This change in the Rodentia of the Greater Antilles possibly occurs between Santo Domingo and Porto Rico.
Between Santo Domingo and Cuba the replacement of rodent types is less striking; although at present -no genus com-

mon to both islands is definitely recorded, the transition from Brotomys of Santo Domingo to Boromys of Cuba is a slight
one. The highly developed Elasm'odontomys, Heptaxodon and Heteropsomys of Porto- Rico do not have any relatives

among the fossil mammals of Cuba and they contrast greatly with Boromys. Isolobodon may be an eastern representative
of Capromys. Porto Rico, in Elasmodontomys, has a distant relative of Amblyrhiza on. Anguilla and thus the continuity
-of the Antillean fauna is preserved to a certain degree.

The mammals of the West Indies belong to two distinct types, types readily recognized, an ancient and a recent.

The larger part of the mammals living today throughout the West Indies are of this recent type, such as the Agoutis,
Opossums, Rice Rats, Armadillos and Raccoons, found for the most part in the Lesser Antilles. Their relationships are

very obvious for they are in every instance clearly derived from adjacent mailnland ancestors existing today and it is very
probable that man has played the major part in their distribution. The natives going from the mainland to the islands
ha've carried these mammals either as sources of food, as pets, or by accident, concealed in bunches of fruit or other material.
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The mammals liberated on the islands have survived and in a comparatively short length of time become differentiated
in minor details, but their mainland ancestry is very apparent. This group of mammals consequently can furnish no

evidence as to previous land connections or lack of connections because their appearance on the scene 'is 'purely fortuitous
and artificial.

The other group of mammals, those of ancient ancestries, is represented by only two living forms but on the other
hand some 27 distinct forms 'are known as fossils and the question of the derivation of this fauna is the question of the
formrer geological status.

The ancient terrestrial mammals on the islands belong to three orders, Edentata, Rodentia and Insectivora.' Of the
Edentata, several forms are known ranging from the large Megalocnus of Cuba to the small Acratocntus of Porto Rico.
Megalocnus8 was a large Ground Sloth that weighed probably 400 pounds and in its skeletal proportions agrees quite well
with some of the Patagonian (Miocene) Ground Sloths. Acratocnus was a much smaller and proportionally lighter bodied
sloth, weighing about 75 pounds, but it too resembles some of the Patagonian Sloths.2 Of the Rodentia ten genera with
twenty species are known., the genera falling into three distinct families, the Chinchillidoe, the Dasyproctidee and the
Octodontidae. These families are all represented by living forms on the mainland from which the island forms are gener-
ically distinct. The island Chinchillidae are large rodents; one of them, Amblyrhiza from the Island of Anguilla, was

as large as a good sized pig in bulk and all of them have strong family traits pointing back to South American ancestors.
The only fossil Agoutis, from Porto Rico, indicate members of the family that became separated from the present day main-
land Agoutis at a distant period. The same is true of the Island Spiny Rats of which there are two genera Boromys and
Brotomy.s. The Hutias, divided into two genera and one subgenus, show a separation from mainland rodents sufficiently
distinct to argue a long separation. The fact that there is a living member of this group of rodents on the mainland,
Procapromys, does not necessarily vitiate the argument for the antiquity of the West Indian mammalia since it is possible
that the mainland form is only the relic of ath earlier fauna that has survived the intrusion of the later rodent types.

Of the Insectivora there are two families very distinct from mainland forms and from one another, the Solenodontidax
and the Nesophontida% Both of these families are extremely primitive., the Nesophontidoe especially so, and they must
have left mainland insectivore stock at quite an early time. The Solenodon is living both on Santo Domingo and on

Cuba and its closest relatives on the mainland would appear to be Palacoryctes of the Paleocene and Micropternodus of the
lower Oligocene of North America. Nesophontes is extinct and like the Solenodon without any immediate known American
ancestor, the closest relationships with mainland insectivores being found in the Eocene of North America.

The bats furnish corroborating evidence of two types of fauna. Although possessed of strong powers of flight, the bats
are found to be affected by nearly the same distributional factors as are terrestrial mammals.' Islands quite near to the
mainland have in numerous instances developed species of bats peculiar to themselves thus demonstrating that isolation
to a very great extent influences the specialization of bats in the same way as it does that of mammals less gifted with
powers of locomotion.

The greater part of the bat fauna of the Antiiles is peculiar to the islands and here,again we encounter the two types
of fauna, the ancient and the recent or waif fauna.4 The ancient forms are quite distinct from the mainland forms, usually
as well marked genera, and doubtless are a remnant of an earlier bat fauna on the mainland now unknown there. These
genera have several species on the different islands and this gives an index to the rate of specialization since the time that

INSECTIVORA Capromys pilorides relictus Isolobodon portoricensis
Solenodon paradoxus " prehensilis Brotomys voratus

" cubanus " " gundlachi Boromys offelli
Nesophontes edithoee melanurus " torrei

it micrus " nanus Heteropsomys insulans
RODENTIA Geocapromys thorocatus Homopsomys antillensis

Amblyrhiza inundata " browni ED5ENTATA
Elasmodontomys obliquus " ingrahami Megalocnus rodens
Heptaxodon bidens Synodontom'ys colulmbianus Acratocnus odontrigonus
Capromys pilorides Plagiodontia aedium "t major

2 The relationships of the various Porto Rican mammals are taken up in detail in the descriptive part of the text.
8G. E. Dobson, Rep. Brit. Ass. Adv. Sci. for 1878, pp. 158-167.
G. M. Allen, Bull. Mius. Comp. Zool. Vol. 54, pp. 17A.I79- 1911.
K. Andersen, Cat. Chiropt. Brit. Mus., Vol. I, pp. lxxvi-lxxvii.

4 See page 340 for list of endemic forms.



the bats became cut off from the m-ainland and from one another. This index gives significant agreement with that for
the terrestrial mammals. Furthermore, all of these ancient Chiropteran types are of -southern affiliations and thus agree
with the terrestrial mammals. The northern bat types are recognized at a glance for what they are, merely strays that
have reached the islands in recent times.

The point to be emphasized from the above enumeration of mammals is the antiquity of the whole assemblage of the
island mammalia when compared with t-he recent or even with the Pleistocene American mammalia.

The same strange association of ancient and recent types is found among the birds and this state of affairs must be
accorded the greatest consideration when it is seen to be so pers"istent.

Judging from the character of this ancient mammalia, it must have reached the present islands at approximately some

time in the'period from the Oligocene to the end of the Miocene. In the Miocene the fauna of South America was of

very much the same general character as that of the ancient island fauna and in the light of present day knowledge of Soutb
American paleontology the relationships of most of the island mammals undoubtedly run back- to the South American Mio-
cene formations. The weak spot in a determinative statement on this point is the lack of detailed knowledge of the fosslls
of northern South America, but there is ce'rtainty to this extent, that the West Indian mammalia is predominantly of south-
ern origin. The only species not admittedly so are the insectivores Solenodon and Nesophontes. As matters stand, no

South American fossil insectivores, barring Necroleste3 from consideration, are known although it has been suggested that
some of the fragmentary specimens described by Ameghino I as marsupials may later, upon discovery of better material,
prove to be insectivores, whereas fossil Zalambdodonts are known from North American formations and in this part of
the fauna the claim of South American ancestry is weak.

Although within the last two years the number of known mammals has been increased very considerably it is still
true that the mammal fauna is made up of a very few groups, members of the edentates, the rodents and the insectivores.
This fact has been used in the past as one of the strongest arguments against the theory of the continental origin of the
islands and it is hoped. that additional investigation may show whether this poverty is only apparent or really exists.

Arneghino, Mam. Fos. Rep. Argentina, pl. 1, 1889.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

PLA&TES 55-75.

PLATE 55
View of the region near Cayey.
One of the foothills along the southern slope of the Luquillo Mounta-ins.
Region about G'uayama.

PLATE 56.
Coamo River a short distance below Coamo.
High limestone ridge along Utuado-Arecibo road.
Region about the Corozal cave.

PLATE 57.
Entrance to the Corozal cave.
Interior of the Corozal cave.
Entrance to the "Cueva de la Piedra," Old Loiza.
Small cave near Morovis.

PLATEF 58.
Limestone hills near Morovis.
Cave of San Miguel, near Morovis.
Rio Grande de Arecibo, below Utuado.

PLATE, 59.

Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.

Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.

Cave interiors, taken by flash light near Morovis.

PLATE 60.
SkulLs of all the known Porto Rican Bats, 14 species.

PLATE 61.

Skull and other skeletal elements of Nesophontes edithe.

PLATE 62.

Skulls of Isolobodon portoricnis and Plagiodontia aedium.

PLATE 63.

IUmb bones of Isolobodon portoricensis and clavicle and acromion process of Ela8odontomys obliquus.

PLATE 64.
Skull of Elasmodontomys obliquus.

PLATE 65.

Mandible and anterior limb bones of Elasmodontomys obliquus.

PLATE 67.

Posterior limb bones and vertebra of Elasmodontomys obliquus.

* ~~~~~~~PLATE68.
Pelvic girdle and vertebrae of Elasmodontomys obliquus.

PLATE, 69.

Sktlll of Heteropsomys insulans, Homopsomys9 antillen8is, Heptaxodon Miews, and vertebrae of Heteropsomys insulans..

PLATE 70.
Sku11 of Acratocnus odontrigonus and Acratocnu-s major.

PLATE 71.

Mandibles, stemnebrw, scapulw and elements of pelvic girdle of Acratocnus odontgous and Acratocnus mnajor.

- ~~~~~~~~~~PLATE72. !

Tibiae, fibula and radii of Acratocnus odontrigonus and Acratocnus ma3jor,
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. ~~~~~~~~~PLATE73.

Humeri and radii of Acratocnus odontrigonus and Acratocnus major.

PLATE 74.

Posterior limb bones of Acratocnus odont-rigonus and Acratocnus major.

PLATE 75.

Caudal vertebroe, unguinal phalanges, pubic symphesis and rib of Acratocnus.
Innominate and sacrum of Isolobodon portoricensis..

TEXT FIGURES.

Fig. 1. Map of Porto Rico
Fig. 2. Skull of Noctilio leporinus m.astivus
Fig. 3. Skull of Chilonycten's parnelli portoricensis
Fig. 4. Skull of Chilonycteris fuliginosa inflata
Fig. 5. Skull of -Mormoops blainvillii
Fig. 6. Head and face of Mormoops blainvillii . . . . . .
Fig. 7. Skull of Monophyllus portoricensis
Fig. 8. Skull of Monophyllusfrater
Fig. 9. Skull of Brachyphylla cavernarum
Fig. 10. Skull of Stenoderma rufum
Fig. I11. Skull of Artibeus jamaicensis jamaicensis
Fig. 12. Skull of Phyllonycteris major.
Fig. 13. Skull of Erophylla bombifrons
Fig. 14. Skull of Eptesicus fuscus wetmorei
Fig. 15. Skull of Nyctinomus murinuls
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Fig. 1. High mountainous region near Cayey.
Fig. 2. Precipitous mountainside on southern slope of the Luquillo Mts., north of Naguabo.
eFig. 3. Southeastern section of Porto Rico, near Guayama.
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Fig. 1., Coa'mo River a short distance below Coamo.
Fig. 2. Limestone ridge along Utuado-Arecibo road. Numerous caves occur in this limestone and many Nyctinomw

as well as a few Artibeumwere found in them.
Fig. 3. Vie'w taken from the entrance of the Corozal cave showing the character of the region.
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Fig. 1. Entrance to the large cave of Corozal, Porto Rico.
Fig. 2. Interior of the Corozal cave. This cave was the abode of great numbers of Brachyphylla cavernarum while

the floor and walls of the cave teemed with a species of large coc,kroach.
Fig. 3. " Cueva de la.Piedra" near Old Loiza, Porto Rico, the home of acolony of the-large Noctilio.
Fig. 4. Interior of asmall cave near the cave of San Miguel. Many bones of Acratomnusand Ela8modontoMY8

were taken from the bank of earth in the foreground.
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Fig. 1. Limestone bills near Morovis, Porto Rico.' These hills contain numerous caves and proved to be probably
the richest site for fossil remains encountered on the island.

Fig. 2.- A large cave near Morovis, known locally as the cave of San Miguel. It was not found to contain many
bones as too much earth had a6radl -been taken out as fertilizer but caves nearby had many bones in them.

Fig. 3. Upper tributaries of the Rio Grande de Arecibo', taken from the Utuado-Arecibo road.
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Cave interiors near Morovis., Porto Rico. This type of cave as a rule was found to be a poor collecting site.
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Allj figures natural size.

Figs. la, lb, le, ld, le, Noctilio leporinus mastivus, No. 39562, Dept. of Mammals, Old Loiza, Porto Rico, adult male.
Figs. 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, Noctilio leporinus mcastivus, No. 39574, Old Loiza, Porto Rico, adult female.
Figs. 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, Artibeus jamaicensis jamaicensis, No. 39122, Utuado, Porto Rico.,
Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 4e, Brachyphylla cavernarum, No. 39298, Pueblo Viejo, San Juan, Porto Rico.
F'igs. 5a, 5b., 5c, 5d, 5e, Stenoderma rusfum, No. 40948, " Cueva Catedral,"' Morovis, Porto Rico.
Figs. 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d, Erophylla bombifrons, No. 39339, Pueblo Viejo, San Juan, Porto Rico.
Figs. 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d, ATyctinomu8 murnnw, No. 39242, Cabo Rojo, Porto Rico.
Figs. 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d, Chilonyeteris fuliginosga inflata, No. 39237, Pueblo Viejo, San Juan, Porto R'ico.
Figs. 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d, Mormoops blainvillii, No. 39560, Trujillo Alto, Porto Rico.
Figs. 10a, 10b, 10c, 10d, Chilonyceteiv parnelli portoricensi.3, No. 39370, Trujillo Alto, Porto Rico.
Figs. 11la, 11lb, llc, lld, Monophyllus portoricensis, No. 39430, Pueblo Viejo, Porto Rico.
Figs. 12a, 12b, 12c, Monophyllus frater, No. 40941, type, Cueva Catedral, Morovis, Porto Rico.
Figs. 13a, 13b, 13c, 13d, Phyllonycteris major, No. 40929, Cueva Catedral., Morovis, Porto Rico.
Figs. 14a, 14b, 14c, 14e, Eptesicus fusCUSwqetmorei, No. 39170, San German, Porto Rico.
Figs. 15a, 15b, 15c, 15d, Molossusfortis, No. 39253, San German, Porto Rico. Adult miale.
Fig. 15e. Moloussfortis, No. 39267, Adjuntas, Porto Rico. Adult female.
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All figures natural size.

Fig. la. Skull of Ne-sophontes' edithco, No. 1417.4, type, Dept. Vert. Pal.., Morovis, Porto Rico, lateral aspect, adult
female'

Fig. 2a.
Fig. 2b.
Fig. 3a.
Fig. 3b.
Fig. 3c.
Fig. 4.'
Fig. 5.
Fig. 6a.
Fig. 6b.
Fig. 6c.
Fig. 7.
Figs. 8, 9L,
Fig. lla.
Fig. llb.
Fig. 12a.
FRig. 12b.
Fig. 13a.
Fig. 13b.
Fig. 13c.
Fig. 14a.-
Fig. 14b.
Fig. -14c.
Fig. 15.

size.
Fig. 15a.
Fig. 15b.
Fig. 15c.
Fig. 16a.
Fig. 16b.
Fig. 16a.
Fig. 17a.
Fig. 17b.
Fig. 17c.
Fig. 18a.
Fig. 18b.
Fig. 18c.
Fig. 19a.
Fig. 19b.
Fig. 19c.
Fig. 20a.
F'ig. 20b.
Fig. 21.
Fig. 22.
Fig. 23.
Fig. 24.
Fig. 25.
Fig. 26.

Skull of Nesophontks edithce, No. 17108, Morovis, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect, adult female.
Same skull, Kentral aspect.
Skull of Nesophonteg edithw, No. 17094, Morovis, Porto Rico, lateral aspect, adult male.
Same skull, dorsal aspect.
Same skull, ventral asp'ect.
Skull of Ne-sophontes edithce, No. 17112, Morovis, Porto Rico, ventral aspect, old male.
Mandible of Nesophonte editha,, lateral aspect, adult female.
Right scapula of Nesophontes edithwy, No. 17155 Morovis, Porto Rico, external aspect.
Same scapula, posterior aspect.
Same scapula, internal aspect.
Left scapula of Nesophontes edithco, No. 17155b, Morovis, Porto Rico, external aspect.
10. Ribs of Nesophonte3 editha%
Left humerus of Nesophontes editha,, No. 17152e, Morovis, Porto Rico, posterior aspect, adult male.
Same humerus, internal aspect.
Sacrum of Nesophontes edithm, No. 17151k, Morovis, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Same sacrum, ventral aspect.
Right ulna of Nesophontes edithce, No. 17153c, Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect, adult male.
Same ulna, internal aspect.
Same ulna, external aspect.
Right radius of Nesophontes edithae, No. 17154a, Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect, adult male.
Same radius, internal aspect.
Same radius, posterior aspect.
Skull of Nesophontes edithw, No. 14174, type, Morovis, Porto Rico, ventral aspect, adult female, twice natural

Right innominate of Nesophontes edith&-, No. 17151a, Morovis, Porto Rico, lateral aspect, adult male.
Same bone, internal aspect.
Same bone, dorsal aspect.
Left innominate of Nesophontes editha,, No. 17151h,. Morovis, Porto Rico, lateral aspect, adult female.
Same bone, internal aspect.
Same bone, dorsal aspect.
Right femur of Nesophontes6 edithc, No. 17149a, Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect, adult male.
Same bone, internal aspect.
Same bone, posterior aspect.
Right femur of Nesophontes edithcef, No' 17140b, Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect, adult female.
Same bone, internal aspect.
Same bone, posterior aspect.
Right tibia of Nesoph-ontesR edithm, No. 17150a, Morovis, Porto Rico, external aspect, adult male.
Same bone, internal aspect.
Same bone, anterior aspect.
Left tibia of Nevophontes edithce, No. 17150b, Morovis, Porto Rico, external aspect, adult female.
Same bone, internal aspect.
Atlas of Nesophontes edith&-, No. 17156a, Morovis, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Axis of Neso honte8 editha,, No. 17156bj Morovis, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Thoracic vertebra of Ne-sophonte-s editha,, No. 17156d, Morovis, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Fifth cervical vertebra of Nesophontes ed-ithae, No. 17156c, Morovis, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Lumbar vertebra of Neso honteg editha, No. 17156e, Moroviss Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Caudal vertebra of Ne-gophontes edithm, No. 17156f, Morovis, Porto Rico, dorsal as'pect.
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All figures natural size.

Fig. la.
Fig. lb.
Fig. le.
Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.
Fig. 5a.
Fig. 5b.
Fig. 5c.
Fig. 6a.
Fig. 6b.
Fig. 7a.

Skull of Isolobodon portoricensis, No. 38409a., type. Dept. of MWammals, Utuado, Porto Rico, lateral aspect.
Same skull, dorsal aspect.
Same skull, palatal aspect.
Skull of Isolobodon portoricensis, No. 40957a, Utuado, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Skull of Isolobodon portoricensis, No. 38409b, Utuado, Porto Rico, palatal aspect.
Skull of Isolobodon portoricensis, No. 38409c, Utuado, Porto Rico; young adult, palatal aspect.
Left mandible of Isolobodon portoricensis, No. 40957f Utuado, Porto Rico, external aspect.
Same mandible, internal aspect.
Same mandible to show crown views of molars.
Left- mandible of Isolobodon portoricensis, No. 30957 p, Utuado, Porto Rico, external aspect.
Same mandible to show crown views of molars.
Skull of Plagiodontia wdium U. S. N. M., No. 217112, San Lorenzo, Samana Bay, Santo Domingo, lateral

aspect.-
Fig. 7b. Same skull, dorsal aspect.
Fig. 7d. Same skull, palatal aspect.
Fig. 8a. Right mandible of Plagiodontia adium, U. S. N. M., No. 217126, San Pedro de Macoris, Santo Domingo,

internal as'pect.
Fig- 8b.- Same mandible, ventral aspect.
Fig. 8c. Samne mandible -to show crown view of molars.
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All figures natural size.

Fig. la. Right scapula of Isolobodon portoricen8i8, No. 38409b, Dept. of Mammals, Utuado, Porto Rico, external
aspect.

Fig. lb.
Fig. 2a.
Fig. 2b.
Fig. 3a.
Fig. 3b.
Fig. 4.
Fig. 5a.
Fig. 5b.
Fig'. 5c.
Fig. 6a.
Fig. 6b.
Fig. 6c.
Fig. 7a.
Fig. 7b.
Fig. 7c.
Fig. 8a.
Fig. 8b.
Fig. 8c.
Fig. 9a.
Fig. 9b..
Fig. 9c.
Fig. 9d.
Fig. 10a.
Fig. lOb.
Fig. 10c.
Fig. 10d.
Fig. lla.
Fig. 11lb.
Fig. 12a.
Fig. 12b.
Fig.; 12c.

Same bones, internal aspect.
Acromion process of Elasmodontomys obliquus, No. 17144i, Dept. Vert. Pal., Porto Rico, external aspect.
Same bone, lateral aspect.
Left clavicle of Elasmodontomys obliquuw, No. 17145, Morovis, P-orto Rico, anterior aspect.
Same bone, posterior aspect.
Ribs of Isolobodon portoricensis.
Right ulna of Isolobodon .portori'censis, No. 4P)963, Dept. of Mammals, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Same bone, poster-ior aspect.
Same bone, external a'spect.
Left ulna of Isolobodon portoricensis., No. 38409m, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Same bone, external aspect.
Same bone, internal aspect.
Right humerus of Isolobodon portoriceitsis, No. 384091, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Same bone, posterior aspect.
Same bone, external aspect.
Left radius' of Isolobodon portoricensis, No. 38409n, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Same bone, external aspe'ct.
Same bone, posterior aspect.
Right femur of Isolobodonw portoricensis, No. 38409i, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Same bone, external aspect.
Same bone, posterior aspect.
Same bone, internal aspect.
Left femur of Isolobodon portoricensis, No. 40959a, juvenile?,Utuado, Porto Rico, posterior aspect.
Same bone, external aspect.
Same bone, anterior aspect.
Same. bonerintepnal aspect.
Left tibia of Isolobodon portoricensis, No. 38409k, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Same bone, posterior aspect.
Left fibula of Isolobodon portoricensis, No. 40961d, Utuado, Porto Rico, external aspect.
Same bone, posterior aspect.
Same bone, internal aspect.
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All figures natural size.

Fig. la. Skull of Elasmodontomys obliquus6, No. 17127, Dept. Vert. Pal., Morovis, Porto Rico, lateral aspect.
Fig. lb. Skull of Elasmodontomys obliquus, No. 17126, Morovis, Porto Rico, dorsatl aspect.
Fig; 2. Left mandible of Elasmodontomys obliquus, No. 17137b, Ut'uado, Porto Rico, external aspect.

- Fig. 3. Skull of Elasmodontomys obliquus, No. 17127, Morovis, Porto Rico, palatal aspect.
Fig. 4a. Skull of Elasmodontomys obliquubs, No. 17132, Morovis, Porto Rico, palatal -aspect, showing abnormal

toothrow.
Fig. 4b. Same skull, viewed anteriorly.
Fig. 5. Maxillary toothrow of Elasmodontomys obliquus, No. 14171, Utuado, Porto Rico, twice natural size.
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All figures natural size.

Fig. 1. Mandible of Elammodontomys obliqquw, No. 17137a, Dept. Vert. Pal., Utuado, Porto Rico, ventral aspect.
Fig. 2. Same mandible from above.
Fig. 3. Mandibular toothrow of Elawmodontomys obliquuw, No. 17137k, Morovis, Porto Rico.
F;'g. 4. Scapula of Ela.smodontomys obliquuw, No. 17144c, Morovis, Porto Rico, external aspect.
Fig. 5. Scapula of Elasmodontomys obliquws, No. 17144b, Morovis, Porto Rico, internal aspect.
Fig. 6a.- Left humerus of Elawmodontomy3 obliqxuw, No. 17143e, Utuado, Porto Rico, internal aspect.
Fig. 6b. Same bone, external aspect.
Fig. 6c. Same bone, anterior aspect.
Fig. 6d. Same bone, poster'ior aspect.
Fig. 7. Left humerus of Elawmodontomys obliqtuw, No. 17141?", Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. 8a. Right ulna of E1>a8modontomy8 ob1iquws, No. 17142, Utuado, Porto Rico, external aspect.
Fig. 8b. Same bone, internal aspect.
Fig. 8c. Same bone, anterior aspect.
Fig. 8d. Same bone, posterior aspect.
Fig. 9a. Right radius of Ela8modontomy8 Obliquws, No. 17143c, Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. 9b. Same bone, extemal aspect.
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All figures natural size.

Fig. la. Left femur of Elcwmodontomy-s obliquus, No. 17138k, Dept. Vert. Pal., Utuado, Porto Rico, anterilor aspect,
Fig. lb. .,ame bone, internal aspect.
Fig. le. Same bone, posterior aspect.
Fig. ld. Same bone, -external aspect.
Fig. 2. Left tibia of Elasmodontomys obliquus, No. 17139d, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. 3a. Left tibia of Elcwmodontomys obliquas, No. 17139j, Morovis, Porto Rico, posterior aspect..
Fig. 3b. Same bone, internal aspect.
Fig. 3c. Same bone, external aspect.
Fig. 3d. Same bone, anterioraspect.,
Fig. 4a. Right fibula of Elcwmodontomys obliquus, No. 17140a, Morovis, Porto Rico, intern-al aspect.
Fig. 4b. Same bone, posterior-aspe'ct.
Fig. 5. Rib of Elasmodontomys obliquus.
Fig. 6a. Series of five, cervical vertebrae of Elcwmodontomys obliquus, No. 17148g, Morovis, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Fig. 6b. Same series, lateral aspect.
Fig. 7a. Lumbar vertebr.e of Elasmodontomys8obliquus, No. 17148t, Morovis, Porto Rico, -dorsal asp'ect.
Fig. 7b. Same vertebrae, lateral aspect.
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PLATE 67.

- ~~~~Allfigures natural size.

F'ig. la'. Lebft innominat'e of Elawmodontomys obliqtus,No. 17146a, Dept. Vert. Pal., Utuhdo, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Fig. rlb. Same bone, lateral aspect.
Fig. lc. Same bone, ventralaspect.-
Fig. 2a. Sacr-um of Elasmodontomys obliqubus, No. 17147a, Utuado, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Fig. 2b. Same sacrum, lateral aspect.
Fig. 2c. Same sacrum, ventral'aspect.
Fig. 3. Atlas of Elwsmodontomysg obliquus, No. 17148c, Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. 4a. Axis of Elasmodontomys obliquus, No. 17148d, Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. 4b. Same bone, lateral -aspect.
Fig. 5. Thoracic vertebra of Ekawmodontomys obliquw, No. 17148n,.Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Figs. 6, 7, 8. Thoracic vertebree of.Elcomodontomys obliquuw, Porto Rico, dorsal 'aspect.
Fig. 9a. Caudal vertebra of Elasmodontomys obliquws, dorsal aspect.
Fig. 9b. Same vertebra, lateral aspect.
Fig. 10. Rib of Elas8modontomys8obliquus.-
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PLATE 68.

All figures natural size except as indicated.

Fig. la. Skull of Heteropsomys insulans, No. 14172, type, Dept. Vert. Pal., Utuado, Porto Rico, lateral aspect.
Fig. lb. Same skull, dorsal aspect.
Fig. le. Sarile skull, palatalaspect._
Fig. ld. Same skull, viewedanteriorly_
Fig. le. Same skull, maxillary toothrow, crown view, twice natural size.
Fig. lf. Mandible, of same individual, external aspect, one and a quarter times natural size.'
Fig. lg. Man'dibular molar series, crown view, twice natural size.
Fig. 2. Palate of Homopsomyv antillensis, No. 17102, type, Utuado, Porto Rico.
Fig. 3a. Skull of Homopsomys antillensis, No. 10129, Mus. Comp. Zool, Ciales, Porto Rico, lateral aspect.
Fig. 3b. Same skull, dorsal aspect.
Fig. 3c. Same skull, ventral.aspect.
Fig.. 4a. Mandible of Homopsomys antillensis, No. 10130, Mus. Comp. Zool., Ciales, Porto Rico, external aspect.
Fig. 4b. Same mandible, crown view.
Fig. 5. Atlas of Heteropsomys insulanws, No. 14172, posterior aspect.
Fig. 6. Lumbar vertebra of Heteropsomys ins?u1an3, No. 14172, lateral aspe'ct (inadvertently placed on this plate

with the centrum uppermost).
Fig. 7a. Skull fragment of Heptaxodon bidens, No. 17101, type, Utuado, Porto Rico, palatal aspect.
Fig. 7b. Same skull, lateral aspect.
Fig. 7c. Same skull, viewed anteriorly.
Fig. 7d. Premolar of Heptaxodon bidens, twice natural size.
Fig. 8. Left mandible of Heptaxodon bidens, Morovis, Porto Rico, lateral aspect.
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PLATE 69.

All figures natural size.

Fig. la. Skull of Acratocnq odontrigonus, No. -17158, Dept. Vert. Pal., Utuado, Porto Rico, lateral aspect.
Fig. lb. Same skull, dorsal aspect.
Fig. le. Same skull, palatal aspect.
Fig.- 2a. Skull of Acratocnvs inajori No. 17169 type, Utuado, Porto Rico., dorsal aspect.
Fig. 2b. Same skull, ventral aspect.
Fig. 2c. Same skull, lateral aspect of frontal region.
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PI,ATE 70.

All-figures natural size.

Fig. 1. Left mandible of Acratocnus major, No. 17169, type, Dept. Vert. Pal., Utuado, Porto Rico, lateral aspect.
FRig. 2. Left mandible of AcratocnWsodontrigonu8, No. 17164, Utuado, Porto Rico; lateral aspect.
Fig. 3. Left scapula of Acratocnusodontrigonu8, No. 17360a, Morovis, Porto Rico, external aspect.
Fig. 4. Right scapula of Acratocnus odontrigonus, No. 17360d, Utuado, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
l?ig. 5. Sternebree of Acratocnus odontrigonu8, Morovis, Porto Rico, ventral aspect.
Fig. 6a. 'Part of sacrum of Acratocnus odontrigonwi, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Fig. 6b. Same bone, ventral aspect.
Fig. 7a. Left innominate of -AcratocnWsmajor, No. 17169, Utuado, Porto Rico, lateral aspect.
Fig. 7b. Same bone, dorsalaspect.a
Fig. 8. Portion of expanded ilium of same innominate, dorsal aspect.
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All figures natural size.

Fig. la. Rig;ht tibia of Acratocnus odontrigonus, No. 17175a, Dept. Vert. Pal., Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. lb. Same bone, external-aspect.
Fig. 2. Right tibia of Acratocnus major, No. 17169, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. 3. Left tibia of Acratocnus odontrigonus., No. 14170, type Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. 4a. Left fibula of Acratocnus odontrigonus, No. 17176a, Utuado, Porto Rico, external aspect.
Fig. 4b. Same bone, posterior aspect.
Fig. 5a. Left radius of Acratocnus odontrigonus,, No. 17364a, Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. 5b. Same bone, external aspect.
Fig. 6. Right radius of Acratocnus odontrigonws, No. 17364c, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
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PLATE 72.

All figures natural size.

Fig. la. ,R'ight humerus of Acratocnu-s odontrigonw, No. 17361a (not 17171a), Dept. V'ert. Pal., Utuado, Porto) Rico,
anterior aspect.

Fig. lb. Same bone, internal aspect.
Fig. le. Same bone, posterior aspect.--
Fig. 2a. Right humerus of Acratoen=smajor, No. 17169, type, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect of distal extremity.
Fig. 2b. Left humerus of Acratocnus major, No. 176,Utuado, Porto Rico, posterior aspect of proximal extremity.
Fig. 3. Right humerus of Aeratoenuw odontrigonu.? No. 17361d, Morovis, P'orto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. 4a. Left ulna of Acratocnu odontri'gonw, No. 17362b, Utuado, Porto Rico, internal aspect.
Fig. 4b. Same bone, anterioraspect._;
Fig. 5. Left ulna of Acratocnus8 major, No. 17169, Utuado, Porto Rtico, internal aspect.
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PFLATE 73.

All figures natural size.

Fig. 1. Right femur of Acratocnus odontrigonus, No. 14170, type, D)ept. of Vert. Pal., Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior
aspect.

Fig. 2. Right femur of Acratocnu.9 odontrigonus, No. 17363a, Morovis, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
,Fig.,3a. Left femur of Acratocnus odontrigonus8, No. 17363b, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. 3b. Same bione, internal aspect.
Fig. 3c. Same bone, posterior aspect.
'Fig. 4. Distal extremity of left femur of Acratocnus major, No. 17169, Utuado, Porto Rico, anterior aspect.
Fig. 5a. Left calcaneum of Acratocnus8 odontrigonw, No. 17177a, Utuado, Porto Rico, ventral aspect.
Fig. 5b. Same bone, dorsal aspect.
-Fig. 6. Right calcaneum of Acratocnuw major, No. 17169, Utuado, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Fig. 7a. Left astragulus of Acratocnus odontrigonus, No. 17178a, Utuado, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Fig. 7b. Same bone, ventral aspect.
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All figures natural s'ize.

!Fig. 1.
* Fig. 2.,

IFig. 3.
Fig. 4a.
Fig. 4b.
Fig. 5i.

Caudal series of vertebree of Acratocnus9 odontri.gonus, Morovis, Porto Rico, dorsal aspect.
Pubic region of Acratocnwsodontrigonus, Utuado, Porto Rico.
Unguinal phalanges of Acratocnuw, different individuals; Porto Rico, lateral aspect.
Unguin'al phalanx of AcratocnWsodontrigonus, Porto Rico, lateral aspect.
Same phalanx., ventral aspect.
Right innominate of I-golobodon portoricensis, No. 38409j, Dept. of Mammals, Utuado, Porto Rico, internal

aspect.
Fig. 6a., Sacrum of Isolobodon portoricen8i,8, No. 38409h.
Fig. 6b. Same bone, dorsal aspect.
Fig. 6c. Same bone, ventral aspect.
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PUBLICATIONS
OF THEE

Ameri'can Museum of Natural History
The publications of the American Museum of Natural History consist of the 'Bulletin,' in octavo, of which one

volume, consisting of 400 to 800 pages and 25 to 60 plates, with numerous text figures, is published annually: the
'Memoirs,' in quarto, pulished i'n parts at irregular intervals; and ' AnthropologicalPpr, nfr nsz n tl

- with the 'Bulletin.' Also an 'Ethnographical Album,'and the 'American Museum Journal.'

MEMOIRS-.
~~~~~EachPart of the 'Memoirs ' forms a separate and complete monograph, usually with numerous plates.

Vol. I. Zoology and Paloeontology.
PART I.-Republication of Descriptions of Lower Ca-rboniferous Crinoidea from the Hall Collection

now in the American Museum of Natural History, with Illustrations of the Original Type Specimens
not heretofore Figured. By R. Z. Whitfield. Pp. 1-37, pll. i-iii, and 14 text figures-. September
15, 1893. Price, $2.00.

PART II.-Republication of Descriptions of Fossils from the Hall Collection in the American Museum
of Natural History, from the report of Progress for 1861 of the Geological Survey of Wiscons'in,
by James Hall, with Illustrations from the Original Type Specimens not heretofore Figured. By
R. P. Whitfield. Pp. 39-74, pll. iv-xii. August 10, 1895. Pric'e, $2.00.

PARkT III. 'The Extinct Rhinoceroses. By Henry Fairfield Osborn. Part I. Pp. 75-164, pll. xidia-xx,
and49 text figures'. April 22, 1898. Price, $4.20.

PART IV.-A Complete Mosasaur Skeleton. By Henry Fairfield Osborn. Pp. 165-188, pll. xixii
and 15 text figures. October 25, 1899.

PART V.-A Skeleton of Diplodocus. By Henry Fairfield Osborn. Pp. 189-214, 'pll. xxiv-xxvii, and
15 text figures. October 25, 1899. Price of Parts IV and V, issued under one cover, $2.00.

PART VI.-Monograph of the SesiidEe of America, North of Mexico. By William Beutenmtller., Pp.
215-352, pll. xxix-xxxvi, and 24 text figures. March, 1901. Price, $5.00.

PART VII.-Fossil Mammals of the Tertiary of Northeastern Colorado.' By W. D. Matthew. Pp. 353-
448, pll. xxxvi'i-xxxix, and 34 text figures. Price, $2.00.

PART VIII.-The Reptilian Subclasses Diapsida and Synapsida and the Early History of the Diaptosauria.
By Henr'y Fairfield Osborn. Pp. 449-507, pl. xI, and 28 text figures. November, 1903. Price, $2.00.

- ~~~Vol. II. Anthropology.
' ~~~~~Jesu4p North Pacific Expedition, Vol. I.

PART I.-Facial Paintings of the Indians of North British Columbia. By Franz Boas. Pp. 1-24,
-pll. i-iv. June 16, 1898. Price,$2.00.

PART II.-The Mythology of -the Bella, Coola Indians. By-Franz Boas. Pp. 25-127, p1l. ni-xii.
November, 1898. Price, $2.00.

PART III.-The Archmeology of Lytton, British Columbia. By Harlan I. Srm'th. Pp. 129-161, pl. xii,
and 117 text figures. May, 1899. Price, $2.00.

PART IV.-The Thompson Indians of British Columbia. By James Teit. Edited by Franz Boas.
Pp., 163-392, pll. xiv-xx, and 198 text figures. April, 1900. Price, $5.00.

PART V.-Basketry Designs of the Salish Indians. By Livingston Farrand. Pp. 393-399, pll. xxi-xxiii,
and 15 text figures. Apr'il, 1900. Price, 75 cts.

PART VI.- Archeology of the Thompson River Region. By Harlan I. Smith. Pp. 401-442 pll. xxiv-
xxi, and51 text figures. June, 1900. Price, $2.00.

Vol. III. Anthropology.
PART I.-Symbolism of the Huichol Indians. By Carl Lumholtz. Pp. 1-228, pll. 'i-iv, and 291 text

figures. May, 1900. Price, $5.00.
PART II.-The Basketry of the Tlingit.' By George T. Emmons. Pp.- 229-277, -pll. v-xv'ui, and 73

text figures. July, 1903. Price, $2.00. (Out of print.)
PART III.-Decorative Art of the Huichol Indians. By Carl Lumholtz. 'Pp 279-327, pll. sxix-xxiii

and 171 text figures. November, 1904. Price, $1.50.
PART IV.-The Chilkat Blanket. By George T.-Emmons. With Notes on the Blanket Designs, by

Franz Boas. November,1907. Price, $2.00.
Vol. IV. Anthropology.

Jesubp North^ Pacific Expedition, Vol. II.
PART I.-Traditions of the Chilcotin Indians. By Livingston Farrand. Pp.1-5-4, June, 1900.- Price, $1.50.
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(Continuedon Srd page 'of Cover.)



from-4th pae of Cover.)
PART II.-Cairns of. British Columbia and Washington. By Harlan I. Smith and Geraxd Fowke. Pp.,

55-75, pll. i-v. January, 1901. 'Price, $1.00.
PART III.- Tradition of the Quinault Indians. By Livingston Farrand, assisted by -W. S. Kahnweiler.

Pp. 7.7-132. January, 1902. Price, $1.00.
PART IV.- -Shell-Heaps of the Lower Fraser River. By Harlan I. Smiith. Pp. 133-192, pll. ni-vii,

and 60 text figures. March, 1903. Price, $1.00.
*PART V.- The Lillooet Indians. By James Teit. Pp. 193-300, pll. viii and ix, 40 text figures. 1906.

Price, $1.80.
*PART VI.- Archaeology of the Gulf of Georgila and Puget Sound. By Harlan I. Smnith. Pp. 301-442,

pll. x-xii, and 98 text figures. 1id07. Price,' $3.00.
*PART VII.- The Shuswap. By Jarmes Teit. Pp. 443-789, pll. xii"i-x'iv, and 82 text figures. 1909.,

Price, $6.00.
Vol. V. Anthropology.

Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Vol. III.
PART I.-Kwakiutl Texts. By Franz Boas and George Hunt. Pp. 1-270. January, 1902. Price, $3.00.
PART II.- -Kwakiutl, Texts. By Franz Boas and George Hunt. Pp. 271-402. December, 1902.

Price, $1.50.
*PART III.-Kwakiutl Texts. By Franz Boas and George Hunt. Pp. 403-532. 1905. Price, $1.40.

Vol. VI. Anthropology.
HydeExpedition.a

The Night Chant, a Navaho Ceremony. By Washington Matthews. Pp. i-xvi, 1-332, pll.'i-viii (5
colored), and 19 text figures. May, 1902. Price, $5.00.

Vol. VII. Anthropology (not yet completed).-
Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Vol. IV.

PART I.- The Decorative Art of the Amur Tribes. By Berthold Laufer. Pp. 1-79, pll. 'i-xxxiii, and 24
text figures. December, 1901. Price, $3.00.

Vol. VIII. Anthropology.
*Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Vol. V.

PART I.- The Haida of Queen Chaxlotte Islands. By John R. Swanton. Pp. 1-300, pll. i-xxvi, 4 maps
and 31 text figures. Price, $8.00. --

PART II.- The Kwakiutl of Vancouver Island. By Franz Boas. Pp. 301-522, ll xxvii-lii, and 142
text figures. 1909. Price, $10.00.

Vol. IX. Zoology and Paloeontology.
PART I. The Osteology of Camposaurus Cope. By_Barnum Brown. Pp. 1-26, pll. i-v. December,

1905. Price, $2.00.
PART II.- The Phytosauria, with Especial Reference to Mystriosuchus and Rhytiodon. By J. H. Mc-

Gregor. Pp. 27-101, pll. v'i-x'i, and 26 text figures. February, 1906, Price, $2.00.
PART III.- Studies on the Arthrodira. By Louis Hussakof. May, 1906. Pp. 103-154, pll. xii and

xiii, and 25 text cuts. Price, $3.00.
PAR r IV.-The Conardt Fissure, A Pleistocene Bone Deposit in Northern Arkansas, with. Descriptions

of two New Genera and twenty New Species of Mammals. By Barnum Brown. Pp.- 155S208,
pll. 'xiv-xxv, and 3 text-figures. 1907. Price, $2.50.

PART V.-Studies on Fossil Fishes (Sharks, Chimaeroids, and Arthrodires). By Bashford Dean.
Pp. 209-287, pll. xxvi-xli, and 65 text figures. February, 1909. Prilce, $3.50.

PART VI.- The. Carnivora and Tnsectivora of tbe,Bridger Basin. Middlte Eocene. -Bv W. D. Matthew.
Pp. 289-567, pll. xlii-liil, and 118 text figures. August, 1909. Price, $5.00.

Vol. X. Anthropology.
*Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Vol. VI.

PART I.-Religion and Myths of the Koryak. By W. Jochelson. Pp. 1-382, pll. i'-xHiii 1 map, and 58
text figures. 1905. Price, $10.Q0.

PART II.-Material Culture and Social 'Organization of the Koryak. By W. Jochelson. Pp.- 383-811,
pll. xiv-xl, and 194 text figures. 1908. Price, $12.00.

- ~~~~Vol. XI. Anthropology.
*Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Vol. VII.

PART I.-The Chuckehee: Material Culture. By W. Bogoras. Pp. 1-276, pll. 'i-xxxi, 1 map, and 199
text f .q>ures. 1904. Price, $8.00.
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